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Abstract
Many strategies in survey sampling depend on large sample approximation formulae
for design-based inference on finite population parameters, which are not valid for
small samples. We develop an approach using matrix algebra to tackle many problems
for samples of any size.
Poststratification under a general unequal probability sampling design has received
little attention and is an area that we will consider. We demonstrate that inference
should be made conditional on the observed sampling allocation rather than uncon-
ditionally and examine different types of probability weights.
For certain strategies we give results that provide sufficient conditions for the
superiority of one strategy over another. These methods are based on the exact
mean square errors and are used to compare estimators under poststratification both
conditionally and unconditionally.
We also present a result that gives an exact upper bound on the absolute bias
ratio of a strategy which can be used at the design stage to assess the magnitude of
the bias.
A general problem for unbiased variance estimators under unequal probability
sampling is the possibility of obtaining a negative estimate. We show how the eigen-
values of the matrices given by a variance estimator for the ratio estimator under
probability proportional to aggregate size sampling can be used to construct a class
of nonnegative definite unbiased variance estimators. Our empirical studies show that
estimators from this class are generally more efficient than the standard estimator,
especially when the coefficient of variation of the size variable is large.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter we give a description of the conventional sample survey theory under
the design-based approach giving standard notations and definitions in section 1.2.
In section 1.3 we will discuss the concept of calibrated estimators and in section 1.4
we cover some aspects of poststratification. In section 1.5 it will be pointed out that
nonnegative definite symmetric matrices can be useful for comparing the exact mean
square errors of different strategies.
1.1 Basic ideas of design-based sampling theory
In sampling theory we study a finite set of individuals or units, called a population.
Attached to these units are the values of several variables (defined for every unit
in the population). The goal is to make inferences about the unknown values for
parameters of the population that are based on the unknown values of the variables
of interest or survey variables. A parameter is a function of a survey variable and is an
unknown value of some measure of interest, for example the total, mean or variance
15
of a survey variable. The units in a population can be listed where each unit has its
own unique identifiable symbol or label. A collection of labelled units selected from
the population is called a sample, a non-empty subset of the population. The general
problem is to select a sample of units from the population, observe the values of the
survey variables for those units and use these values to estimate the unknown values
of parameters of interest.
At the selection or design stage the sampler chooses a method for sampling which
involves probability selection to obtain a sample of units from the population. This
procedure is called a sampling design or sampling scheme. The design is determined
by assigning the probability of selection to every possible sample that can be selected.
It can be based on prior information from previous studies, censuses or pilot surveys
on variables thought to be related to the survey variables. The design can also be
subject to cost and administrative constraints. Inferences are generally based on the
design that has been executed.
At the estimation or inference stage the analyst has to choose estimators for the
parameters of interest. An estimator is a function of the observed values of the survey
variables from the sampled units. The choice of an estimator can depend on prior
information as well as the design.
Once the variables of interest are observed for the sampled units, estimates for the
parameters of interest are calculated according to the estimation formulae proposed.
The usual measure of accuracy is given by a confidence interval (valid for large sample
sizes) which is based on the sample estimate of the sampling variance. This latter
quantity is also used as a measure of accuracy to compare strategies (either before
the sample is drawn using prior knowledge or after the sample is drawn, to make a so
called post-survey choice of an estimator). Another measure of accuracy is the mean
square error of an estimator under the sample design.
16
A strategy is a combination of a design and an estimator. When analysts are
free to choose a design they are in a position to select strategies that are, to their
knowledge, strongly related to the population structure of the survey variables so that
the design-based estimators will perform well.
1.2 Notations and definitions
Let the population of fixed size N be denoted by U and let the units of the population
be identified by labelling them from 1 to N so that
U = {1, . . . , N}.
We will consider only one survey variable whose values will be denoted by yi for each
unit i ∈ U . The N × 1 column vector y, where
yt = (y1, . . . , yN),
will be called the survey vector.
Some population parameters of interest are:
• the population total
TY =
∑
i∈U
yi = NY¯
• the population variance
S2Y =
∑
i∈U(yi − Y¯ )2
N − 1
Associated with each unit in the population are the values of q, say, auxiliary
variables which are a form of prior information about the population. The value of
the kth auxiliary variable for unit i ∈ U will be denoted by xki for k = 1, . . . , q. The
17
N×q matrix X will be called the auxiliary matrix where the kth column of X is equal
to the kth auxiliary vector xk where
xtk = (xk1, xk2, . . . , xkN)
for k = 1, . . . , q. The values of these variables can be incorporated into both the
design and the estimators. We will assume that the values of the auxiliary vari-
ables are known for all units in the population (though this is not necessary for the
implementation of many design-based strategies).
The sample will be denoted by s and the sample size will be denoted by a positive
integer n(s) which is less than N . Let p denote the design and let p(s) denote the
probability of selecting sample s under the design p. Then every sampling design has
the property ∑
s∈S
p(s) = 1
where S, called a sampling support, is the set of all possible samples that could have
been selected under the design p, i.e. S is the set of all s with p(s) > 0.
A design is of fixed size n if n(s) = n for all s ∈ S. Note that not all designs
of fixed size n will give a sampling support S that contains every possible sample of
fixed size n. Any sample of size n(s) = n that this not contained in the support S
will have probability p(s) = 0. We will only consider sampling designs of fixed size n.
Definition 1 The single or first order inclusion probability of unit i, denoted by pii,
is the probability that unit i is included in the sample s,
pii = p(s : i ∈ s) =
∑
s3i
p(s).
Similarly the rth order inclusion probability, denoted by pii1i2...ir , is the probability
that r distinct units {i1, i2, . . . , ir} from the population are included in the sample with
18
r ≤ n so that
pii1i2...ir =
∑
s3i1,i2,...,ir
p(s).
The randomness of an estimator is based on the design, so expectations are taken
with respect to it. Let θˆs be an estimator for some population parameter θ. The
expected value and variance of θˆs, with respect to the design p, are given respectively
by
E(θˆs, p) =
∑
s∈S
p(s)θˆs
and
Var(θˆs, p) =
∑
s∈S
p(s)θˆ2s −
(∑
s∈S
p(s)θˆs
)2
= E(θˆ2s , p)− E(θˆs, p)2
Another measure of quality for an estimator is the bias:
Definition 2 The bias of an estimator θˆs, under some design p, for some population
parameter θ is defined as
bias(θˆs, p) = E(θˆs, p)− θ.
If the bias of θˆs is zero for all possible populations, then θˆs is unbiased for θ.
Unbiasedness or approximate unbiasedness are desirable properties of an estimator
since this indicates that the average deviation of the estimated values from the true
unknown value for the parameter of interest is zero. Therefore the distribution of an
unbiased estimator is located around the unknown value of the parameter of interest.
An estimator, θˆs, that varies little about the unknown value of θ is considered to be
‘better’ than one that varies a great deal. Hence, it is natural to desire an estimator
that is unbiased for θ and of minimum variance. However unbiasedness or approximate
19
unbiasedness does not tell us how widely dispersed the various values of the estimator
are. In a discussion of Basu’s (1971) paper, Ha´jek stated that
the idea of unbiasedness is useful only to the extent that greatly biased
estimates are poor no matter what other properties they have.
Cochran (1977, p.14) and Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.165) came to the conclusion that
the effects of the bias on the coverage of confidence intervals can be ignored if the
bias is relatively small compared to the variance of the estimator.
It is clear that an estimator is desirable if its sampling distribution is narrowly
concentrated around the unknown value of the parameter of interest θ. Therefore a
useful criterion for optimality is to choose an estimator, θˆs, which has the smallest
mean square error
MSE(θˆs, p) = E[(θˆs − θ)2, p] = Var(θˆs, p) +
(
bias(θˆs, p)
)2
.
The mean square error measures the amount by which an estimator differs from
the true value of θ. It is an average of the squared ‘error’ of the estimated values and
incorporates both the variance and the bias of the estimator. A mean square error
of zero would imply that the estimator gives exact estimates equal to θ regardless of
which sample is selected under the design. Minimizing mean square error is a key
criterion in choosing an estimator, and among unbiased estimators minimizing mean
square error is equivalent to minimizing the variance.
In an interesting note, Padmawar (1998) showed that for the class of estimators
αTˆs, where α ∈ (0, 1] and Tˆs is unbiased for TY under some design p, the mean square
error of αTˆs is at its minimum if we choose
α =
1
1 + [cv(Tˆs, p)]2
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where cv(.) denotes the coefficient of variation, i.e.
cv(Tˆs, p) =
(
Var(Tˆs, p)
E(Tˆs, p)2
) 1
2
.
Hence for any unbiased estimator for (nonzero) TY there will always be a biased
estimator that has a smaller mean square error, provided Var(Tˆs) 6= 0.
Another desirable property for an estimator is for it to be consistent. Formally
an estimator, θˆs, is said to be consistent for θ if for any fixed δ > 0,
lim
n→∞
Pr(|θˆs − θ| < δ) = 1.
Consistency means that the probability of our estimate being within some small δ of
θ can be made as close to one as we want by choosing a sufficiently large sample. We
will adopt the sense of consistency in Rao (1985). The definition is as follows:
Definition 3 An estimator, θˆs, is said to be consistent for θ if its mean square error
approaches zero as the sample size increases.
Then an estimator that is consistent will be more accurate, in terms of mean square
error, as the sample size gets larger. Another type of consistency measure that may
be of interest is Fisher consistency for finite populations which is a property of an
estimator asserting that if the estimator were calculated using the entire population
rather than a sample, the true value of the estimated parameter would be obtained.
1.3 Calibrated estimators
Godambe (1955) defined the following class of estimators for the population total TY
that embraces many estimators used in practice including the ratio estimator.
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Definition 4 A general linear estimator Tˆs for the population total TY =
∑
i∈U yi is
of the form
Tˆs =
∑
i∈s
bsiyi
where the survey weights bsi for units i ∈ s are independent of the survey variable.
Any estimator whose form is linear in the yi’s for each sample s falls into this class
of estimators.
Example 1 The ratio estimator, denoted by TˆR, can be written as
TˆR = NX¯
∑
i∈s yi∑
i∈s xi
=
∑
i∈s
bsiyi
where the survey weight bsi, for unit i ∈ s, is equal to NX¯/
∑
i∈s xi which depends
on all units in the sample (but only through their sample sum), and here requires
population level information namely the total of the x’s.
For this wide class of estimators, Godambe (1955) proved his well-known non-
optimality result that in the class of general linear estimators no minimum variance
design-unbiased estimator exists (over all possible populations).
A special class of general linear estimators which can give zero mean square error,
for some populations, are calibrated estimators. The following definition of calibrated
estimators is from Sugden & Smith (2007).
Definition 5 A general linear estimator Tˆs of TY is said to be calibrated for vectors
x1, x2, . . . , xq in RN with respect to a set of samples S∗ if∑
i∈s
bsixki =
∑
i∈U
xki
for all k = 1, . . . , q and all s ∈ S∗, where xki is the ith element of the N × 1 vector
xk.
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This property means that Tˆs is equal to TY for any sample in S∗ whenever the survey
vector y is equal to any linear combination of the vectors x1, x2, . . . , xq.
Let Ls be an N × N diagonal matrix with its ith diagonal element equal to 1 if
unit i is selected in the sample s and 0 otherwise. A general class of estimators, is
given by
1tNALsy + (1
t
NX− 1tNALsX)βˆs (1.1)
where βˆs is given by the weighted least squares formula,
βˆs = (X
tWLsX)
−1XtWLsy,
where 1N is the N ×1 column vector of ones, A and W are positive definite diagonal
matrices. Provided the q × q matrix XtWLsX is nonsingular for all samples s ∈ S
any estimator of the form (1.1) will be calibrated for any population vector that is a
linear combination of the columns of X.
Some special cases of (1.1) are:
1. The regression estimator
TˆREG = βˆ
t
sX
t1N
by letting A = 0 and W = diag(pi−1i ).
2. The general regression estimator, TˆGREG, by letting A = diag(pi
−1
i ) and W =
diag(q−1i ), where qi is some positive arbitrary value for i ∈ U .
3. When A = IN and W = diag(σ
2v(xt(i))), (1.1) reduces to the best linear model-
unbiased predictor, TˆBLUP , under the tentative model
ξ : y = Xβ + 
with model expectations Eξ() = 0N and Eξ(
t) = diag(σ2v(xt(i))), x
t
(i) is the
ith row of X for i ∈ U (Valliant et al. 2000 (2.2.1) on p.29 is this special case of
uncorrelated errors).
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The estimator TˆBLUP in case 3 is considered when using the model-based approach
to sampling where the values of the survey variables, y1, y2, . . . , yN , are realizations,
of just one outcome, of random variables Y1, Y2, . . . , YN (whereas in the design-based
approach the values of y1, y2, . . . , yN are considered to be fixed but unknown values).
In the model-based approach to survey sampling the population model is given
by the joint probability distribution or density which may depend on unknown pa-
rameters. The sampling design plays no role in the inference. This position is taken
by Royall (1970) and Royall & Cumberland (1981a & b). Similar to the design-based
theory, the purely model-based evaluation consists of finding the estimator to mini-
mize the model mean square error, given a sample. However, we will only consider
strategies under the design-based approach.
Ha´jek’s (1981, p.157) definition of representative strategies with respect to xk, for
k = 1, . . . , q, is equivalent to estimators calibrated for xk with respect to a sampling
support given by the design.
Note that the calibration condition need not hold for any sample with probability
zero and clearly no estimator is calibrated for the empty sample. We therefore give
the following definition:
Definition 6 We say that a strategy is calibrated for xk, for k = 1, . . . , q, if its
estimator is calibrated for the xk’s with respect to the sampling support given by the
design.
It is convenient to denote a strategy for TY by stg(Tˆs, p) where Tˆs is the estimator
for TY under the design p. If Tˆs is a general linear estimator under the design p then
stg(Tˆs, p) will be called a general linear strategy. We will only consider general linear
strategies throughout this thesis.
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Deville & Sa¨rndal (1992) defined a calibration estimator to be one with survey
weights chosen to minimize some distance measure from the original sampling design
weights pi−1i under the constraints∑
i∈s
bsixki =
∑
i∈U
xki,
for k = 1, . . . , q. The equations are known as the calibration equations and any
estimator of this type clearly falls in to the class of calibrated estimators given by
definition 5. Deville & Sa¨rndal showed that TˆGREG for a single auxiliary variable is a
unique calibration estimator using the chi squared statistic
E
[∑
i∈s
(bsi − di)2
di
, p
]
as a distance measure by putting di = pi
−1
i for all i ∈ s.
The idea behind calibrated strategies is a simple one. Suppose the survey variable
y was a linear combination of the auxiliary variables xk, k = 1, . . . , q. i.e. let
yi =
∑q
k=1 ckxki for all i ∈ U for some constant terms ck, k = 1, . . . , q. Then if we
apply some strategy, stg(Tˆs, p), for the population total, TY , which is calibrated for
the xk’s, we would always obtain an exact estimate of the population total of the y’s
regardless of which sample was selected. By definition 4 we have
Tˆs =
∑
i∈s
bsiyi =
∑
i∈s
bsi
q∑
k=1
ckxki =
q∑
k=1
ck
∑
i∈s
bsixki
=
q∑
k=1
ck
∑
i∈U
xki =
∑
i∈U
q∑
k=1
ckxki =
∑
i∈U
yi
for all possible samples. Clearly also the mean square error of this strategy will be
equal to zero. Of course in practice it is very unlikely that you would have a survey
variable which is exactly proportional to a linear combination of auxiliary variables.
But there are many cases where there can be a strong linear relationship between
them and so applying a strategy which is calibrated would tend to have a small mean
square error.
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An appealing property of a calibration estimator is that it is more precise than
the estimator with survey weights equal to bsi = pi
−1
i for each i ∈ s, i.e. the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator (1952), provided the linear relationship between the survey and
auxiliary variables is strong.
Sugden & Smith (2007) extended Godambe’s nonexistence theorem to classes of
linear calibrated strategies which implies that no unique minimum mean square error
strategy exists under the design-based approach. So the choice of strategies under
the criterion of minimum mean square error is also not clear.
1.4 Poststratification
Poststratification is a procedure that partitions the population into H, say, mutu-
ally exclusive and exhaustive subgroups, called domains, after the sample has been
selected. This partition is done with respect to some categorical variable which is
defined for each unit in the population, for example age, sex, educational level, etc.
The observed sample is also partitioned according to the same categorical variable
used to partition the population. Broadly defined by Smith (1991),
poststratification could refer to any method of data analysis which involves
forming units into homogeneous groups after observations of the sample.
Let the H population domains be denoted by U1, . . . , UH and let their sizes be N1,
. . . , NH respectively, so that U =
⋃H
h=1 Uh and N =
∑H
h=1 Nh. Similarly the sample
strata are denoted by s1, . . . , sH and their sizes are n1, . . . , nH respectively where
sh = s∩Uh for h = 1, . . . , H and
∑H
h=1 nh = n. The observed sampling configuration
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of the sampled strata sizes will be denoted by an 1×H row vector
n = (n1, . . . , nH).
Note that the sample strata sizes are random at the design stage.
Poststratification requires information on the poststrata sizes and information for
classifying the sampled units into those poststrata. The sample is cross-classified at
the estimation stage, not the design stage. This information is used in choosing survey
weights for units within poststrata which form an estimator that reduces sampling
variance and bias through the influence of the homogeneity of the units within the
poststrata. Here are some situations when poststratification can be employed:
• When the stratum membership for some stratifying variable is unknown for
every unit in the population at the design stage. This information could be
unavailable because it may be too difficult or expensive to use at the time of
sampling.
• When the stratifying variable is known for each unit in the population, but not
applied at the design stage. There may have been several variables to base the
design on and the sampler chose some other one instead, or it could have just
been overlooked, or there could be many other reasons why it was not used.
Kish (1965, p.91) describes poststratification as an ‘adjustment’ or ‘correction’ of
the sample mean. If an inappropriate design was used at the design stage, we can
still capture the effects of the population structure to recover the loss of efficiency by
using a poststratified estimator at the estimation stage. Holt & Smith (1979) viewed
poststratification as a robust technique that offers protection against unfavourable or
extreme sampling configurations. They also stated that
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it is the structure of the population, rather than the sampling design,
which an estimator should reflect.
Note that the use of calibrated estimators also reflects this.
1.4.1 Conditional and unconditional inferences
After the sample has been selected and the appropriate estimator has been chosen,
inferences about the population parameters can be made with respect to either the
unconditional design, that was used to obtain the sample, or (if possible) the design
conditioned on only those samples with the same poststrata sample sizes as the ob-
served sampling configuration n. The observed sampling allocation n is considered
to be an ancillary statistic if its distribution is known and independent of the pa-
rameter of interest, see Cox & Hinkley (1974, p.31). This is the case if the sampling
design is completely known and the stratum membership is known for each unit in
the population.
It has been argued by Durbin (1969) that inferences should not be drawn from
irrelevant chance events. He says
It seems self-evident that one should use the information available on
sample size in the interpretation of the results. To average over variations
in sample size which might have occurred but did not occur, when in fact
the sample size is exactly known, seems quite wrong from the standpoint
of the analysis of the data actually observed.
Holt & Smith (1979) strongly argued for conditional inference. They pointed out
that the coverage of confidence intervals based on the conditional variance is more
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accurate with respect to those samples with the same sample size configuration as the
observed one, than the coverage of confidence intervals based on the unconditional
variance.
The coverage of confidence intervals given by the unconditional approach is correct
when averaged over all possible samples that could have been selected, but this is also
true for the conditional approach. As mentioned by Jagers et al. (1985),
The main argument in favour of the unconditional approach is simplicity:
the quality of a whole procedure is described by a single number.
That number being the unconditional variance or the unconditional mean square
error. The general view is to choose a strategy based on the unconditional design at
the design stage and make inferences with respect to the conditional design after the
sample has been selected at the estimation stage.
The use of the conditional approach for small area estimation, or domains, has
been studied by Rao (1985) and Sa¨rndal & Hidiroglou (1989) under simple random
sampling. Consiglio et al. (2003) consider the conditional approach in small area es-
timation under two-stage sampling design with stratification of the primary sampling
units. Rao (1985) and Hidiroglou & Srinath (1981) use the conditional approach to
tackle the problem of ‘outliers’ in the case where there are a few units in a population
with large or extreme values for some survey variable. For approaches to domain or
small area estimation based on models see Rao & Ghosh (1994).
Conditional analysis has also been studied in areas outside poststratification. For
example Robinson (1987) proposed an asymptotic conditional approach of inference
for the ratio estimator under simple random sampling. Robinson’s approach was
applied to poststratified estimators by Casady & Valliant (1993). Montanari (2000)
developed an asymptotic conditional framework, conditioning on the auxiliary sample
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means, for conditional analysis of several types of regression estimators.
1.4.2 Conditional and unconditional comparisons
Two estimators, under simple random sampling, that have been compared with one
another in a poststratified setting, see Holt & Smith (1979), Sugden & Smith (2006),
Smith (1991), Sa¨rndal et al. (1992), Jagers et al. (1985), Gelman & Carlin (2001)
and others, are the stratified estimator
Tˆst =
H∑
h=1
IhNhy¯h
where y¯h is the sample poststrata mean of poststratum h, h = 1, . . . , H, and Ih is
equal to 1 if nh > 0 or zero otherwise, and the expansion estimator
Tˆ0 =
N
n
H∑
h=1
Ihnhy¯h = Ny¯.
As noted by Bethlehem & Keller (1987), Tˆst is a special case of TˆGREG where the
auxiliary variables are stratum indicators.
The unconditional variance of Tˆst is usually given by an approximation formula,
see Kish (1965, p.90), Cochran (1977, p.135), Hansen et al. (1953, p.232), Holt &
Smith (1979), Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.266-267) and Thompson (2002, p.124). From
these formulae it has been established that this variance is close to the variance of the
estimator under stratified random sampling with proportional allocation, but never
less than this. Sugden & Smith (2006) studied the exact unconditional mean square
error of Tˆst and compared it with an unconditionally unbiased estimator under simple
random sampling.
Unconditional comparisons of these estimators have been done by Sa¨rndal et al.
(1992, p.268) using an approximation formula for the unconditional variance of Tˆst
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and the exact unconditional variance of Tˆ0. But for small population sizes Sugden &
Smith (2006) gave examples showing that this result can be misleading. Conditional
comparisons have been done via empirical studies by Holt & Smith (1979) and Jagers
et al. (1985). The conclusion from both papers was that Tˆst performs better than Tˆ0
overall; however it is not uniformly better over every possible population.
There hasn’t yet been a method for comparing these ‘simple’ strategies without
the use of approximation formulae and empirical studies, both conditionally and
unconditionally, except for Sugden & Smith (2006) under simple random sampling.
1.4.3 When nh = 0 for some poststrata
One major problem we could face when poststratifying is that it may be possible
to draw a sample which does not contain units from every poststratum since the
achieved sampling configuration n is random. This can result in extreme estimation
bias both conditionally and unconditionally. One way to overcome this difficulty is to
merge or collapse similar poststrata together to ensure that the sample contains units
from every poststratum. Fuller (1966) suggested a way of constructing an estimator
obtained by collapsing two poststrata together when one of the two was empty. Little
(1993) cover methods of collapsing using the model-based approach. Bethlehem &
Keller (1987) gave an alternative approach to collapsing when there are several criteria
for poststratification which involves removing higher order interactions between the
poststratifying variables.
Doss et al. (1979), Rao (1985) and Tille´ (1998) considered the problem of empty
poststrata samples and studied the properties of a number of estimators under simple
random sampling. One of these estimators was shown, by Sugden & Smith (2006),
to represent a form of collapsing and falls into the class considered by Fuller (1966)
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when H = 2. In chapter 5 (section 5.5) we will generalize some of these estimators
for any general unequal probability designs.
1.4.4 General designs
One of the main problems with an unequal probability design, where the pii’s are
unequal, in a poststratification setting was pointed out by Smith (1991). Under
an unequal probability sampling scheme the design conditional on n depends on
knowing the poststratum membership for all units in the population, unlike the simple
random sampling design which depends only on the poststratum population and
sample sizes. Smith also gave a counterexample demonstrating that for an unequal
probability design conditional on n, the inclusion indicator variables of units from
different poststrata are not conditionally independent (of one another). This would
imply that the formula of the conditional variance would not be equal to the sum
of poststratum variances which could make it difficult to estimate the variance. Rao
(1985) concluded that under a complex sampling design it is difficult to investigate the
conditional properties of estimators and the choice of statistic on which to condition
might not be obvious.
Brewer (2002, p.33) made the following statement:
When analysing poststrata using design-based inference, it is both possi-
ble and desirable to ignore the dependence of the sampling configuration
within any poststratum on the outcomes of the sampling in the other
strata. This is known as ‘making conditional inferences conditional on
the numbers of units selected within each poststratum’.
However conditional inferences under poststratification is still permitted even if
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there is dependence between the selection of units from different poststrata.
Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p264-265) considered an estimator that can be used for
poststratification under a general design but the unconditional properties for this
estimator were given for the simple random sample design and not the general design.
Also the conditional properties of the estimator were not studied.
There is very little work done on the design-based theory of poststratification
under unequal probability sampling.
1.5 Mean square error matrix
It can be shown, see Ha´jek (1981, p.157), Gabler (1990, p.109), Cheng & Li (1983)
and Sugden & Smith (2007), that the mean square error of any general linear strategy,
stg(Tˆs, p), can be written as a quadratic form in y. i.e. we can write
MSE(Tˆs, p) = y
tM(Tˆs, p)y (1.2)
where the M(Tˆs, p) is an N ×N real symmetric matrix which is independent of the
y’s. Bethlehem & Keller (1987) considered the variance-covariance matrix of an ap-
proximation formula for the variance of the regression estimator and they mentioned
that this matrix can provide appropriate information for further analysis since it takes
into account the sampling design. For the matrix given by the exact mean square
error, Sugden & Smith (2007) stated that
A remarkable consequence of our assumptions that the values of the aux-
iliary variables X are completely known for all units and that the sam-
pling scheme is also completely known, is that the N ×N matrices of the
quadratic forms in “(1.2) here” depend only on X and are therefore known
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for all possible y. In particular the eigenvalues and associated eigenspaces,
spanned by linearly independent normalized eigenvectors, are also known
for each positive semidefinite matrix.
They also pointed out that if the strategy is calibrated for q vectors x1, . . . , xq, then
these vectors will also be eigenvectors of the matrix given by the mean square error of
the strategy with corresponding eigenvalues equal to zero. i.e. x1, . . . , xq will belong
in the nullspace of M(Tˆs, p).
Cheng & Li (1983) used the eigenvalues of the mean square error matrices of
certain ratio type strategies to obtain the minimax strategy between them. Gabler
(1990, p.108-110) also obtained a modified minimax strategy for a certain class of
strategies using the mean square error matrix. Ha´jek (1981, p.161) gave a result
based on these matrices that can indicate how well an approximation formula for the
mean square error of some strategy can perform. Berger (2005) also used this method
to examine a variance approximation formula.
Gabler (1984) also used the eigenvalues of the mean square error matrices to
give sufficient conditions for the superiority of sampling without replacement over
sampling with replacement under unequal probability sampling.
Estimators for the mean square error can also be written as quadratic forms in the
sampled values of the y’s. Padmawar (1998) adopted this approach and by using the
eigenvalues of this matrix he gave conditions for some mean square error estimators to
be nonnegative definite and unbiased for a certain class of estimators under a cluster
type sampling design. We will also consider the matrices given by variance estimators
and attempt to construct nonnegative definite unbiased variance estimators.
Many approximation methods for analysing strategies are not valid for small sam-
ple sizes. It is therefore of interest to develop an exact method for comparison of
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strategies. In general, the mean square error matrix of any general linear strategy
depends on the design and auxiliary information which is assumed to be known. It
can therefore be considered to be a useful ‘tool’ to form a basis for further analysis
of strategies. Our aim is to use the mean square error matrices to give some exact
methods of analysing and comparing different strategies.
In poststratification under an unequal probability sampling design, provided the
poststrata members are known for all units in the population, we can make conditional
inferences conditional on n. We intend to use the mean square error matrices of post-
stratified strategies to compare poststratified estimators under unequal probability
sampling, both conditionally and unconditionally.
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Chapter 2
Conditional Designs under
Poststratification
In this chapter we will consider designs conditional on the observed sample size con-
figuration n under poststratification when using a general unequal probability design.
We will give properties of such designs and the requirements that make it possible to
make inferences conditional on n.
We will also propose a subclass of general linear estimators which can be consid-
ered in a poststratification setting and give its properties.
A list of some desirable properties for a satisfactory unequal probability sampling
scheme will be given and we will describe three well known unequal probability sam-
pling schemes; two of which will be implemented in examples throughout this thesis.
In the last section we study some aspects of the conditional unequal probability
design such as independence between selection of units from different poststrata and
calibrated estimators under the conditional design.
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2.1 General sampling designs without replacement
In this section we will give some standard results for any general sampling design with
fixed sample size. These results will be used in subsequent sections to prove further
results.
We will first define a random variable which is useful in the proof of theorems in
this chapter.
Definition 7 The sample indicator variable for unit i in the population, denoted by
ti, is a random variable which takes the value 1 if the unit labelled i is included in the
sample or zero otherwise. i.e.
ti =
 1 if i ∈ s0 else.
Note that ti is a function that depends on the sample s.
The statistical properties of the sample indicator variable depends on the sampling
design under consideration and are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 For any units i, j ∈ U , with i 6= j, and design p we have
a) E(ti, p) = pii
b) Var(ti, p) = pii(1− pii)
c) Cov(ti,tj, p) = piij − piipij
Proof The proof of this lemma follows from the fact that the sample indicator
variable ti has a Bernoulli distribution with probability of success equal to pii.
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The following lemma, from Yates & Grundy (1953), gives some properties for any
general probability sampling design for fixed sample size n.
Lemma 2 For any probability sampling design with fixed sample size n, we have
a)
∑
i∈U
pii = n
b)
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
piij = (n− 1)pii
c)
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
piij = n(n− 1)
Proof Note that a fixed sample size n can be written in terms of the sampling
indicator variable n =
∑
i∈U ti.
a) Since the sample size n is fixed, we have
n = E(n, p) =
∑
i∈U
E(ti, p) =
∑
i∈U
pii.
b) For some i ∈ U , consider the summation∑
j∈U
j 6=i
tj.
If i ∈ s, then this sum takes the value n− 1, and if i /∈ s, it takes the value n,
thus
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
piij = E
ti∑
j∈U
j 6=i
tj, p
 = 1× (n− 1)× p(s : i ∈ s) + 0× n× p(s : i /∈ s)
= (n− 1)pii.
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The proof of part (c) follows directly from part (a) and (b).
A feature of a general unequal probability sampling design is that the N units
in the population can have different inclusion probabilities which can be taken into
account to obtain the properties of estimators as we shall see in sections 2.4 and 2.6.
2.2 Properties of conditional designs
Tille´ (2006, p.20) gave the following definition of a conditional sampling design with
respect to a support.
Definition 8 Let S1 and S2 be two supports such that S2 ⊂ S1 and p1(.) a sampling
design on S1. The conditional design of S1 with respect to S2, denote by p1(s | S2),
is given by
p1(s | S2) = p1(s)∑
s∈S2 p1(s)
for all s ∈ S2.
Conditional expectations are defined with respect to the conditional design. Typically,
the support S2 from definition 8 would consist of all samples in the support S1 that
respects some fixed values of an ancillary statistic.
Under a poststratification the support for which the conditional design is based
on is the set of all samples which have the same sample size configuration or sampling
allocation as the realized one n. We will denote this set by Sn, i.e.
Sn = {s ∈ S : n(s) = n}
where n(s) denotes the sample size configuration of the poststrata samples for sample
s.
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Definition 9 Let S be the sampling support of some design p. Under a poststratifica-
tion with H poststrata the conditional design on the achieved sampling configuration
n = (n1, . . . , nH), denoted by p
∗(s), is given by
p∗(s) =

p(s)∑
s∈Sn p(s)
for s ∈ Sn
0 else.
Throughout the rest of this thesis we will refer to p∗(s) as the conditional design on n
whose sample poststrata size nh is fixed for all h = 1, . . . , H such that
∑H
h=1 nh = n.
Example 2 If the unconditional design is simple random sampling (SRS) without
replacement where
p(s) =
(
N
n
)−1
for all s ∈ S,
then the conditional design on n would be
p∗(s) =
p(s)∑
s∈Sn p(s)
=
(
N
n
)−1∑
s∈Sn
(
N
n
)−1
=
1∏H
h=1
(
Nh
nh
)
for all s ∈ Sn. This design is a stratified random sampling design (StRS) for the
sampling allocation n.
Definition 10 The rth order conditional inclusion probabilities from the design con-
ditional on n is defined as
pi∗i1i2...ir =
∑
s3i1,i2,...,ir
p∗(s) for 1 ≤ r ≤ n
for r distinct unit(s) i1, i2, . . . , ir ∈ U .
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Note that for a general unequal probability design the conditional selection prob-
abilities, in definition 9, depend on knowing the design probabilities for all samples
with the same sample size configuration n. In the case of simple random sampling,
in example 2, we only needed to know the poststrata sizes and n to calculate p∗(s)
and so the conditional inclusion probabilities for all units in the population are easily
calculated. But for an unequal probability design we need to know the poststratum
membership for all units in the population in order to calculate p∗(s) and hence the
conditional inclusion probabilities.
Most estimators for the conditional variance of a strategy depend on the first or
second order conditional inclusion probabilities for units selected in the sample. If we
do not know the poststratum membership, under an unequal probability design, we
won’t be able to calculate the conditional design and hence we cannot calculate the
conditional inclusion probabilities. This means that conditional inferences under an
unequal probability sampling design may not be possible.
We will assume that the poststratum membership is known for all units in the
population so that we can make our inferences conditional on n.
Lemma 3 Under the conditional design for any i, j ∈ U , with i 6= j, and design p
we have
a) E(ti, p | Sn) = pi∗i
b) Var(ti, p | Sn) = pi∗i (1− pi∗i )
c) Cov(ti, tj, p | Sn) = pi∗ij − pi∗i pi∗j
Proof The proof of this lemma parallels the proof of lemma 1 by replacing pii by pi
∗
i
and piij by pi
∗
ij since here we take expectations with respect to the design conditional
on n.
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In the following lemma we give properties of a conditional design on n which are
similar to those of the unconditional design given in lemma 2.
Lemma 4 For any sampling design, p, conditional on n = (n1, . . . , nH) where nh’s
are fixed for all h = 1, . . . , H, we have the following properties:
a)
∑
i∈Uh
pi∗i = nh
b)
∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
pi∗ij = (nh − 1)pi∗i for i ∈ Uh
c)
∑
i∈Uh
pi∗ij = nhpi
∗
j for j ∈ Ug with g 6= h
d)
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
pi∗ij = nh(nh − 1)
e)
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
g 6=h
pi∗ij = nhng
Proof For any design conditional on n the sample poststratum size nh for h = 1,
. . . , H can be written in terms of the sampling indicator variable nh =
∑
i∈Uh ti.
a) If nh is fixed, then under the conditional design we have
nh = E(nh, p | Sn) =
∑
i∈Uh
E(ti, p | Sn) =
∑
i∈Uh
pi∗i
b) For some unit i ∈ Uh consider the summation∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
tj.
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If i ∈ sh, where sh = s ∩ Uh, then this takes the value nh − 1 and if i /∈ sh then
it takes the value nh. Thus under the conditional design for i ∈ Uh we have
∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
pi∗ij = E
ti∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
tj, p | Sn

= 1× (nh − 1)× p∗(s : i ∈ sh) + 0× nh × p∗(s : i /∈ sh)
= (nh − 1)pi∗i .
c) For i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug with h 6= g we have
∑
j∈Ug
pi∗ij = E
∑
j∈Ug
titj, p | Sn
 = E (ti, p | Sn)ng = pi∗i ng.
The proof of part (d) and (e) follow from part (b) and (c) respectively by summing
over the pi∗i for all i ∈ Uh using part (a).
These results are valid for any n with fixed poststrata sample sizes. If nh = 0 for
some h then part (a) of lemma 4 implies pi∗i = 0 for all i ∈ Uh. If nh = 1 for some h
then by part (b) all conditional joint inclusion probabilities for pairs of units in Uh
are equal to zero.
We can also consider a design which is conditioned on all samples in S such that
nh > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H. It may be more appropriate to compare strategies under
this design at the design stage, rather than the unconditional design, if the probability
of obtaining a sample that doesn’t contain units from all poststrata is small enough
to neglect. This design (conditioned on s such that nh > 0 for all poststrata) is under
a weaker condition than the conditional design p∗(s) and so we will call it the weak
conditional design.
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Definition 11 Let Sw = {s ∈ S : nh(s) > 0, ∀h = 1, . . . , H} where nh(s) denotes
the poststratum sample size of poststratum h for sample s. Then the weak conditional
design, denoted by p′(s), is given by
p′(s) =

p(s)∑
s∈Sw p(s)
for s ∈ Sw
0 else.
Note that if a strategy stg(Tˆs, p) is conditionally unbiased for TY (conditional on
n with fixed positive nh’s) then it is also unbiased for TY under the weak conditional
design which follows from properties of conditional expectations.
Definition 12 The rth order weak conditional inclusion probabilities is defined as
pi′i1i2...ir =
∑
s3i1,i2,...,ir
p′(s) for 1 ≤ r ≤ n
for r distinct unit(s) i1, i2, . . . , ir ∈ U .
Lemma 5 Under the weak conditional design for any i, j ∈ U , with i 6= j, and design
p we have
a) E(ti, p | Sw) = pi′i
b) Var(ti, p | Sw) = pi′i(1− pi′i)
c) Cov(ti, tj, p | Sw) = pi′ij − pi′ipi′j
Proof Again the proof of this parallels the proof of lemma 1 by taking expectations
with respect to the weak conditional design.
It is clear that the weak conditional inclusion probabilities satisfies the properties
of lemma 2 but it is not true that the properties of lemma 4 will be satisfied, since
under the weak conditional design the poststrata sample sizes are still random.
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2.3 Separate general linear estimators
In this section we examine a special class of general linear estimators called separate
general linear estimators.
Definition 13 A separate general linear estimator Tˆs for the population total TY is
of the form
Tˆs =
H∑
h=1
IhTˆsh with Tˆsh =
∑
i∈sh
bshiyi (2.1)
where Ih is equal to one if nh > 0 or zero otherwise and the survey weight bshi, for
unit i ∈ sh, can depend on the sampled units but only through the auxiliary values
attached to units in sh and not in sg (g 6= h) for h, g = 1, . . . , H.
The survey weights, bshi, can of course depend on population and domain measures.
Remark 1 Tˆsh defined in (2.1) is a general linear estimator of the domain total
TYh =
∑
i∈Uh yi, as bsi = bshi where sh = s ∩ Uh for i ∈ Uh (h = 1, . . . , H).
Example 3 The stratified estimator can be written as
Tˆst =
H∑
h=1
IhNhy¯h =
H∑
h=1
Ih
Nh
nh
∑
i∈sh
yi =
H∑
h=1
Ih
∑
i∈sh
bshiyi
where the survey weight bshi for unit i ∈ sh is equal to Nh/nh which does not depend
on auxiliary values associated with the sampled units in sg (h 6= g). Therefore it is a
separate general linear estimator.
Example 4 The separate ratio estimator TˆRs, which is of the form
TˆRs =
H∑
h=1
IhNhX¯h
∑
i∈sh yi∑
i∈sh xi
,
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is a separate general linear estimator. Its survey weight,
bshi =
NhX¯h∑
i∈sh xi
,
for unit i ∈ sh depends on the total of the x’s in domain h and the auxiliary values
of the sampled units in sh, but not in sg for g 6= h (h, g = 1, . . . , H).
Example 5 The combined ratio estimator TˆRc, which is of the form
TˆRc = NX¯
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h∑H
h=1 IhNhx¯h
is not a separate general linear estimator since its survey weight,
bshi =
NX¯
nh
Nh∑H
h=1 IhNhx¯h
,
for unit i ∈ sh does depend on the sampled units through the auxiliary values attached
to units in sg (g 6= h) for h, g = 1, . . . , H.
It is clear that separate general linear estimators are general linear estimators. In
the next section we cover some properties of general linear strategies.
2.3.1 Properties of general linear strategies
Sugden & Smith (2002) gave the following form of the variance and mean square error
of a general linear strategy stg(Tˆs, p):
Var(Tˆs, p) =
∑
i∈U
Ciy
2
i +
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
Dijyiyj (2.2)
and
MSE(Tˆs, p) =
∑
i∈U
[Ci + (Bi − 1)2]y2i +
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
[Dij + (Bi − 1)(Bj − 1)]yiyj (2.3)
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where
Bi =
∑
s3i
p(s)bsi for i ∈ U , (2.4)
Ci =
∑
s3i
p(s)b2si −B2i for i ∈ U ,
and
Dij =
∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj −BiBj for i, j ∈ U (i 6= j).
By observing that the expected value of a general linear strategy can be written as
E(Tˆs, p) =
∑
s∈S
p(s)
(∑
i∈s
bsiyi
)
=
∑
i∈U
(∑
s3i
p(s)bsi
)
yi =
∑
i∈U
Biyi
they evaluated the bias of a strategy as
bias(Tˆs, p) =
∑
i∈U
(Bi − 1)yi (2.5)
which led them to a result given in the following lemma.
Lemma 6 A necessary and sufficient condition for a general linear strategy stg(Tˆs, p)
to be unbiased for the population total TY =
∑
i∈U yi over all possible y ∈ RN is that
Bi = 1 for all i ∈ U .
Proof It is easily seen by substituting Bi = 1 for all i ∈ U into (2.5) that the bias
of stg(Tˆs, p) is always zero for any population vector y ∈ RN . The converse is also
true since (2.5) is only zero for all y when the coefficient of each yi is also zero.
From lemma 6 we obtain the following theorem for unbiased strategies which are
calibrated for constant population vectors.
Theorem 1 Suppose a general linear strategy, stg(Tˆs, p), is calibrated for constant
population vectors and is also such that Bi is a constant value for all i ∈ U . Then
stg(Tˆs, p) is also unbiased for TY for every y ∈ RN .
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Proof If Bi = B, say, for all i ∈ U then
bias(Tˆs, p) =
∑
i∈U
(Bi − 1)yi = (B − 1)TY .
Since the strategy is calibrated for constant vectors its bias must be equal to zero
when yi = c, say, for all i ∈ U . Then it follows that
bias(Tˆs, p) = (B − 1)TY = (B − 1)Nc = 0 ⇔ B = 1,
which implies that Bi = 1 for all i ∈ U and by lemma 6 the strategy stg(Tˆs, p) is
unbiased for TY .
Another measure of accuracy for a strategy is given by its absolute relative bias.
Definition 14 Let θˆs be an estimator for some population parameter θ under some
design p. The absolute relative bias of a strategy, denoted by ARB(θˆs, p), is defined
as
ARB(θˆs, p) =
∣∣∣∣∣bias(θˆs, p)θ
∣∣∣∣∣ .
The absolute relative bias gives a measure that indicates the magnitude of the strat-
egy’s bias.
Lemma 7 Let y ∈ RN be such that yi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ U . Then an upper bound on
the absolute relative bias for a general linear strategy for the population total TY is
ARB(Tˆs, p) ≤ max
i∈U
|Bi − 1|.
Proof By (2.5)
bias(Tˆs, p) =
∑
i∈U
(Bi − 1)yi.
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From this we see that if yi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ U the absolute bias will be∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈U
(Bi − 1)yi
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ maxi∈U |Bi − 1|∑
i∈U
yi = max
i∈U
|Bi − 1|TY .
Divide through by TY completes the proof.
This lemma is a generalization of Aires & Rose´n (2005) who gave this result for the
Horvitz-Thompson estimator under pareto piPS sampling, which is not an unbiased
strategy for TY as this design is not an exact probability proportional to size sampling
scheme, see p.61 in section 2.5.
Sugden & Smith (2002) proposed two classes of unbiased estimators for TY under
the design p which are within the class of general linear estimators. The first is a
‘shift’ type estimator
Tˆs(1) = Tˆs −
∑
i∈s
(Bi − 1)
pii
,
and the other is a ratio correction for the bias
Tˆs(2) =
∑
i∈s
bsiyi
Bi
where Bi is given by the survey weights of the estimator Tˆs and the design p.
The strategy stg(Tˆs(2), p) is calibrated for (B1xk1, . . . , BNxkN)
t provided stg(Tˆs, p)
is calibrated for xk, k = 1, . . . , q.
As pointed out by Rao (2002), a drawback of these estimators is that, in general,
they are not calibrated for the auxiliary variables xk, k = 1, . . . , q, and therefore
might not be efficient relative to the linear relationship between y and the xk’s. But,
as demonstrated by Sugden & Smith (2002), stg(Tˆs(2), p) can perform well if the
points (yi, Bixki) for i ∈ U , lie much closer to a regression line through the origin
than the points (yi, xki), i ∈ U .
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2.3.2 Induced design on strata
The variance and mean square error of a separate general linear strategy can be
written in a more structured form than (2.2) and (2.3) which will be demonstrated.
First we need to define the induced design on the strata as this design is part of the
variance and mean square error structure.
Definition 15 Consider a (post)stratification by some categorical variable of the pop-
ulation with H strata. Let the strata sampling sets Sh = {s ∩ Uh over every s ∈ S}
and Shg = {s∩(Uh∪Ug) over every s ∈ S} for h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g). The induced
designs on Uh and Uh ∪Ug, denoted by ph(sh) and phg(sh, sg) respectively (h 6= g), are
given by
ph(sh) =
∑
{s:sh=s∩Uh}
p(s) for sh ∈ Sh
and
phg(sh, sg) =
∑
{s:sh∪sg=s∩(Uh∪Ug)}
p(s) for sh ∪ sg ∈ Shg
for h, g = 1, . . . , H with h 6= g.
The induced design on stratum h gives the probabilities of selecting samples with a
specific sample stratum sh = s ∩ Uh for stratum h. These probabilities ph(sh) are
given for every possible sh, including sh = ∅, and are calculated by summing over
the (unconditional) design probabilities for those samples s such that sh = s ∩ Uh.
Similarly the induced design on strata h and g (h 6= g) gives the probabilities of
selecting a sample with sample strata sh ∪ sg = s ∩ (Uh ∪ Ug).
Note that the probability of sh = ∅ can be positive. If such a sample is selected
then we could consider merging similar strata together so that our sample stratum
sh is nonempty.
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Since the survey weight bshi for unit i ∈ sh of a separate general linear estimator
is independent of units in sg for g = 1, . . . , H (g 6= h), it follows from (2.4) that
Bi =
∑
s3i
p(s)bshi =
∑
sh3i
 ∑
{s:sh=s∩Uh}
p(s)
 bshi = ∑
sh3i
ph(sh)bshi = Bhi,
say, for unit i ∈ Uh (h = 1, . . . , H). Because the summation in Bhi =
∑
sh3i ph(sh)bshi
is over fewer terms than that of Bi =
∑
s3i p(s)bshi, provided the induced design
probability ph(sh) is known for all possible sh, we can consider Bhi as a reduced form
of Bi.
In the following example we illustrate the induced design on the strata under the
simple random sampling design.
Example 6 For a simple random sampling design on a population of size 5 and
sample size 3 we have p(s) =
(
5
3
)−1
= 0.1 for all possible samples. Now consider
a stratification of the population with domain sizes N = (3, 2) where the first three
units of the population fall into stratum 1 and the rest fall into stratum 2. The induced
design on Uh, for h = 1, 2, is given by
ph(sh) =
∑
{s:sh=s∩Uh}
p(s) =
(
N
n
)−1(
N −Nh
n− nh
)
for sh ∈ Sh and is calculated in table 2.1. The induced design on U1 ∪ U2 is given by
p12(s1, s2) =
∑
{s:s1∪s2=s∩(U1∪U2)}
p(s)
=
(
N
n
)−1(
N −N1 −N2
n− n1 − n2
)
=
(
N
n
)−1
= 0.1
for s1 ∪ s2 ∈ S12.
Note from table 2.1 that the selection of units from different strata are not inde-
pendent, i.e. p12(s1, s2) 6= p1(s1)p2(s2).
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Table 2.1: Induced design on Uh, for h = 1, 2, under simple random sampling with
N = (3, 2) and n = 3 for example 6
Stratum h Stratum sample sh ph(sh)
{1, 2, 3} 0.1
{1, 2} 0.2
{1, 3} 0.2
1 {2, 3} 0.2
{1} 0.1
{2} 0.1
{3} 0.1
∅ 0
{4, 5} 0.3
2 {4} 0.3
{5} 0.3
∅ 0.1
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Note that when estimating the domain total TYh =
∑
i∈Uh yi of stratum h using an
estimator of the form Tˆsh from (2.1), we can make inference about TYh with respect to
the induced design on stratum h. This would be equivalent to making unconditional
inference about the domain total with respect to the unconditional design, see Sa¨rndal
& Hidiroglou (1989).
By following Sugden & Smith’s (2006) approach we can write the following for a
separate general linear strategy stg(Tˆs, p): Using (2.2), which says
Var(Tˆs, p) =
∑
i∈U
Ciy
2
i +
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
Dijyiyj,
we can write
Ci =
∑
sh3i
ph(sh)b
2
shi
−B2hi = Chi,
say, for unit i ∈ Uh,
Dij =
∑
sh3i,j
ph(sh)bshibshj −BhiBhj = Dhij,
say, for units i 6= j ∈ Uh and
Dij =
∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj −BhiBgj = Dhgij,
for units i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug (h 6= g).
Thus it follows from (2.2) that the variance of any separate general linear strategy
can be written as
Var(Tˆs, p) =
H∑
h=1
∑
i∈Uh
Chiy
2
i +
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
Dhijyiyj
+ H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
Dhgijyiyj

(2.6)
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and the mean square error can be written as
MSE(Tˆs, p) =
H∑
h=1
(∑
i∈Uh
[Chi + (Bhi − 1)2]y2i
)
+
H∑
h=1
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
[Dhij + (Bhi − 1)(Bhj − 1)]yiyj

+
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
[Dhgij − (Bhi − 1)(Bgj − 1)]yiyj
 .
For some complicated unequal probability sampling schemes it may be easier to
calculate the induced design probabilities on the strata than the design probabilities
p(s). In which case calculating the exact mean square error of a separate general
linear strategy would be simpler through the induced design on the strata.
Note that a feature of a separate general linear strategy is that its within stratum
variance component, the first term in (2.6), is equal to the sum of the stratum vari-
ances for the domain total estimator Tˆsh , where Tˆsh is defined as in (2.1). And also
the between stratum variance component, the second term in (2.6), is equal to the
covariance of the Tˆsh ’s which can take positive or negative values.
Lemma 8 If the selection of units from different (post)strata are independent, i.e. if
phg(sh, sg) = ph(sh)pg(sg)
for all h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g) such that sh ∪ sg ∈ Shg then the between stratum
variance component is equal to zero for any separate general linear estimator.
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Proof From (2.6), the between stratum component is equal to
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj −BhiBgj
 yiyj
 =
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj −
∑
sh3i
∑
sg3j
ph(sh)pg(sg)bshibsgj
yiyj

and by independence this is equal to
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj −
∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj
yiyj

= 0.
That completes the proof.
If the between stratum variance component for any separate general linear strategy
is zero then the variance of the strategy will be equal to the sum of the stratum
variances.
It may be desirable for the variance of a separate general linear strategy to be equal
to the sum of stratum variances as it may be easier to analyse the whole variance
by analysing the individual stratum variances. As we have mentioned in section
1.4.4, p.32, it may be easier to estimate the whole variance by estimating the stratum
variances.
2.4 The Horvitz-Thompson Estimator
For any general probability sampling design without replacement with pii > 0 for
all i ∈ U , an unbiased estimator for the total TY =
∑
i∈U yi is given by Horvitz &
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Thompson (1952)
TˆHT =
∑
i∈s
yi
pii
.
Proof of its unbiasedness can be shown by using lemma 6. The survey weight for TˆHT
is bsi = pi
−1
i for all i ∈ s and provided pii > 0 for all i ∈ U we have
Bi =
∑
s3i
p(s)bsi =
∑
s3i
p(s)
1
pii
=
1
pii
∑
s3i
p(s) =
1
pii
pii = 1
for all i ∈ U .
Note that for any fixed sample size design p with pii > 0 for all i ∈ U , stg(TˆHT , p)
will always be calibrated for vectors proportional to pit = (pi1, . . . , piN).
The variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator can be written as, by using (2.2),
Var(TˆHT , p) =
∑
i∈U
Ciy
2
i +
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
Dijyiyj,
where
Ci =
∑
s3i
p(s)b2si −B2i =
1
pi2i
∑
s3i
p(s)− 1 = 1
pii
− 1 = (1− pii)
pii
for unit i ∈ U and
Dij =
∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj −BiBj = 1
piipij
∑
s3i,j
p(s)− 1 = piij
piipij
− 1 = (piij − piipij)
piipij
for units i 6= j ∈ U . Hence we have
Var(TˆHT , p) =
∑
i∈U
y2i (1− pii)
pii
+
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
yiyj(piij − piipij)
piipij
which is the standard form for the variance of stg(TˆHT , p).
The following unbiased estimator for this variance was given by Horvitz & Thomp-
son (1952)
vHT =
∑
i∈s
y2i (1− pii)
pi2i
+
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
yiyj(piij − piipij)
piipijpiij
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provided pii > 0 for i ∈ U and piij > 0 for all i 6= j ∈ U .
Sen (1953), Yates & Grundy (1953) gave an alternative form for the variance of
the Horvitz-Thompson estimator for fixed sample size n which is given by
Var(TˆHT , p) =
1
2
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
(piipij − piij)
(
yi
pii
− yj
pij
)2
. (2.7)
From this form of the variance they gave another unbiased variance estimator which
is given by
vSY G =
1
2
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
(piipij − piij)
piij
(
yi
pii
− yj
pij
)2
provided pii > 0 for all i ∈ U and piij > 0 for all i 6= j ∈ U .
Both variance estimators, vHT and vSY G, can give negative values but a sufficient
condition for vSY G to be nonnegative is if piij ≤ piipij for all units i 6= j in the sample.
The form of vSY G was generalized by Vijayan (1975), see (6.1) in chapter 6.
For a design conditional on n, we define the conditionally weighted Horvitz-
Thompson estimator, denoted by Tˆ ∗HT , using the conditional inclusion probabilities
in place of the unconditional inclusion probabilities in TˆHT ,
Tˆ ∗HT =
∑
i∈s
yi
pi∗i
=
H∑
h=1
Ih
∑
i∈sh
yi
pi∗i
=
H∑
h=1
IhTˆ
∗
HT,h
where Tˆ ∗HT,h =
∑
i∈sh yi/pi
∗
i is an estimator for the domain total of the y’s in poststra-
tum h for some h = 1, . . . , H.
We will now consider the conditional properties of Tˆ ∗HT under some design p or
stg(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn).
Lemma 9 The strategy stg(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn) is (conditionally) unbiased for TY provided
pi∗i > 0 for all i ∈ Uh, h = 1, . . . , H.
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Proof The survey weights for Tˆ ∗HT are equal to bshi = 1/pi
∗
i for unit i ∈ sh (h =
1, . . . , H). Let p∗h(sh) be the induced design on Uh given by the conditional design
p∗(s), then provided pi∗i > 0 for all i ∈ U by lemma 6 we have
Bhi =
∑
sh3i
p∗h(sh)bshi =
∑
sh3i
p∗h(sh)
1
pi∗i
=
1
pi∗i
∑
sh3i
p∗h(sh) =
1
pi∗i
pi∗i = 1
for all i ∈ U which implies that stg(TˆHT , p | Sn) will be unbiased for TY .
Remark 2 If pi∗i > 0 for all i ∈ Uh then nh > 0, hence for Tˆ ∗HT to be conditionally
unbiased for TY we must have nh > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H, i.e. the sample must
contain units from all poststrata.
In fact stg(Tˆ ∗HT,h, p) is conditionally unbiased for TYh for all h = 1, . . . , H provided
pi∗i > 0 for i ∈ Uh. Note that because stg(Tˆ ∗HT , p) is conditionally unbiased for TY , it
is also unbiased for TY under the weak conditional design.
By using lemma 4 part (a) we see that stg(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn) is calibrated for the within
poststratum conditional inclusion probabilities pi∗h where pi
∗
h is an N×1 column vector
whose ith element is equal to
pi∗hi =
 pi∗i if i ∈ Uh0 else
for h = 1, . . . , H. Hence, provided pi∗i > 0 for all i ∈ U , the conditionally weighted
Horvitz-Thompson estimator will always be calibrated for any linear combination of
the pi∗h’s, h = 1, . . . , H.
The conditional variance of stg(Tˆ ∗HT , p) can be given in the form (2.6) where
Chi =
∑
sh3i
p∗h(sh)b
2
shi
−B2hi =
1
(pi∗i )2
∑
sh3i
p∗h(sh)− 1
=
(1− pi∗i )
pi∗i
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for unit i ∈ Uh,
Dhij =
∑
sh3i,j
p∗h(sh)bshibshj −BhiBhj =
1
pi∗i pi
∗
j
∑
sh3i,j
p∗h(sh)− 1
=
(pi∗ij − pi∗i pi∗j )
pi∗i pi
∗
j
for units i 6= j ∈ Uh and
Dhgij =
∑
sh3i
sg3j
p∗hg(sh, sg)bshibsgj −BhiBgj =
1
pi∗i pi
∗
j
∑
sh3i
sg3j
p∗hg(sh, sg)− 1
=
(pi∗ij − pi∗i pi∗j )
pi∗i pi
∗
j
for units i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug (h 6= g). This gives us
Var(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn) =
H∑
h=1
∑
i∈Uh
y2i (1− pi∗i )
pi∗i
+
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
yiyj(pi
∗
ij − pi∗i pi∗j )
pi∗i pi
∗
j

+
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
yiyj(pi
∗
ij − pi∗i pi∗j )
pi∗i pi
∗
j

Note that the between stratum component is equal to zero when pi∗ij = pi
∗
i pi
∗
j for
all i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug (h 6= g) h, g = 1, . . . , H, i.e. when the event representing
the selection of two units from different strata are independent, the between stratum
variance component is equal to zero as expected due to lemma 8.
An unbiased estimator for Var(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn) is given by
v∗HT =
H∑
h=1
∑
i∈sh
y2i (1− pi∗i )
pi∗i
2 +
∑
i∈sh
∑
j∈sh
j 6=i
yiyj(pi
∗
ij − pi∗i pi∗j )
pi∗i pi
∗
jpi
∗
ij

+
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
∑
i∈sh
∑
j∈sg
yiyj(pi
∗
ij − pi∗i pi∗j )
pi∗i pi
∗
jpi
∗
ij

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provided pi∗i > 0 and pi
∗
ij > 0 for all i 6= j ∈ U .
We can also write the conditional variance of Tˆ ∗HT in Sen, Yates and Grundy’s
form given in (2.7).
Theorem 2 For any conditional design with pi∗i > 0 for all i ∈ Uh h = 1, . . . , H
and sampling configuration n, we have
Var(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn) =
H∑
h=1
12 ∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Uh
j 6=i
(pi∗i pi
∗
j − pi∗ij)
(
yi
pi∗i
− yj
pi∗j
)2
+
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
1
2
∑
i∈Uh
∑
j∈Ug
(pi∗i pi
∗
j − pi∗ij)
(
yi
pi∗i
− yj
pi∗j
)2 .
Proof The proof follows immediately by applying (2.7) to stg(Tˆ ∗HT , p
∗) where Tˆ ∗HT
is regarded as a general linear estimator and p∗ is regarded as the sampling design on
S.
Hence another unbiased estimator for Var(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn) is given by
v∗SY G =
H∑
h=1
12 ∑
i∈sh
∑
j∈sh
j 6=i
(pi∗i pi
∗
j − pi∗ij)
pi∗ij
(
yi
pi∗i
− yj
pi∗j
)2
+
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
1
2
∑
i∈sh
∑
j∈sg
(pi∗i pi
∗
j − pi∗ij)
pi∗ij
(
yi
pi∗i
− yj
pi∗j
)2
provided pi∗i > 0 and pi
∗
ij > 0 for all i 6= j ∈ U .
It is easy to see that when the unconditional design is simple random sampling TˆHT
reduces to the expansion estimator Ny¯ since pii = n/N for all units in the population.
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Moreover its variance reduces to
Var(TˆHT , SRS) = N
2
(
1
n
− 1
N
)
S2Y
since piij = n(n− 1)/N(N − 1) for all distinct pairs. Also the conditionally weighted
Horvitz-Thompson estimator reduces to the stratified estimator
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h since
pi∗i = nh/Nh for all units in Uh for h = 1, . . . , H. Furthermore its conditional variance
reduces to
Var(Tˆ ∗HT , SRS | Sn) =
H∑
h=1
IhN
2
h
(
1
nh
− 1
Nh
)
S2Yh
where S2Yh is the variance of the y’s in domain h for h = 1, . . . , H. We will discuss
more properties of these estimators in section 2.6.
2.5 Unequal probability sampling schemes
A number of unequal probability sampling schemes without replacement have been
proposed. Hanif & Brewer (1980) studied 50 different sampling schemes and Tille´
(2006) has looked at more recent sampling procedures. The following properties given
by Sugden et al. (1996) and Tille´ (1996a), are desirable for a satisfactory sampling
scheme:
1. The sampling scheme should be exact in the sense that the units should be
included with probabilities pii, i ∈ U , proportional to some size measure defined
for each unit in the population. Any sampling scheme satisfying this condition
is called a probability proportional to size sampling scheme and is denoted by
piPS(x) where x is the size variable.
2. The joint inclusion probabilities should satisfy piij ≤ piipij for all i, j ∈ U (i 6= j)
so that vSY G is always nonnegative.
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3. The second order joint inclusion probability piij should be positive for all i, j ∈ U
(i 6= j) in order to permit the use of unbiased estimators for the variance or
mean square error of strategies.
4. The sample size n should be fixed so that Var(TˆHT , p) can be written as in (2.7).
5. The implementation of the scheme should be easy to understand and can be
programmed on a computer.
6. The second order joint inclusion probability piij for all i, j ∈ U (i 6= j) should
be easy to compute without examining all the probabilities p(s) of selecting the
samples which contains unit i and j (however, this is not too difficult with a
small population).
7. The scheme should be fast and the selection of the sample should be made
without computing the p(s) for all possible samples.
8. The scheme should be list sequential i.e. it should examine the units in accor-
dance to some order of the population being implemented with a single pass of
the population.
9. The design probabilities, p(s), should not depend on the order of the units in
the population.
10. The sampling scheme should give an estimator with a smaller variance than
when sampling with replacement (n independent draws with unequal probability
selection) with selection probability pii/n for unit i ∈ U where pii refers to the
without replacement unequal probability sampling scheme.
Note that a sampling scheme that satisfies the first four conditions will ensure
that the variance estimator vSY G is unbiased and nonnegative.
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Tille´ (1996a) has shown that, in general, an unequal probability sampling scheme
without replacement for fixed sample size that is list sequential does not satisfy con-
ditions (3) and (9). Hence there is no sampling scheme that satisfies all of these
conditions in general.
Let x be a size variable, or size vector, defined for each unit in the population.
For an unequal probability sampling design based on x, we could write p(s | x)
in place of p(s) as there are many different size vectors to choose from and the
selection probability for sample s can vary for different size vectors. Also for sampling
designs that are dependent on the order of the population units, such as list sequential
schemes, the probability of selecting a particular sample of units before reordering
the population units is not necessarily the same as the probability of selecting that
same sample of units after reordering the population units.
For the purpose of explaining the following definition and lemma we will use the
notation p(s | x) for the selection probability of sample s when using a sampling
design based on a given size vector x.
Note that if x is a constant vector and p is a probability proportional to size
sampling scheme based on x, then p(s | x) is equal to the simple random sampling
selection probabilities for all s ∈ S.
Following Sugden (1993), let xτ be a vector whose i
th element is equal to xτ(i) for
every i ∈ U for some permutation τ of U , i.e. τ is some bijective function such that
τ : U → U . The original order of the population units will be listed, by their labels,
as 1, 2, . . . , N . To change the order of the units in the population we first apply some
permutation τ to their labels which replaces unit i with unit τ(i) in the ith position
of the population list for each i ∈ U . Then we relabel unit τ(i), for each i ∈ U , by
their entry position in the population list. i.e. unit τ(i) in the original list is first
moved to the ith position of the population list and then relabelled as unit i for each
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i ∈ U . We will now illustrate this method of reordering the population units with a
simple example.
For a population of size 5, let s = {2, 4} so that the size variable attached to these
units are {x2, x4}. Now consider the permutation τ1 which is represented by 1 2 3 4 5
4 3 5 1 2
 .
By applying the permutation τ1 to U , we change the order of the units in the popu-
lation list. So unit 4 will be relabelled as unit 1, unit 3 will be relabelled as unit 2,
unit 5 will be relabelled as unit 3, unit 1 will be relabelled as unit 4 and unit 2 will
be relabelled as unit 5. Also the size measures, and any other variables attached to
each unit, are rearranged according to τ1 so that
xtτ1 = (xτ1(1), xτ1(2), xτ1(3), xτ1(4), xτ1(5)) = (x4, x3, x5, x1, x2).
Now the sample s = {2, 4}, after reordering the population units according to τ1,
corresponds to the size measures {xτ1(2), xτ1(4)} = {x3, x1} which are clearly not the
same as the size measures for those unit labels before reordering the population units.
But the sample τ−11 (s) = {5, 1} corresponds to the size measures {xτ1(5), xτ1(1)} =
{x2, x4} which are the same measures for s = {2, 4} before reordering the population
units according to τ1. In fact the units corresponding to labels {2, 4} before reordering
the population units according to τ1 and the units corresponding to the labels {5, 1}
after reordering the population units are the same units but with different labels. So
if
p(s | x) = p(τ−1(s) | xτ )
for any permutation τ of U then the probability of selecting the units corresponding
to {x2, x4} will always be independent of the population order.
We now give a formal definition for sampling schemes that satisfy condition (9).
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Definition 16 Let x be any size vector in RN and let τ be any permutation of U . A
sampling scheme is said to be invariant by permutation of the population order if
p(s | x) = p(τ−1(s) | xτ )
for any s ∈ S.
Hence a sampling scheme that is invariant by permutation of the population order
is equivalent to saying that its selection probabilities p(s) are independent of the
population order. The reason why we have defined a sampling scheme that is invariant
of the population order as in definition 16 is because it will be useful in the proof of the
following lemma which gives an interesting property of designs that are independent
of the population order.
Lemma 10 Let σ be a permutation on U such that x = xσ, i.e. σ is a permutation
on U that preserves the values of each entry of the vector x. Then for a sampling
scheme that is invariant by permutation of the population order we have
p(s | x) = p(σ(s) | x)
for all s ∈ S.
Proof Since the permutation σ is such that xi = xσ(i) for all i ∈ U , it follows that
for any sampling scheme we must have
p(s | x) = p(s | xσ)
for any s ∈ S. For a sampling scheme that is invariant by permutation of the
population order, we have
p(s | xσ) = p(σ(s) | xσσ−1) = p(σ(s) | x)
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which implies
p(s | x) = p(σ(s) | x)
for any s ∈ S and that completes the proof.
Note that the units in s corresponding to p(s | x) are not necessarily the same
units in s corresponding to p(s | xσ) although there labels are the same. Also note
that the units in s are not necessarily the same as the units in σ(s) given a size vector
x.
For the rest of this thesis we will no longer use the notation p(s | x) to denote the
selection probability of sample s as it won’t be necessary, and so we return to using
p(s) instead.
Lemma 10 shows that for a given population size vector x, if two different sam-
ples s1 = {u1, . . . , un} and s2 = {v1, . . . , vn} are such that the corresponding sets
{xu1 , . . . , xun} and {xv1 , . . . , xvn} are equal, then p(s1) = p(s2) under a sampling
scheme that is invariant by permutation of the population order. In particular, if
we poststratify the population by the values of the population size measure x, the
conditional design on the observed sampling allocation n is just stratified random
sampling.
Example 7 Consider a population of size N = 5 and sample of size n = 3 and let
the size variable for each unit be
xt = (3, 4, 3, 5, 4).
The sample space is given in table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Sample space for N = 5 and n = 3 for example 7
S xs
s1 = {1, 2, 3} (3, 4, 3)
s2 = {1, 2, 4} (3, 4, 5)
s3 = {1, 2, 5} (3, 4, 4)
s4 = {1, 3, 4} (3, 3, 5)
s5 = {1, 3, 5} (3, 3, 4)
s6 = {1, 4, 5} (3, 5, 4)
s7 = {2, 3, 4} (4, 3, 5)
s8 = {2, 3, 5} (4, 3, 4)
s9 = {2, 4, 5} (4, 5, 4)
s10 = {3, 4, 5} (3, 5, 4)
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Then if the design is invariant to permutations of the population order, by lemma
10, we have
p(s1) = p(s5), p(s2) = p(s6) = p(s7) = p(s10) and p(s3) = p(s8).
Furthermore by poststratifying by the sizes of x (H = 3), the design conditional
on the sampling allocation n = (1, 1, 1), say, i.e. conditional on the support Sn =
{s2, s6, s7, s10}, is equivalent to a stratified random sampling design on n since the
probability of selecting any sample from Sn will be equal to a constant.
It is also clear that under the invariant property the joint order inclusion prob-
abilities of any subset of units with the same sizes are always equal to a constant
value.
We will consider the effects of designs which are invariant to permutations of the
population order on estimators in section 2.6.
2.5.1 Systematic sampling
Systematic sampling was first proposed by Madow (1949) for fixed sample size and
is one of the most commonly used unequal probability sampling schemes due to its
simplicity. The method is as follows:
a) Assuming 0 < pii < 1 for all i ∈ U , define
ri =
i∑
m=1
pim for all i ∈ U
with r0 = 0 and rN = n.
b) Generate a value u from a uniform distribution U[0, 1].
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c) For j = 1, . . . , n select the ithj units such that
rij−1 ≤ u+ j − 1 < rij .
This is the simplest way of implementing an unequal probability design, however
the second order joint inclusion probabilities are often zero, see for example Tille´
(2006, p.127-128), so that variance estimators may be badly biased.
Two unequal probability sampling schemes that satisfy most of the conditions
(1) to (10) are Chao’s scheme (1982), which is a list sequential scheme, and Tille´’s
elimination procedure (1996b), whose p(s)’s are independent of the population order.
In the following we give the description, implementation and calculations of de-
sign probabilities under Chao’s and Tille´’s scheme for unequal probability sampling
without replacement.
2.5.2 Chao’s scheme (1982)
This is a draw by draw list sequential procedure for fixed sample size n. The scheme
is a generalization of Alan Waterman’s reservoir sampling scheme (see Knuth, 1981,
p.138-139) and reduces to it when the size measures are all equal. For this scheme
the population size N does not need to be known in advance. However, second and
higher-order inclusion probabilities depend on the ordering of the population through
the size variable x.
The procedure is as follows: starting at stage k = n with the first n units of the
population in the initial sample with probability 1, the following steps are performed
for each stage k = n+ 1, . . . , N − 1.
a) Determine the first order inclusion probabilities at stage k, denoted by pi(k; i),
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where
pi(k; i) =
nxi∑k
j=1 xj
,
for i = 1, . . . , k. If pi(k; i) ≥ 1, then we put pi(k; i) = 1 and recalculate the
other pi(k; j)’s for j = 1, . . . , k (j 6= i) with the reduced sample size until each
pi(k; i) is in [0, 1].
b) Partition the units in the population at stage k into three sets:
Ak = {i ∈ U : pi(k; i) = 1 and pi(k + 1; i) = 1}
Bk = {i ∈ U : pi(k; i) = 1 and pi(k + 1; i) < 1}
Ck = {i ∈ U : pi(k; i) < 1 and pi(k + 1; i) < 1}.
c) Calculate replacement probabilities Rki for each unit i = 1, . . . , k at each stage
k as
Rki =

0 for i ∈ Ak
(1− pi(k + 1; i))/Wk for i ∈ Bk
(1− TBk)/(n− Lk) for i ∈ Ck
(2.8)
where Wk = pi(k + 1; k + 1) is the probability of selecting a new unit k + 1 at
stage k + 1, TBk =
∑
j∈Bk Rkj and Lk = #(Ak) + #(Bk) is the number of units
in Ak and Bk.
d) Generate a random variable u from a uniform distribution U[0, 1]. If u < Wk
then select unit k+1 and remove a unit i, say, from the sample with probability
equal to Rki replacing it by unit k + 1. If u > Wk then we retain all units in
the sample.
The calculation of the rth order inclusion probabilities at stage k are as follows:
For all r ≤ n and all 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ir ≤ k, k > n
pi(k + 1; i1, . . . , ir) = pi(k; i1, . . . , ir)
(
1−Wk
r∑
j=1
Rkij
)
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and for 1 ≤ i1 ≤ . . . < ir−1 ≤ k
pi(k + 1; i1, . . . , ir−1, k + 1) = pi(k; i1, . . . , ir−1)Wk
(
1−
r−1∑
j=1
Rkij
)
.
When k = N − 1,
pi(k + 1; i1, . . . , ir) = pii1...ir .
Sugden, et al. (1996) showed using simulation studies that from a statistical
point of view, Chao’s scheme (1982) for unequal probability sampling, although more
complicated than systematic piPS(x) sampling, is more efficient. Chao’s scheme is
a list sequential procedure, i.e. it can be applied to a data file (or population) in
only one reading by examining the units in accordance with their order on the data
file. It satisfies all of the conditions from p.61-62 except (3) and (9). A necessary
and sufficient conditions for strictly positive second-order inclusion probabilities is
given by Bethlehem & Schuerhoff (1984) and Sengupta (1989). Chao’s scheme has
been generalized by the splitting method of Deville & Tille´ (1998) which uses a faster
algorithm.
Berger (1998) studied the structure of the Sen Yates & Grundy variance estimator,
vSY G, under Chao’s scheme and showed that the calculation of this estimator can be
simplified without having to compute all the second order joint inclusion probabilities.
Berger also gave a simpler form of the replacement probabilities Rki, defined in (2.8),
for the case where there is no self-selecting units in the population at any stage
k ≥ n + 1, i.e. all units are such that 0 < xi < 1n
∑k
j=1 xj for all k ≥ n + 1 and for
all i ≤ k. We give another simple form of Rki that always holds even if there are
self-selecting units in the population.
Theorem 3 The replacement probabilities defined in (2.8) can be written as
Rki =
1
Wk
[
1− pi(k + 1; i)
pi(k; i)
]
(2.9)
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for i = 1, . . . , k and k ≥ n+ 1.
Proof We need to show that (2.9) gives the same values as (2.8) for all units at
every stage.
For unit i ∈ Ak we have pi(k + 1; i) = pi(k; i) = 1 which implies that (2.9) is zero
and agrees with (2.8).
For unit i ∈ Bk we have pi(k + 1; i) < 1 and pi(k; i) = 1 so that (2.9) reduces to
(2.8) and hence they both give the same value.
For the case where unit i ∈ Ck we need to consider two possibilities: Wk < 1
or Wk = 1. First we define the following quantities to help prove the theorem.
Let Qk = n − Lk, where Lk is defined in part (c) of Chao’s procedure, and let
Tk =
∑
j∈Ck xj. Then it follows that at stage k
pi(k; i) =
Qkxi
Tk
for k ≥ n+ 1 and i ≤ k.
In the case where Wk < 1, and i ∈ Ck, we can write (2.8) as
1− TBk
Qk
=
1
WkQk
[
Wk −#(Bk) +
∑
j∈Bk
pi(k + 1; j)
]
=
1
WkQk
[
Qk+1xk+1
Tk+1
−#(Bk) +
Qk+1
∑
j∈Bk xj
Tk+1
]
=
Qk+1
(∑
j∈Bk xj + xk+1
)
−#(Bk)Tk+1
WkQkTk+1
, (2.10)
and (2.9) can be written as
1
Wk
[
1− pi(k + 1; i)
pi(k; i)
]
=
1
Wk
[
1− Qk+1xi
Tk+1
Tk
Qkxi
]
=
Tk+1Qk −Qk+1Tk
WkTk+1Qk
. (2.11)
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Observe that for unit k + 1 ∈ Ck+1, which is true when Wk < 1, we have∑
j∈Bk
xj = Tk+1 − xk+1 − Tk.
This implies that the numerator of (2.10) is equal to
Qk+1
(∑
j∈Bk
xj + xk+1
)
−#(Bk)Tk+1
= Qk+1(Tk+1 − Tk)−#(Bk)Tk+1
= Tk+1 (Qk+1 −#(Bk))− TkQk+1
= Tk+1[n−#(Ak+1)−#(Bk+1)−#(Bk)]− TkQk+1. (2.12)
It is easily verified for k + 1 ∈ Ck+1 that
#(Bk+1) = #(Ak)−#(Ak+1),
substitute this into (2.12) gives
Tk+1[n−#(Ak)−#(Bk)]− TkQk+1 = Tk+1Qk − TkQk+1
which is equal to the numerator of (2.11). Hence it follows that when Wk < 1 and
i ∈ Ck, (2.9) is the same as (2.8).
If Wk = 1 and i ∈ Ck then (2.8) can be written as
1− TBk
Qk
=
1
Qk
[
1−#(Bk) +
∑
j∈Bk
pi(k + 1; j)
]
=
Tk+1 −#(Bk)Tk+1 +Qk+1
(∑
j∈Bk xj
)
QkTk+1
=
Qk+1
(∑
j∈Bk xj
)
+ Tk+1(1−#(Bk))
QkTk+1
(2.13)
and (2.9) can be written simply, from (2.11), as
Tk+1Qk −Qk+1Tk
Tk+1Qk
. (2.14)
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Observe that if unit k + 1 is in Bk+1 or Ak+1, which will be true when Wk = 1, then∑
j∈Bk
xj = Tk+1 − Tk.
This implies that the numerator of (2.13) can be written as
Qk+1
(∑
j∈Bk
xj
)
+ Tk+1(1−#(Bk))
= Qk+1(Tk+1 − Tk) + Tk+1(1−#(Bk))
= Tk+1 (Qk+1 −#(Bk) + 1)− TkQk+1
= Tk+1[n−#(Ak+1)−#(Bk+1)−#(Bk) + 1]− TkQk+1. (2.15)
When unit k + 1 is in Ak+1 or Bk+1 then it can be verified that
#(Bk+1) = #(Ak)−#(Ak+1) + 1
and substituting this into (2.15) gives
Tk+1[n−#(Ak)−#(Bk)]− TkQk+1 = Tk+1Qk − TkQk+1
which is the same as the numerator of (2.14). Hence it follows that when Wk = 1 and
i ∈ Ck, (2.9) is the same as (2.8). That completes the proof.
Remark 3 Note that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and k ≥ n,
pi(k + 1; i) = pi(k; i)[(1−Wk) +Wk(1−Rki)]
which follows straight from the implementation of the scheme in part (d). This is
equivalent to
pi(k + 1; i) = pi(k; i)(1−WkRki)
which implies that
Rki =
1
Wk
[
1− pi(k + 1; i)
pi(k; i)
]
.
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The form of Rki given in theorem 3 was also given in Tille´ (2006, p.120) but without
the proof. It is clearly more simple to use theorem 3 to calculate the replacement
probabilities when writing a computer algorithm for Chao’s procedure than using the
partition approach of (2.8).
2.5.3 Tille´’s elimination procedure (1996)
One of the main feature of this sampling scheme is that its selection probabilities are
independent of the order of the values in the size variable, unlike Chao’s scheme. This
sampling procedure for fixed sample size n starts with the whole population and then
eliminates a unit from the population at each stage of the algorithm until n units are
obtained.
The algorithm is as follows: starting at stage k = N , . . . , n
a) Determine the first order inclusion probabilities at stage k as
pi(i; k) =
kxi∑
j∈U xj
, for i ∈ U , k = N, . . . , n
If pi(k; i) ≥ 1, then put pi(k; i) = 1 and recalculate the other pi(k; j)’s for j = 1,
. . . , k (j 6= i) with the reduced sample size until pi(k; j) ≤ 1 for all j ∈ U .
b) Calculate the elimination probabilities rki at stage k for each unit i ∈ U as
rki =
(
1− pi(i; k)
pi(i; k + 1)
)
for k = N − 1, . . . , n.
c) At each stage starting from k = N − 1, . . . , n a unit i, say, is eliminated from
U with probability rki.
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The calculation of the rth order inclusion probabilities are as follows:
pii1i2...ir =
N−1∏
k=n
(
1−
r∑
j=1
rkij
)
This sampling scheme satisfies all of the conditions from p.61-62 except for (8)
and (3). However in his paper, Tille´ (1996b) has suggested ways to avoid null joint
inclusion probabilities. He also proposed a complementary draw by draw sampling
procedure where at each of the first n stages, a unit of the population is to be included
in the sample instead of being eliminated. We do not study this complementary
scheme.
Tille´’s elimination procedure is computationally easy to understand. The algo-
rithm is faster than Chao’s scheme and the probabilities p(s) have an exact formula
which is non-recursive.
2.6 More on piPS(x) designs
For an unconditional piPS(x) design, p, where pii ∝ xi over all i ∈ U the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator
TˆHT =
∑
i∈s
yi
pii
=
NX¯
n
∑
i∈s
yi
xi
=
NX¯
n
H∑
h=1
Ih
∑
i∈sh
yi
xi
is calibrated for vectors proportional to x. But if yi = chxi for i ∈ Uh with h = 1,
. . . , H (ch not all the same) then
TˆHT =
NX¯
n
H∑
h=1
Ihchnh 6=
H∑
h=1
chNhX¯h = TY
in general unless nh = nNhX¯h/NX¯, a kind of proportional allocation. Note that
this allocation is equal to the expected value of the sample strata size nh(s) under a
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piPS(x) design, p, since
E[nh(s), p] =
∑
s∈S
p(s)nh(s) =
∑
i∈Uh
(∑
s3i
p(s)
)
=
∑
i∈Uh
pii =
nNhX¯h
NX¯
.
So stg(TˆHT , p) is only calibrated for xh (h = 1, . . . , H) for the ‘proportionally’
allocated samples where xh is an N × 1 column vector whose ith element is equal to
xhi =
 xi if i ∈ Uh0 else.
The conditionally weighted Horvitz-Thompson estimator, Tˆ ∗HT =
∑
i∈s yi/pi
∗
i , un-
der the conditional design on n (with fixed nh > 0 for all h) is calibrated for the
xh’s in the special case of poststratification by the sizes of the x’s, which is equiva-
lent to xh ∝ 1h for h = 1, . . . , H, provided the unconditional design, p, is invariant
to permutations of the population order. In this case p∗(s) is just a stratified ran-
dom sampling design which implies pi∗i = nh/Nh for all i ∈ Uh, h = 1, . . . , H, and
Tˆ ∗HT =
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h. We will now demonstrate this with the (order independent)
Tille´ procedure and give a counterexample using the order dependent Chao’s scheme.
Consider a population of size 5 and a sample of size 3 with the size variable
xt = (6, 6, 4, 4, 4).
Table 2.3 gives the unconditional design probabilities given by Tille´’s procedure and
Chao’s scheme on x.
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Table 2.3: Unconditional design given by Tille´’s procedure and Chao’s scheme with
N = 5 and n = 3
S Tille´’s p(s) Chao’s p(s)
{1, 2, 3} 1/6 1/5
{1, 2, 4} 1/6 1/5
{1, 2, 5} 1/6 2/15
{1, 3, 4} 1/12 1/20
{1, 3, 5} 1/12 1/12
{1, 4, 5} 1/12 1/12
{2, 3, 4} 1/12 1/20
{2, 3, 5} 1/12 1/12
{2, 4, 5} 1/12 1/12
{3, 4, 5} 0 1/30
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Now suppose we poststratify by the values in x so that the poststrata sizes are
N = (2, 3) and suppose the observed sampling configuration is n = (1, 2). The
conditional design on n is given in table 2.4 and the first order conditional inclusion
probabilities are given in table 2.5 for both Tille´’s procedure and Chao’s scheme.
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Table 2.4: Conditional design given by Tille´’s procedure and Chao’s scheme with
N = (2, 3) and n = (1, 2)
Sn Tille´’s p∗(s) Chao’s p∗(s)
{1, 3, 4} 1/6 3/26
{1, 3, 5} 1/6 5/26
{1, 4, 5} 1/6 5/26
{2, 3, 4} 1/6 3/26
{2, 3, 5} 1/6 5/26
{2, 4, 5} 1/6 5/26
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Table 2.5: pi∗i ’s given by Tille´’s procedure and Chao’s scheme with N = (2, 3) and
n = (1, 2)
Unit i Poststratum Tille´’s pi∗i Chao’s scheme pi
∗
i
1 1 1/2 1/2
2 1/2 1/2
3 2/3 8/13
4 2 2/3 8/13
5 2/3 10/13
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We see from tables 2.4 and 2.5 that the conditional design given by Tille´’s proce-
dure is equivalent to a stratified random sample on n and it follows that the strat-
egy stg(Tˆ ∗HT ,Tille´ | Sn) reduces to stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) since the conditional inclusion
probabilities pi∗i = nh/Nh for h = 1, 2. For Chao’s scheme the conditional selec-
tion probabilities from table 2.4 are not the same as a stratified random sample
and the conditional inclusion probabilities are not constant within poststratum 2 so
stg(Tˆ ∗HT ,Chao | Sn) does not reduce to stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn).
The following theorem gives some conditions for the selection of units in a domain
to be independent of the selection of units from other domains.
Theorem 4 Consider a poststratification of a population into H poststrata and a
piPS(x) design, which is invariant to permutations of the population order. Suppose
xh ∝ 1h for some poststratum h = 1, . . . , H, then
pi∗i =
nh
Nh
and pi∗ij = pi
∗
i pi
∗
j
for all i ∈ Uh and some j ∈ Ug (g 6= h) g = 1, . . . , H.
Proof For a piPS(x) design which is invariant by permutation of the population
order, if xh ∝ 1h for some poststratum h then pi∗i must be constant for all i ∈ Uh. By
lemma 4 part (a) it is easily seen that for fixed nh we have pi
∗
i = nh/Nh for all i ∈ Uh.
Also for some unit j ∈ Ug (g 6= h) the sets of pairs {xi1 , xj}, {xi2 , xj}, . . . , {xiNh , xj}
for i1, i2, . . . , iNh ∈ Uh are all equal to one another since xh ∝ 1h for some poststratum
h. So by the invariance property the conditional joint inclusion probabilities pi∗ij, for
some j ∈ Ug (g 6= h), must be constant over all i ∈ Uh. Hence, by lemma 4 part (c)
we have
nhpi
∗
j =
∑
i∈Uh
pi∗ij = Nhpi
∗
ij
which implies pi∗ij = pi
∗
i pi
∗
j for some j ∈ Ug and all i ∈ Uh.
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The following example illustrates that, although it may not be true in general (see
Smith, 1991), the selection of units from different poststrata can still be independent
for unequal probability sampling designs even if the inclusion probabilities are not
constant within poststrata.
Example 8 Consider a population of size 12 and a sample size 4 where Chao’s
scheme and Tille´’s procedure are applied to the population size measure
xt = (43, 58, 49, 42, 53, 46, 57, 14, 17, 21, 38, 30).
After calculating the design probabilities, i.e. the fourth order inclusion probabilities,
we partitioned the population into two groups where the poststrata sizes are N =
(7, 5) with the first 7 units of U belonging to poststratum 1 and the rest belonging to
poststratum 2. Conditioning on the sampling configuration n = (2, 2) we calculated
the matrix of joint conditional inclusion probabilities whose ijth entry is equal to pi∗ij,
pi∗ii = pi
∗
i , for all i, j ∈ U .
Under Chao’s scheme this matrix is equal to (all values rounded to three decimal
places)
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
.247 .050 .038 .030 .044 .037 .048 .062 .074 .090 .146 .122
.050 .333 .057 .048 .062 .050 .065 .083 .100 .122 .197 .165
.038 .057 .282 .037 .051 .043 .055 .070 .084 .103 .167 .139
.030 .048 .037 .241 .042 .036 .047 .060 .072 .088 .143 .119
.044 .062 .051 .042 .305 .046 .060 .076 .091 .111 .180 .150
.037 .050 .043 .036 .046 .264 .052 .066 .079 .096 .156 .131
.048 .065 .055 .047 .060 .052 .328 .082 .098 .120 .194 .162
.062 .083 .070 .060 .076 .066 .082 .249 .035 .046 .097 .071
.074 .100 .084 .072 .091 .079 .098 .035 .300 .056 .120 .088
.090 .122 .103 .088 .111 .096 .120 .046 .056 .365 .152 .112
.146 .197 .167 .143 .180 .156 .194 .097 .120 .152 .592 .223
.122 .165 .139 .119 .150 .131 .162 .071 .088 .112 .223 .494

where the matrix partition indicates the within and between poststratum values. It can
be verified that pi∗ij = pi
∗
i pi
∗
j for all i ∈ U1 and all j ∈ U2 so independence holds in this
case.
The matrix of joint conditional inclusion probability under Tille´’s elimination pro-
cedure is equal to (all values rounded to three decimal places)
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
.226 .049 .035 .024 .041 .030 .047 .053 .064 .079 .143 .113
.049 .358 .061 .047 .069 .055 .077 .083 .101 .125 .227 .179
.035 .061 .282 .033 .052 .040 .059 .066 .080 .098 .178 .140
.024 .047 .033 .217 .039 .029 .045 .051 .061 .076 .137 .108
.041 .069 .052 .039 .315 .047 .067 .074 .089 .110 .200 .158
.030 .055 .040 .029 .047 .254 .053 .059 .072 .089 .161 .127
.047 .077 .059 .045 .067 .053 .349 .081 .099 .122 .221 .175
.053 .083 .066 .051 .074 .059 .081 .233 .019 .035 .108 .072
.064 .101 .080 .061 .089 .072 .099 .019 .283 .046 .131 .087
.079 .125 .098 .076 .110 .089 .122 .035 .046 .350 .162 .108
.143 .227 .178 .137 .200 .161 .221 .108 .131 .162 .633 .233
.113 .179 .140 .108 .158 .127 .175 .072 .087 .108 .233 .500

.
Again we observe that the selection of units is independent between poststrata.
It may also be of interest to see if the pi∗i ∝ xi over all i ∈ Uh, h = 1, . . . , H. If this
was true then stg(Tˆ ∗HT , p | Sn) would be calibrated for any linear combination of the
xh’s.
Example 9 We will use Chao’s scheme and Tille´’s procedure as in example 8 on the
same size variable with the same stratification and sampling allocation. Since there
are no self-selecting units to begin with, if pi∗i ∝ xi over all i ∈ Uh for h = 1, . . . , H
then it follows from lemma 4 part (a) that
pi∗i = p
∗
i =
nhxi
NhX¯h
for all i ∈ Uh.
Table 2.6 gives the first order conditional inclusion probabilities from both sampling
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schemes as well as the values of p∗i for all units in the population (values rounded to
three decimal places).
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Table 2.6: pi∗i for Chao’s scheme and Tille´’s procedure for example 9
Unit Poststratum Chao pi∗i Tille´ pi
∗
i p
∗
i
1 0.247 0.226 0.247
2 0.333 0.358 0.333
3 0.282 0.282 0.282
4 1 0.241 0.217 0.241
5 0.305 0.315 0.305
6 0.264 0.254 0.264
7 0.328 0.349 0.328
8 0.249 0.233 0.233
9 0.300 0.283 0.283
10 2 0.365 0.350 0.350
11 0.592 0.633 0.633
12 0.494 0.500 0.500
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We see that the conditional inclusion probabilities under Chao’s scheme are pro-
portional to the size variable over those units in poststratum 1 but not for poststratum
2, and the conditional inclusion probabilities under Tille´’s procedure are proportional
to the size variable over those units in poststratum 2 but not for poststratum 1.
The conditional inclusion probabilities are not quite proportional to the size vari-
able over those units within poststratum 2 for Chao’s scheme and poststratum 1 for
Tille´’s procedure. Plots of the conditional inclusion probabilities given by Chao’s
scheme against the p∗i ’s for those units in poststratum 2 are given in figure 2.1. Fig-
ure 2.2 gives a plot of the conditional inclusion probabilities given by Tille´’s procedure
against the p∗i ’s for those units in poststratum 1.
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Figure 2.1: Chao’s pi∗i against p
∗
i over units in poststratum 2
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Figure 2.2: Tille´’s pi∗i against p
∗
i over units in poststratum 1
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In figure 2.1 we see that the pi∗i ’s given by Chao’s scheme and p
∗
i have a strong
linear relationship closely through the origin over all units in U2. We also have a
straight line relation in figure 2.2 for the pi∗i ’s given by Tille´’s procedure against p
∗
i
over all units in U1, but not through the origin. Hence it would be more appropriate
to use Chao’s scheme over Tille´’s procedure for this size variable if we had observed
that the variable of interest is more closely related to x within poststrata.
Example 9 illustrates that in general the conditionally weighted Horvitz-Thompson
estimator under the conditional design might not be calibrated for the size variable
xh for all h = 1, . . . , H, but it can be close to being calibrated.
If we are to consider an estimator that is calibrated for the xh’s we could use any
of the following estimators as an alternative to Tˆ ∗HT :
a) The general separate ratio estimator
TˆGRs =
H∑
h=1
IhNhX¯h
∑
i∈sh wiyi∑
i∈sh wixi
where wi = 1/pii or 1/pi
∗
i for (asymptotic) unbiasedness.
b) The separate mean of ratios estimator
TˆRsm =
H∑
h=1
IhNhX¯h
(
1
nh
∑
i∈sh
yi
xi
)
.
For pii = nxi/NX¯ this estimator can be written as
TˆRsm =
H∑
h=1
Ih
NhX¯hn
nhNX¯
∑
i∈sh
yi
pii
.
Note that for a ‘proportionally’ allocated sample NhX¯hn
nhNX¯
= 1 and this estimator
reduces to TˆHT which is not conditionally unbiased.
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2.7 Conclusions
The conditional unequal probability design on the observed sample allocation is
known provided the values of the size variable and the poststrata members are known
for all units in the population. This allows us to make conditional inferences.
The conditional weighted Horvitz-Thompson estimator is conditionally unbiased
provided the first order conditional inclusion probabilities are all positive. It is also
calibrated for any linear combination of the pi∗h’s whereas TˆHT is calibrated only for
cpi for some constant c. So Tˆ ∗HT can be viewed as being less restricted than TˆHT as it
is exact for a wider range of vectors in RN .
The conditional first order inclusion probabilities pi∗i ’s are not, in general, pro-
portional to the size variable x and the within poststratum conditional inclusion
probabilities pi∗h are not proportional to xh, for h = 1, . . . , H. This implies that Tˆ
∗
HT
is not calibrated for the x∗h’s in general. However our example shows that the linear
relationship between pi∗h and xh can be strong so Tˆ
∗
HT can be considered if the survey
variable is strongly related to the xh’s.
It is true that in general the selection of units from different poststrata is not
independent under the conditional design but it is possible for it to be independent
as illustrated in our example.
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Chapter 3
Mean Square Error Matrix
In this chapter we consider the matrix given by the mean square error of a general
linear strategy. We cover some results for pairs of nonnegative definite symmetric
matrices and interpret them in a survey sampling setting. We will use the matrix
results to give bounds on the relative efficiency of calibrated strategies, compare
variance approximation formulae and also give an exact upper bound for the absolute
bias ratio of a strategy.
3.1 Introduction
By writing the expected value using (2.4) and the variance and mean square error as
in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, Sugden & Smith (2007) showed that these measures
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for any general linear strategy can be written respectively as:
E(Tˆs, p) =
∑
i∈U
Biyi = B
ty
Var(Tˆs, p) = y
tV(Tˆs, p)y
MSE(Tˆs, p) = y
tM(Tˆs, p)y
where the ith element of the N × 1 vector B is equal to Bi =
∑
s3i p(s)bsi, the ij
th
element of the N ×N variance-covariance matrix V(Tˆs, p) is equal to
V(Tˆs, p)ij =

∑
s3i
p(s)b2si −B2i for i = j ∈ U∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj −BiBj for i 6= j ∈ U
(3.1)
and the mean square error matrix M(Tˆs, p) is equal to
M(Tˆs, p) = V(Tˆs, p) + (B− 1N)(B− 1N)t.
The matrix (B− 1N)(B− 1N)t is called the bias square matrix of a strategy and the
ijth element of M(Tˆs, p) is equal to
M(Tˆs, p)ij =

∑
s3i
p(s)b2si − 2Bi + 1 for i = j ∈ U∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj −Bi −Bj + 1 for i 6= j ∈ U .
(3.2)
Note that the mean square error matrix, M(Tˆs, p), reduces to V(Tˆs, p) if the strategy
is unbiased for TY .
If stg(Tˆs, p) is a separate general linear strategy then the ij
th element of its mean
square error matrix is given by
M(Tˆs, p)ij =

∑
sh3i
ph(sh)b
2
shi
− 2Bhi + 1 for i = j ∈ Uh∑
sh3i,j
ph(sh)bshibshj −Bhi −Bhj + 1 for i 6= j ∈ Uh∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj −Bhi −Bgj + 1 for i ∈ Uh & j ∈ Ug
(3.3)
where h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g).
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Remark 4 The expected value and mean square error of a general linear strategy are
homogeneous linear functions of degree one and two, respectively, of the population
vector y where a function f(y) is said to be homogeneous linear of degree k if
f(αy) = αkf(y)
for all nonzero α ∈ R and y ∈ RN .
In general, these matrices depend on the sampling design p and the survey weights
of the estimator and can be calculated when the design and the population auxil-
iary vectors are known. For any general linear strategy that requires information
on the (post)strata (e.g. a separate general linear estimator), we need to know
the (post)stratum membership for all units in the population in order to calculate
the variance-covariance and mean square error matrices. This is because the survey
weights bshi will depend on knowledge of the (post)stratum members.
We will show in this chapter and the next how these matrices can be used to
analyse and compare different strategies. But first we give a lemma from Sugden &
Smith (2007).
Lemma 11 A general linear strategy stg(Tˆs, p) for the population total TY is cali-
brated for vectors x1,x2, ...,xq if and only if
(B− 1N)tX = 0q and V(Tˆs, p)X = 0.
This lemma is an interesting result because the columns of X are spanned by the
normalized eigenvectors of M(Tˆs, p) (and V(Tˆs, p)) with corresponding eigenvalues
equal to zero. So the eigenspace of the zero eigenvalue of M(Tˆs, p), i.e. the nullspace of
M(Tˆs, p) which will be denoted by N (M(Tˆs, p)), contains all the vectors for which the
strategy stg(Tˆs, p) is calibrated. This means that we can easily obtain the vector space
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that contains precisely those vectors for which a general linear strategy is calibrated.
More importantly if the nullspaces of matrices (given by the mean square error of
different strategies) are the same, then those strategies must be equally calibrated.
Definition 17 Two or more strategies are said to be equally calibrated if the nullspaces
of the mean square error matrix for each strategy are exactly the same.
In the next section we cover some matrix results that can be applied to the mean
square error matrices of equally calibrated strategies.
3.2 Pairs of nonnegative definite symmetric ma-
trices
The mean square error matrix of a strategy is a real nonnegative definite symmet-
ric matrix. It is therefore of interest to study nonnegative definite real symmetric
matrices in general and interpret any results in a survey sampling setting. In this
section we give some theorems for nonnegative definite symmetric matrices that can
be applied to the mean square error matrices of general linear strategies.
The following theorem is a special case of a more general result by Rao & Mitra
(1971, p.121) where they gave conditions for two hermitian matrices to be simulta-
neously diagonalised.
Theorem 5 Let A and B be two N × N real symmetric matrices and let B be
nonnegative definite with N (B) ⊆ N (A) and rank(B) = r ≤ N . Then there exists a
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real nonsingular N ×N matrix T such that
TtAT =
 Λ 0
0 0
 and TtBT =
 Ir 0
0 0
 ,
where Λ is a diagonal matrix and Ir is the r × r identity matrix.
By assuming N (B) ⊆ N (A) and following Rao & Mitra’s (1971, p.121) proof for the
general case it can be verified that T is a real matrix.
The following definition will be useful in explaining a remark about the corollary
at the end of this section.
Definition 18 Let two N × N real symmetric matrices A and B, with B being
nonnegative definite, satisfy the equation
Aw = λBw
for some vector w ∈ RN such that Bw 6= 0N and λ is a real number. Then λ is called
a proper eigenvalue of A with respect to B with corresponding proper eigenvector w.
From theorem 5, let λ1, λ2, . . . , λr be the diagonal elements of the r × r matrix
Λ and let ti be the i
th column of T for i = 1, . . . , r. If we premultiply TtAT and
TtBT by (T−1)t we have
(T−1)tTtAT = AT = (T−1)t
 Λ 0
0 0

and
(T−1)tTtBT = BT = (T−1)t
 Ir 0
0 0
 .
But
BT
 Λ 0
0 0
 = (T−1)t
 Ir 0
0 0
 Λ 0
0 0
 = (T−1)t
 Λ 0
0 0
 ,
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hence
AT = BT
 Λ 0
0 0

which implies
Ati = λiBti
for i = 1, . . . , r. i.e. λi is the proper eigenvalue of A with respect to B and
its corresponding proper eigenvector is ti for i = 1, . . . , r. For more details about
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix A with respect to a nonnegative definite matrix
B see Rao & Mitra’s (1971, p.124-127).
Now we consider the following definition and a theorem of Rao & Mitra (1971,
p.125).
Definition 19 Let A be an N×m matrix. A generalized inverse matrix or g-inverse
matrix of A, denoted by A−, is such that
A = AA−A.
It can easily be shown that a g-inverse matrix will always exists for a real symmet-
ric matrix B of rank r say. For example consider the Spectral Theorem (see Rao,
C.R. 1967, p.36 or any standard linear algebra text book) which says there exists an
orthogonal N ×N matrix P such that
PtBP =
 D 0
0 0

where D is an r × r diagonal matrix of full rank. Then by choosing
(PtBP)− =
 D−1 0
0 0

it is clear that
(PtBP)(PtBP)−(PtBP) = PtBP
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which implies
B[P(PtBP)−Pt]B = B
and hence we can choose
B− = P(PtBP)−Pt.
For the existence of g-inverses for general matrices see Bapat (2001).
Theorem 6 Let A and B be nonnegative definite real N × N symmetric matrices
such that N (B) ⊆ N (A). Then the proper eigenvalues of A with respect to B are the
same as the eigenvalues of AB− for any choice of the g-inverse B−.
In their proof of this theorem, Rao & Mitra (1971, p.125) showed that if w is a
proper eigenvector of A with respect to B with corresponding proper eigenvalue λ
then w = B−v where v is the eigenvector of AB− with corresponding eigenvalue λ.
They also showed that the eigenvector of AB− with corresponding eigenvalue λ will
be equal to v = Bw.
The following result will be useful for comparing different strategies and its proof
can be found in Gabler (1990, p.109).
Corollary 1 Let the matrices A and B be as in theorem 5. Then we have the fol-
lowing bounds, which hold for all vectors y /∈ N (A), on the ratio of the quadratic
forms
λmin ≤ y
tAy
ytBy
≤ λmax (3.4)
where λmin and λmax are the respective (nonzero) minimum and maximum eigenvalues
of AB−.
Note that the upper bound in (3.4) will hold for all y /∈ N (B) since for any
y ∈ N (A)\N (B) the denominator of (3.4) is nonzero but the numerator is equal to
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zero. Hence, the minimum lower bound on (3.4) for every y ∈ N (A)\N (B) is zero
but the maximum upper bound is still λmax. When N (A) = N (B) the bounds on
the ratio in (3.4) will hold for any y /∈ N (B).
Remark 5 The ratio in (3.4) achieves the value λmin or λmax when the population
vector y is equal to their corresponding proper eigenvectors of A with respect to B,
respectively. This means that the bounds given by (3.4) are the best possible, based on
the matrices A and B, since they are attainable.
Corollary 1 can clearly be applied to the mean square error matrices of strategies
that are equally calibrated to obtain bounds on their relative mean square error. We
will do this in the next section. Also note from corollary 1 that
λmax ≤ 1 ⇒ ytAy ≤ ytBy
for all y /∈ N (B). So the quadratic form ytAy will always be less than ytBy for all
possible vectors y /∈ N (B) if the maximum proper eigenvalue of A with respect to B
is less than one. Note also that λmin = 1/λmax.
3.3 Applications of nonnegative definite symmet-
ric matrices
In this section we apply the results for pairs of nonnegative definite symmetric ma-
trices from section 3.2 to the mean square error matrices of general linear strategies
and interpret results in a survey sampling setting.
It is clear that Corollary 1 can be applied to obtain upper and lower bounds on
the relative mean square error of any pair of general linear strategies that are equally
calibrated. We will illustrate this now in the following example.
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Example 10 For a population size 20 and a sample of size 4, consider the regression
estimator TˆREG (see ch.1, p.23) under two different designs. Let pa be a sampling
design that assigns zero probability to those samples such that the matrix XtWLsX
is singular and a constant positive probability to all other samples. i.e.
pa(s) =
 0 if XtWLsX is singular1
M
otherwise
where M is equal to the number of samples of fixed size n whose matrix XtWLsX
is nonsingular. This design will insure that the regression estimator will always be
calibrated for any population vector that is a linear combination of the columns of X.
For estimators in the class (1.1) it is possible to obtain negative survey weights for
some units in a sample. This may be undesirable and so in a similar way as before
we define another sampling design, pb, that avoids such samples and also attains the
calibration property for TˆREG. i.e. let
pb(s) =
 0 if XtWLsX is singular or bsi ≤ 0 for at least one unit in s1
K
otherwise
where K is equal to the number of samples whose matrix XtWLsX is nonsingular
and whose survey weights of the estimator are positive for all units in s. We will
compare the regression estimator under pa and pb. Let the auxiliary matrix be
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X =

1 44
1 44
1 45
1 43
1 40
1 52
1 43
1 47
1 54
1 43
1 51
1 50
1 61
1 47
1 62
1 34
1 51
1 48
1 51
1 57

.
The nullspace of the mean square error matrices for both strategies are the same so
the strategies are equally calibrated. Using Corollary 1 we find that their relative mean
square error is bounded by
0.9250166 ≤ MSE(TˆREG, pa)
MSE(TˆREG, pb)
=
ytM(TˆREG, pa)y
ytM(TˆREG, pb)y
≤ 2.97573
and
0.336052 ≤ MSE(TˆREG, pb)
MSE(TˆREG, pa)
=
ytM(TˆREG, pb)y
ytM(TˆREG, pa)y
≤ 1.081062
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for all y ∈ RN that are not in the nullspaces of their mean square error matrix. This
indicates that MSE(TˆREG, pb) can be at most 8.1% larger than MSE(TˆREG, pa), and
MSE(TˆREG, pa) can be at most 197.6% larger than MSE(TˆREG, pb), hence it may be
more appropriate to use stg(TˆREG, pb) since it can be much better or just as good as
stg(TˆREG, pa).
For equally calibrated strategies, stg(Tˆ1, p1) and stg(Tˆ2, p2), say, we define the
maximum relative efficiency of stg(Tˆ1, p1) over stg(Tˆ2, p2) as
MRE(Tˆ1, p1 | Tˆ2, p2) = max
MSE(Tˆ2,p2)6=0
{
MSE(Tˆ1, p1)
MSE(Tˆ2, p2)
}
.
Similarly let mre(Tˆ1, p1 | Tˆ2, p2) denote the minimum nonzero value this ratio can
take. Then for two equally calibrated strategies we have the following properties:
a) MRE(Tˆ1, p1 | Tˆ2, p2) = 1/mre(Tˆ2, p2 | Tˆ1, p1)
b) MRE(Tˆ1, p1 | Tˆ2, p2) ≤ 1⇔ MSE(Tˆ1, p1) ≤ MSE(Tˆ2, p2)
c) mre(Tˆ1, p1 | Tˆ2, p2) ≥ 1⇔ MSE(Tˆ1, p1) ≥ MSE(Tˆ2, p2)
Example 11 The maximum relative efficiency has been computed to compare the
following strategies that are equally calibrated:
1. The ratio estimator under simple random sampling: stg(TˆR, SRS)
2. The ratio estimator under probability proportional to aggregate size (PPAS)
sampling due to Midzuno (1952), stg(TˆR,PPAS), where p(s) = nx¯/M1NX¯ and
M1 =
(
N−1
n−1
)
. This strategy is unbiased for TY which can be verified by using
lemma 6 as follows:
Bi =
∑
s3i
p(s)bsi =
∑
s3i
nx¯
M1NX¯
NX¯
nx¯
=
1
M1
∑
s3i
1 =
1
M1
M1 = 1
for all i ∈ U .
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3. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator under Chao’s scheme for unequal probability
sampling: stg(TˆHT ,Chao)
4. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator under Tille´’s procedure for unequal probability
sampling: stg(TˆHT ,Tille´)
The auxiliary (or size) vector, x used in this example is from Agarwal & Kumar
(1998), data: A1-20, and is given as
xt = (44, 44, 45, 43, 40, 52, 43, 47, 54, 43, 51, 50, 61, 47, 62, 34, 51, 48, 51, 57).
Table 3.1 contains the values of maximum relative efficiency for each pair of strate-
gies.
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Table 3.1: Maximum relative efficiency for strategies: 1, 2, 3, and 4 where the ijth
entry is equal to MRE(ith strategy | jth strategy) for example 11
MRE(i | j) stg(TˆR, SRS) stg(TˆR,PPAS) stg(TˆHT ,Chao) stg(TˆHT ,Tille´)
stg(TˆR, SRS) 1 1.1915 1.8289 1.7814
stg(TˆR,PPAS) 1.0137 1 1.8498 1.8034
stg(TˆHT ,Chao) 2.7649 3.0620 1 1.2671
stg(TˆHT ,Tille´) 2.9198 3.2162 1.0929 1
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Table 3.1 shows that stg(TˆR,PPAS) may be preferred to stg(TˆR, SRS) for this
size variable as its mean square error can be at most only 1.37% larger than that of
stg(TˆR, SRS) but the mean square error of stg(TˆR, SRS) can be 19.2% larger than that
of stg(TˆR,PPAS). The Horvitz-Thompson estimator under Tille´’s procedure may be
preferred over stg(TˆHT ,Chao) for similar reasons. The choice between strategies with
estimator TˆR and strategies with estimator TˆHT is not clear here as their maximum
relative efficiencies are very large.
Tille´ (2006, p.143) compared the variances of the sampling sum
∑
i∈s yi under
different piPS(x) sampling designs on a fixed size variable x,∑
i∈U
pii(1− pii)y2i +
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
i 6=j
(piij − piipij)yiyj = ytΠy
where the ijth element of the N × N matrix Π is equal to piij − piipij and piii = pii
for i, j = 1, . . . , N . For sampling designs with fixed sample size n, Tille´ defined the
largest possible deviation between two sampling designs, denoted by LPD(1 | 2), as
LPD(1 | 2) = max
y:pity 6=0
{
ytΠ1y
ytΠ2y
}
− 1
where the N × N matrices Π1 and Π2 are given by the sampling variance of two
different designs, p1 and p2. Tille´ used this technique to compare different designs in
the same way as we have with the maximum relative efficiency for equally calibrated
strategies in examples 10 and 11.
We can also apply Corollary 1 to compare a strategy with different sample sizes to
see whether there is any gain in precision as the sample size increases, i.e. check for
consistency (see ch.1 p.21), or to see how large a sample needs to be in order to use a
large sample approximation formula for the variance. Berger (2005) used Corollary 1
to examine an approximation to the true variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator
under Chao’s scheme. Ha´jek (1981, p.157) called an approximation of MSE(Tˆs, p)
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tight if the nullspace of the matrix given by the approximation formula is the same
as that of the mean square error matrix of stg(Tˆs, p). Ha´jek also gave the same upper
bound on the ratio of two nonnegative definite quadratic forms as in Corollary 1 to
compare a tight approximation formula for MSE(Tˆs, p) with the exact mean square
error, and gave a class of tight approximation for MSE(Tˆs, p).
Many approximation formulae for the mean square error of a general linear strat-
egy can be written as a quadratic form in y. For the Ha´jek-Basu estimator, in a
discussion of Basu (1971),
TˆHB = N
∑
i∈s yi/pii∑
i∈s 1/pii
under some design p, the large sample approximation formula for its mean square
error (derived using a Taylor series expansion, see Thompson 2002 p.74) is given by
Var(TˆHB, p) ≈
∑
i∈U
(yi − Y¯ )2(1− pii)
pii
+
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
i 6=j
(yi − Y¯ )(yj − Y¯ )(piij − piipij)
piipij
.
This can be written as a quadratic form in y as follows,
Var(TˆHB, p) ≈ (y − Y¯ 1N)tW(y − Y¯ 1N) (3.5)
= yt(IN − JN/N)W(IN − JN/N)y
= ytUy,
where JN is the N ×N matrix of all ones and the ijth element of the N ×N matrix
W is equal to
Wij =
 1−piipii for i = jpiij−piipij
piipij
for i 6= j
(3.6)
for i, j = 1, . . . , N and U = (IN − JN/N)W(IN − JN/N). Note that the N × N
matrix W, given by (3.6), is equal to the N × N matrix given by the variance of
the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (see Tille´ (2006), p.28). From (3.5) we see that
the vector y − Y¯ 1N will equal 0N whenever the population vector y is equal to
a constant vector in which case ytUy = 0. This means that the constant vector
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belongs to the nullspace of U. In general the nullspace of U will be the same as the
nullspace of the mean square error matrix of stg(TˆHB, p). Therefore we can compare
the approximation formula with the exact mean square error of this strategy using
Corollary 1.
Example 12 Consider the Ha´jek-Basu estimator under Chao’s scheme for proba-
bility proportional to size sampling using the size vector x from example 11 with a
sample size equal to 4. The mean square error matrix given by MSE(TˆHB,Chao) and
the matrix U given by the large sample variance approximation formula denoted by
AVar(TˆHB,Chao) share the same nullspace. By corollary 1 we obtain
0.97 ≤ MSE(TˆHB,Chao)
AVar(TˆHB,Chao)
≤ 1.07
and
0.93 ≤ AVar(TˆHB,Chao)
MSE(TˆHB,Chao)
≤ 1.03.
Thus the difference between the exact mean square error and approximation formula
is small (less than 10%) which suggests that a sample size of 4 is sufficiently large so
that the approximation formula can be used.
In the next section we will show how the matrix result of corollary 1 can be used
to assess the bias of a strategy.
3.4 The absolute bias ratio of a strategy
The bias of a strategy is always of interest to the statistician since it could potentially
have devastating effects on our inferences if it is large. A measure that can indicate
the effects of the bias of a strategy on the coverage of a confidence interval for the
total TY is the absolute bias ratio.
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Definition 20 The absolute bias ratio, denoted by ABR(Tˆs, p), of a strategy stg(Tˆs, p)
for TY is equal to
ABR(Tˆs, p) =
|bias(Tˆs, p)|√
Var(Tˆs, p)
.
Cochran (1977, p.14) and Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.165) did simulation studies which
suggested that the bias had little effect on the coverage of confidence intervals when
the absolute bias ratio is less than 0.1. Many strategies that are calibrated might not
be unbiased, and vice versa, and so it would be of interest to know the absolute bias
ratio of such strategies.
For the ratio estimator TˆR = NX¯Rˆ, where Rˆ = y¯/x¯ is an estimator for R = Y¯ /X¯,
under simple random sampling it has been shown by Hartely & Ross (1954) that the
covariance of Rˆ and x¯ is equal to
Cov(Rˆ, x¯, SRS) = E(y¯, SRS)− E(Rˆ, SRS)E(x¯, SRS)
= Y¯ − E(Rˆ, SRS)X¯
= −bias(TˆR, SRS)
N
. (3.7)
Provided X¯ > 0 and using equation (3.7) Hartely & Ross obtained their famous result
for the absolute bias ratio of this strategy,
ABR(TˆR, SRS) ≤ cv(x¯, SRS). (3.8)
Equality in (3.8) holds when the correlation between Rˆ and x¯ over all s ∈ S is equal
to 1.
The inequality (3.8) allows us to assess the limit and magnitude of the bias ratio of
stg(TˆR, SRS) at the design stage. Sa¨rndal el al. (1992, p.177) considered the general
ratio estimator
TˆGR = NX¯
TˆHT,y
TˆHT,x
= NX¯Rˆpi
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where Rˆpi = TˆHT,y/TˆHT,x, TˆHT,y =
∑
i∈s yi/pii and TˆHT,x =
∑
i∈s xi/pii. They pre-
sented a similar result to (3.8) for the case of an arbitrary design p, which was given
as
ABR(TˆGR, p) ≤ cv(TˆHT,x, p). (3.9)
The inequality (3.8) has also been generalized by Meng (1993) to that of the separate
ratio estimator, denoted by TˆRs, under stratified random sampling where
TˆRs =
H∑
h=1
IhNhX¯h
y¯h
x¯h
=
H∑
h=1
IhTˆR,h, with TˆR,h = NhX¯h
y¯h
x¯h
and X¯h > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H. The upper bound on the absolute bias ratio of
stg(TˆRs, StRS) was given as
ABR(TˆRs, StRS) ≤
(
H∑
h=1
[cv(x¯h, StRS)]
2
) 1
2
.
We can generalize this result for the separate general ratio estimator
TˆGRs =
H∑
h=1
IhNhX¯h
TˆHT,yh
TˆHT,xh
=
H∑
h=1
IhTˆGR,h with TˆGR,h = NhX¯h
TˆHT,yh
TˆHT,xh
,
for h = 1, . . . , H, under any arbitrary stratified design (with independent selection
of units from different strata).
Theorem 7 Provided X¯h > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H, an upper bound for the absolute
bias ratio of the separate general ratio estimator under any arbitrary stratified design
pst, say, with nh > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H is given by
ABR(TˆGRs, pst) ≤
(
H∑
h=1
[cv(TˆHT,xh , pst)]
2
) 1
2
.
Proof Observe that
bias(TˆGRs, pst) =
H∑
h=1
E(TˆGR,h, pst)−
H∑
h=1
NhX¯h
Y¯h
X¯h
=
H∑
h=1
bias(TˆGR,h, pst).
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Now
Cov(TˆGR,h, TˆHT,xh , pst) = NhX¯hE(TˆHT,yh , pst)− E(TˆHT,xh , pst)E(TˆGR,h, pst)
= N2hX¯hY¯h −NhX¯hE(TˆGR,h, pst)
so it can easily be seen that
bias(TˆGR,h, pst) = −Cov(TˆGR,h, TˆHT,xh , pst)
NhX¯h
and hence
bias(TˆGRs, pst) = −
H∑
h=1
Cov(TˆGR,h, TˆHT,xh , pst)
NhX¯h
.
Since
|Cov(TˆGR,h, TˆHT,xh , pst)| ≤
√
Var(TˆGR,h, pst)
√
Var(TˆHT,xh , pst)
and X¯h > 0 for each h = 1, . . . , H it follows that
|bias(TˆGRs, pst)| ≤
H∑
h=1
√
Var(TˆGR,h, pst)cv(TˆHT,xh , pst)
and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
H∑
h=1
√
Var(TˆGR,h, pst)cv(TˆHT,xh , pst) ≤
(
H∑
h=1
Var(TˆGR,h, pst)
) 1
2
(
H∑
h=1
[cv(TˆHT,xh , pst)]
2
) 1
2
.
Because the selection of units from different strata are independent
Var(TˆGRs, pst) =
H∑
h=1
Var(TˆGR,h, pst),
and so it follows that
ABR(TˆGRs, pst) =
|bias(TˆGRs, pst)|√
Var(TˆGRs, pst)
≤
(
H∑
h=1
[cv(TˆHT,xh , pst)]
2
) 1
2
.
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It can easily be seen that the upper bound on ABR(TˆGRs, pst) from theorem 7 reduces
to the upper bound for ABR(TˆGR, p) given by (3.9) when H = 1.
When poststratifying under unequal probability sampling, theorem 7 can still be
applied to estimators of the same form as TˆGRs under the conditional design on n
provided that the selection of units from different poststrata are independent. But in
general it is not true that they are independent.
Another application of corollary 1 is to calculate an exact upper bound, whose
value can be achieved for some y ∈ RN , for the absolute bias ratio of a general linear
strategy.
Theorem 8 Let the N × N matrices D = (B − 1N)(B − 1N)t and V(Tˆs, p) be ,
respectively, the bias square matrix and variance-covariance matrix of some general
linear strategy stg(Tˆs, p). Provided N (V(Tˆs, p)) ⊆ N (D), an exact upper bound of
the absolute bias ratio of stg(Tˆs, p) for every y /∈ N (V(Tˆs, p)) is given by
ABR(Tˆs, p) ≤
√
λ.
where λ is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix DV(Tˆs, p)
−.
Proof Observe that
ABR(Tˆs, p) =
∣∣∣∣∣
√
[bias(Tˆs, p)]2
Var(Tˆs, p)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
√
ytDy
ytV(Tˆs, p)y
∣∣∣∣∣ .
If N (V(Tˆs, p)) ⊆ N (D), then by corollary 1
[bias(Tˆs, p)]
2
Var(Tˆs, p)
=
ytDy
ytV(Tˆs, p)y
≤ λ
over every y /∈ N (V(Tˆs, p)) where λ is the largest eigenvalue of DV(Tˆs, p)− and so it
follows that
ABR(Tˆs, p) ≤
√
λ.
That completes the proof.
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Remark 6 The upper bound in theorem 8 is attained when the population vector y
is proportional to the proper eigenvector of D with respect to V(Tˆs, p) corresponding
to the proper eigenvalue λ.
Note that if the upper bound of the absolute bias ratio is very large this does not
imply that the actual absolute bias ratio is large. The usefulness of this upper bound
is when the upper bound is small.
Many strategies used in practice satisfy the conditions of theorem 8.
If the estimator is biased, then the matrix D = (B− 1N)(B− 1N)t from theorem
8 is of rank 1 and therefore has one nonzero eigenvalue equal to
∑
i∈U(Bi − 1)2 with
corresponding normalized eigenvector (B − 1N)/
√∑
i∈U(Bi − 1)2. If the condition
of theorem 8, i.e. N (V(Tˆs, p)) ⊆ N (D), was violated then there exist a vector
a ∈ N (V(Tˆs, p))\N (D) such that
atV(Tˆs, p)a = 0 and a
tDa > 0.
Hence, any strategy that does not satisfy the condition of theorem 8 can have zero
variance but nonzero bias. This ‘instability’ property of such strategies is undesirable
as the bias can be arbitrarily large. Furthermore, we cannot obtain an upper bound
on the absolute bias ratio of these strategies which is independent of the y’s.
In the following examples we compare Sa¨rndal, Swensson and Wretman’s (SSW)
upper bound on ABR(TˆGR, p) given in (3.9) with the exact method of theorem 8. We
also compare Meng’s method with the exact method for calculating the upper bound
on ABR(TˆRs, StRS).
Example 13 We will compare the upper bound on the absolute bias ratio given by
SSW in (3.9) with the exact upper bound given by theorem 8 for different strategies.
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Table 3.2 gives the strategies and values for the upper bounds for various size
variables whose description are given in table 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Upper bounds on the absolute bias ratio for example 13
x strategy n SSW upper bound Exact upper bound
1 stg(TˆR, SRS) 4 0.1600 0.1560
5 0.1339 0.1316
2 stg(TˆR, SRS) 4 0.0638 0.0636
5 0.0553 0.0551
3 stg(TˆHB,Chao) 2 0.0979 0.0975
3 0.0784 0.0782
4 0.0666 0.0665
3 stg(TˆHB,Tille´) 2 0.0980 0.0974
3 0.0786 0.0781
4 0.0668 0.0663
4 stg(TˆHB,Chao) 2 0.2928 0.2856
3 0.2353 0.2291
4 0.2002 0.1953
4 stg(TˆHB,Tille´) 2 0.2912 0.2841
3 0.2326 0.2264
4 0.1969 0.1922
5 0.1719 0.1684
6 0.1531 0.1503
7 0.1380 0.1359
5 stg(TˆHB,Tille´) 2 0.9185 0.8973
3 0.7419 0.7191
4 0.6355 0.6159
5 0.5620 0.5465
6 0.5072 0.4952
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Table 3.3: Description of the size vectors, x, for examples 13, 14 & 15. The population
for size vectors 3 & 4 was partitioned into two groups where U1 = {1, . . . , 17} and
U2 = {18, . . . , 33}, the population for size variable 5 was partitioned into two groups
where U1 = {1, . . . , 25} and U2 = {26, . . . , 49}, the population for size vector 6
was stratified by sex and the population for size vectors 7, 8 & 9 was stratified by
geographical region
x Source cv(x) N
1 Example 8 p.83 0.3919 12
2 Agarwal & Kumar (1998): A1-20 0.1427 20
3 Cochran (1977, p.34): Family income, 0.1458 33
4 Cochran (1977, p.34): Family size, 0.4095 33
5 Cochran (1977, p.152): City size, 1.0122 49
6 Brewer (2002, p.298): Estimated weights of Basu’s elephants 0.1186 50
7 Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.652): MU284 pop., CS82 0.5428 284
8 Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.652): MU284 pop., SS82 0.3268 284
9 Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.652): MU284 pop., S82 0.2325 284
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Table 3.2 shows that the upper bound given by the inequality in (3.9) is not attain-
able. There are very little differences however between the values of the two bounds
on the absolute bias ratio.
Example 14 We will now compare Meng’s method for calculating the upper bound
on the absolute bias ratio for the separate ratio estimator under stratified random
sampling. Table 3.4 gives the values for the upper bounds when using this strategy
with various auxiliary vectors of different sizes described in table 3.3.
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Table 3.4: Upper bounds on the absolute bias ratio for stg(TˆRs, StRS) in example 14
x n Meng’s upper bound Exact upper bound
6 (2,2) 0.1144 0.1140
(3,3) 0.0914 0.0911
(4,4) 0.0773 0.07712
(5,5) 0.0675 0.0673
7 (2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2) 0.8280 0.8280
(3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3) 0.7000 0.6624
(4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4) 0.5649 0.5647
(5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5) 0.5217 0.4972
8 (2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2) 0.5852 0.5852
(3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3) 0.4873 0.4702
(4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4) 0.4147 0.4012
(5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5) 0.3642 0.3532
9 (2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2) 0.4405 0.4335
(3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3) 0.3533 0.3477
(4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4) 0.3003 0.2958
(5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5) 0.2634 0.2598
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Table 3.4 shows that there is very little difference between the exact upper bound
and Meng’s upper bound for the absolute bias ratio.
Example 13 & 14 demonstrate that it is appropriate to use SSW and Meng’s upper
bound on the absolute bias ratio over the exact method since their values are easier
to calculate and are very close to the exact value. However the upper bound on the
absolute bias ratio given by SSW and Meng or theorem 7 only applies to generalized
separate ratio estimator under a design that gives independent selection of units in
different strata whereas the exact method given by theorem 8 can be applied to any
general linear strategy that satisfy its condition. In the next example we consider
a poststratification and calculate the exact upper bound of the absolute conditional
bias ratio for the separate means of ratio estimator conditional on the poststrata
sample sizes.
Example 15 Consider the separate means of ratio estimator,
TˆRsm =
H∑
h=1
Ih
NhX¯h
nh
∑
i∈sh
yi
xi
,
under a poststratification. This estimator is conditionally biased on n.
Table 3.5 gives the exact upper bound on the absolute conditional bias ratio, condi-
tional on n, using various size vectors under the Tille´ procedure for unequal probability
sampling.
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Table 3.5: Exact upper bound on the absolute bias ratio for stg(TˆRsm,Tille´ | Sn) in
example 15
x n Exact upper bound
3 (2,2) 0.0010
(3,3) 0.0125
(4,4) 0.0153
4 (2,2) 0.0277
(3,3) 0.0350
(4,4) 0.0425
5 (2,2) 0.0881
(3,3) 0.1537
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Table 3.5 shows that in most cases the bias of stg(TˆRsm,Tille´ | Sn) may be neglected
however, there seems to be a trend where the exact upper bound on the absolute bias
ratio of stg(TˆRsm,Tille´ | Sn) increases with the nh’s.
Consider the following estimator under poststratification with H poststrata,
Tˆpst =
H∑
h=1
I.hN.h
∑L
k=1 Ik.Nk.y¯kh∑L
k=1 Ik.Nk.
nkh
nk.
where the unconditional design is a stratified random sample design with L strata
of sizes Nk. = (N1., N2., . . . , NL.) such that
∑L
k=1 Nk. = N , and strata sample sizes
nk. = (n1., n2., . . . , nL.) such that
∑L
k=1 nk. = n with Ik. equal to one if nk. > 0
or zero otherwise. Similarly the poststrata sizes are N.h = (N.1, N.2, . . . , N.H) with∑H
h=1 N.h = N and the poststrata sample sizes are n.h = (n.1, n.2, . . . , n.H) such that∑H
h=1 n.h = n with I.h equal to one for n.h > 0 or zero otherwise. Nkh denotes the
number of units in stratum k and poststratum h and is such that
∑H
h=1Nkh = Nk.
and
∑L
k=1 Nkh = N.h. Similarly nkh is the number of units that fall into the sample
stratum k and sample poststratum h with
∑H
h=1 nkh = nk. and
∑L
k=1 nkh = n.h, and
y¯kh is the sample stratum-poststratum mean for stratum k and poststratum h.
Note that Tˆpst is calibrated for the constant vector provided n.h > 0 for all h = 1,
. . . , H.
Rao (1985) illustrated the difficulty of investigating the conditional properties of
stg(Tˆpst, StRS), when conditioning on the observed values of n.h and concluded that
the strategy is conditionally biased. Since the estimator Tˆpst falls into the class of
general linear estimators, provided the conditions of theorem 8 are satisfied, we can
apply theorem 8 to give the exact upper bound on the absolute conditional bias of
stg(Tˆpst, StRS) conditional on n.h. We do this now in the following example.
Example 16 Consider the strategy stg(Tˆpst, StRS) with H = L = 2, Nkh = 10 for
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all h, g = 1, 2, nk. = (5, 3) and n.h = (4, 4). The variance-covariance matrix and
the bias square matrix of stg(Tˆpst, StRS) under the conditional design on n.h satisfied
the condition of theorem 8, and the exact upper bound on the absolute conditional
bias ratio of this strategy is given as 0.73333096208. This upper bound is large which
indicates that stg(Tˆpst, StRS) can be badly conditionally biased, but not necessarily.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we demonstrated how nonnegative definite symmetric matrices can
be used to compare the exact mean square errors of equally calibrated strategies by
calculating their maximum relative efficiencies. Our examples show that this method
may be more useful when comparing an estimator under different designs. We also
used this method to measure the accuracy of a variance approximation formula.
We gave an upper bound for the absolute bias ratio which is exact in the sense that
the value of the upper bound can be attained for some vectors in RN . We compared
our upper bound with some standard methods for ratio type estimators. Our studies
showed that the standard results were not exact but very close to the exact upper
bound. For this reason it is more appropriate to use the standard method since the
calculation of the exact method is more complicated, especially for large samples, as
the computational burden can be huge. However our method can be applied to a
wide range of strategies not just the ratio type.
For a separate general linear strategy under poststratification and unequal proba-
bility sampling, it is possible to calculate the exact upper bound on the absolute bias
ratio but standard methods will fail if the selection of units from different poststrata
are not independent.
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Chapter 4
Comparison of Strategies
In this chapter we will consider the exact mean square error of a general linear strategy
in the form of a linear combination of eigenvalues given by the mean square error
matrix. From this form of the mean square error we give exact upper and lower
bounds on it which will be used to prove further results that give sufficient conditions
that indicate the superior strategy between two different strategies.
Our results can also be applied to compare approximation formulae discussed in
the last section.
4.1 Eigenvalues of certain matrices
In general the eigenvalues of a matrix given by the mean square error of a general
linear estimator under an unequal probability design cannot be written in a simple
way. However there are special cases where we can obtain an expression for most or
all of the eigenvalues of certain matrices. The following lemma is a well known result
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given as an exercise in Rao, C.R. (1967, p.53).
Lemma 12 The eigenvalues of the N ×N matrix which is of the form
(a− b)IN + bJN (4.1)
are equal to a− b of multiplicity N − 1 and a+ (N − 1)b of multiplicity one.
Example 17 Consider the expansion estimator Tˆ0 = Ny¯ under simple random sam-
pling whose survey weight is bsi = N/n for unit i ∈ s. Then for unit i ∈ U we
have
Bi =
∑
s3i
p(s)bsi =
∑
s3i
(
N
n
)−1
N
n
=
(
N
n
)−1(
N − 1
n− 1
)
N
n
= 1,
∑
s3i
p(s)b2si =
N
n
,
and for i 6= j we have∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj =
∑
s3i,j
(
N
n
)−1
N2
n2
=
(
N
n
)−1(
N − 2
n− 2
)
N2
n2
=
(n− 1)N
(N − 1)n.
Hence, by (3.2), the ijth element of the mean square error matrix M(Tˆ0, SRS) is equal
to
M(Tˆ0, SRS)ij =
 N−nn for i = j ∈ U− (N−n)
n(N−1) for i 6= j ∈ U
which is of the same form as (4.1) with
a =
N − n
n
and b = − (N − n)
n(N − 1) .
Let λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λN be the eigenvalues of M(Tˆ0, SRS) with corresponding nor-
malized eigenvectors e1, e2, . . . , eN respectively. Then by lemma 12 we have
λl =

N−n
n
−
[
−(N−n)
n(N−1)
]
= N(N−n)
n(N−1) for l = 1, ..., N − 1
N−n
n
+
[
−(N−n)(N−1)
n(N−1)
]
= 0 for l = N.
(4.2)
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Since the mean square error matrix of a strategy, M(Tˆs, p), is a real symmetric
matrix it can be written as a linear combination of idempotent matrices
M(Tˆs, p) = λ1e1e
t
1 + λ2e2e
t
2 + . . .+ λNeNe
t
N
where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λN are eigenvalues of M(Tˆs, p) with corresponding normalized
eigenvectors e1, e2, . . . , eN , respectively. Hence the mean square error of a general
linear strategy can be written as a linear combination of eigenvalues
MSE(Tˆs, p) = y
tM(Tˆs, p)y = λ1c
2
1 + λ2c
2
2 + . . .+ λNc
2
N (4.3)
where cl = y
tel for l = 1, . . . , N . The Spectral Theorem shows that the normalized
eigenvectors e1, e2, . . . , eN , which forms an orthonormal set, satisfies
e1e
t
1 + . . .+ eNe
t
N = IN
which implies
N∑
l=1
c2l = y
t(e1 + . . .+ eN)(e1 + . . .+ eN)
ty =
∑
i∈U
y2i = (N − 1)S2Y +NY¯ 2.
Then it follows from (4.3) that
λN [(N − 1)S2Y +NY¯ 2] ≤
N∑
l=1
λlc
2
l ≤ λ1[(N − 1)S2Y +NY¯ 2]. (4.4)
From example 17 and (4.3) we can write the mean square error of stg(Tˆ0, SRS) as
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) = y
tM(Tˆ0, SRS)y =
N∑
l=1
λlc
2
l =
N(N − n)
n(N − 1)
N−1∑
l=1
c2l (4.5)
where cl = y
tel, l = 1, . . . , N . However, we know from any standard text book in
survey sampling theory that the variance of the expansion estimator under simple
random sampling is equal to
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) = N
2 (1− f)
n
S2Y =
N(N − n)
n
S2Y (4.6)
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where f = n/N is the sampling fraction. Comparing (4.5) and (4.6) we see that
the sum of squares of the first N − 1 coefficients of the eigenvalues is equal to the
population corrected sum of squares, i.e.
N−1∑
l=1
c2l = (N − 1)S2Y =
∑
i∈U
(yi − Y¯ )2
In fact this is true for any general linear strategy which is calibrated only for constant
population vectors, and an extension of this is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 13 Let the general linear strategy stg(Tˆs, p) be calibrated only for vectors that
are proportional to some x ∈ RN\{0}. Let λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λN be the eigenvalues
of the mean square error matrix M(Tˆs, p) with corresponding normalized eigenvectors
e1, e2, . . . , eN , respectively, so that
MSE(Tˆs, p) = y
tM(Tˆs, p)y = λ1c
2
1 + . . .+ λNc
2
N
where cl = y
tel for l = 1, . . . , N . Then
N−1∑
l=1
c2l =
∑
i∈U
y2i −B
∑
i∈U
yixi
where
B =
∑
i∈U yixi∑
i∈U x
2
i
is the population ordinary least squares regression (through the origin) coefficient.
Furthermore when x is a constant vector then
N−1∑
l=1
c2l = (N − 1)S2Y =
∑
i∈U
(yi − Y¯ )2.
Proof Observe that
c21 + c
2
2 + . . .+ c
2
N =
∑
i∈U
y2i
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Since stg(Tˆs, p) is calibrated only for x, by lemma 11 λN must be equal to zero and
eN must be proportional to x. But eN is a normalized eigenvector, this implies
eN = x/
√
xtx. Hence
cN = y
teN =
∑
i∈U yixi√∑
i∈U x
2
i
so that
c2N =
(
∑
i∈U yixi)
2∑
i∈U x
2
i
= B
∑
i∈U
yixi.
Thus we have
c21 + c
2
2 + . . .+ c
2
N − c2N =
∑
i∈U
y2i − c2N
⇔ c21 + c22 + . . .+ c2N−1 =
∑
i∈U
y2i −B
∑
i∈U
yixi.
When x is a constant vector B
∑
i∈U yixi reduces to NY¯
2 and∑
i∈U
y2i −B
∑
i∈U
yixi =
∑
i∈U
y2i −NY¯ 2 = (N − 1)S2Y
and that completes the proof.
Remark 7 In fact if stg(Tˆs, p) is calibrated only for vectors that are spanned by the
column space of the N × q auxiliary matrix X, then
N−q∑
l=1
c2l = y
t(IN −X(XtX)−1Xt)y.
From lemma 13 we observe that if stg(Tˆs, p) is calibrated only for constant vectors,
then for any y ∈ RN that is not constant we have
λN−1(N − 1)S2Y ≤ MSE(Tˆs, p) ≤ λ1(N − 1)S2Y . (4.7)
The bounds on MSE(Tˆs, p) could also be given by Corollary 1, on p.99, since (N−1)S2Y
can be written as the quadratic form yt(IN − JN/N)y and the matrix IN − JN/N is
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orthogonal only to constant vectors, thus has the same nullspace as the mean square
error matrix of any strategy that is calibrated for only constant vectors. This would
give
λN−1 ≤ MSE(Tˆs, p)
(N − 1)S2Y
≤ λ1
then multiply through by (N − 1)S2Y gives us the exact bounds on MSE(Tˆs, p) since
they are attainable when y is proportional to the proper eigenvectors of M(Tˆs, p)
with respect to IN − JN/N corresponding to the proper eigenvalues λN−1 and λ1.
The following well known result, see Padmawar (1998), gives the formulae for the
eigenvalues of a particular type of matrix.
Theorem 9 Let Nh = N/H = Nς for all h = 1, . . . , H. Then the eigenvalues of an
N ×N symmetric matrix M which is of the form
M =

D dJNς · · · dJNς
dJNς D · · · dJNς
...
...
. . .
...
dJNς dJNς · · · D
 (4.8)
where D = (a− b)INς + bJNς for a, b, d ∈ R, are equal to a− b of multiplicity N −H
with corresponding eigenspace
〈
v11, . . . ,v1(Nς−1), . . . ,vH1, . . . ,vH(Nς−1)
〉
where
vhli =
 vhli for i ∈ Uh0 else (4.9)
such that
∑
i∈Uh vhli = 0 and v
t
hlvgk = 0 for h, g = 1, . . . , H and l, k = 1, . . . , Nς−1
(l 6= k when h = g); (a − b) + Nς(b − d) of multiplicity H − 1 with corresponding
eigenspace 〈u1, . . . ,uH〉 where
uhi =
 1 for i ∈ Uh0 else
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for h = 1, . . . , H; and (a − b) + Nς(b − d) + Nd of multiplicity 1 with eigenspace
equal to constant vectors.
Remark 8 It can easily be seen that for unequal Nh’s the vectors vh1, . . . , vh(Nh−1),
which are defined in a similar way as in (4.9), form an eigenspace of the matrix
M =

D1 b12JN1N2 · · · b1HJN1NH
b21JN2N1 D2 · · · b2HJN2NH
...
...
. . .
...
bH1JNHN1 bH2JNHN2 · · · DH
 (4.10)
where Dh = (ah − bh)INh + bhJNh for ah, bh, bhg ∈ R (bhg = bgh), with corresponding
eigenvalue equal to ah − bh for h = 1, . . . , H.
Note that in general the matrix given in (4.10) does not have a constant vector as
an eigenvector even if bhg = 0 for all h 6= g = 1, . . . , H.
Padmawar (1998) applied theorem 9 to the mean square error matrix of an esti-
mator for the population total under a cluster sampling design to find conditions for
some estimators for the mean square error to be nonnegative definite and unbiased.
Lemma 14 Let stg(Tˆs, p) be calibrated only for vectors which are constant within
strata and let the mean square error matrix M(Tˆs, p) have eigenvalues λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λN
with corresponding normalized eigenvectors e1, . . . , eN , respectively, so that
MSE(Tˆs, p) = y
tM(Tˆs, p)y = λ1c
2
1 + . . .+ λNc
2
N
where cl = y
tel for l = 1, . . . , N . Then
N−H∑
l=1
c2l =
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh .
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Proof Since stg(Tˆs, p) is calibrated only for vectors that are constant within strata
it follows from lemma 11 that N (M(Tˆs, p)) = 〈u1, . . . ,uH〉 where uh is defined as
in theorem 9. Hence we can choose eN−H+l = ul/
√
utlul for l = 1, . . . , H since
λN−H+1 = . . . = λN = 0. Now
H∑
l=1
c2N−H+l =
H∑
l=1
(yteN−H+l)2 =
H∑
h=1
NhY¯
2
h
and so
N∑
l=1
c2l −
H∑
l=1
c2N−H+l =
∑
i∈U
y2i −
H∑
h=1
NhY¯
2
h
=
H∑
h=1
(∑
i∈Uh
y2i −NhY¯ 2h
)
=
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh ,
that completes the proof.
Lemma 15 Suppose the mean square error matrix, M(Tˆs, p), for some general linear
strategy stg(Tˆs, p) was of the same form as (4.10). Let ehl for l = 1, . . . , Nh − 1 be
the normalized eigenvectors of M(Tˆs, p) with corresponding eigenvalue ah − bh such
that the ith element of ehl is equal to zero if i /∈ Uh, but nonzero otherwise. Then
Nh−1∑
l=1
c2hl = (Nh − 1)S2Yh
where chl = y
tehl for l = 1, . . . , Nh − 1 and h = 1, . . . , H.
Proof Let the N × 1 vector yh be such that its ith element is
yhi =
 yi if i ∈ Uh0 else.
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Since the ehl’s are all orthogonal to uh as well as each other and they have nonzero
entry for all i ∈ Uh but zero otherwise. We can write yh as a linear combination of
eh1, . . . , eh(Nh−1) and uh, i.e.
yh = ch1eh1 + . . .+ ch(Nh−1)eh(Nh−1) + chNhehNh
where ehNh is the normalized vector of uh, i.e. ehNh =
1√
Nh
uh, chl = y
t
hehl = y
tehl for
l = 1, . . . , Nh − 1 and chNh = ythehNh = Nh√Nh Y¯h. Hence
ythyh = c
2
h1 + . . .+ c
2
h(Nh−1) +NhY¯
2
h =
∑
i∈Uh
y2i
⇔ c2h1 + . . .+ c2h(Nh−1) =
∑
i∈Uh
y2i −NhY¯ 2
= (Nh − 1)S2Yh
for h = 1, . . . , H and that completes the proof.
Example 18 Consider the stratified estimator Tˆst =
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h under stratified
random sampling. For fixed positive nh’s the induced design on the strata under
stratified random sampling are given by
ph(sh) =
∑
{s:sh=s∩Uh}
[
H∏
l=1
(
Nl
nl
)]−1
=
[
H∏
l=1
(
Nl
nl
)]−1 H∏
g=1
g 6=h
(
Ng
ng
)
=
(
Nh
nh
)−1
for sh ∈ Sh, h = 1, . . . , H, and similarly
phg(sh, sg) =
∑
{s:sh∪sg=s∩(Uh∪Ug)}
[
H∏
l=1
(
Nl
nl
)]−1
=
(
Nh
nh
)−1(
Ng
ng
)−1
for sh ∪ sg ∈ Shg, with h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g). Then
Bhi =
∑
sh3i
ph(sh)bshi =
∑
sh3i
(
Nh
nh
)−1
Nh
nh
=
nh
Nh
Nh
nh
= 1,
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which indicates the unbiasedness of this strategy, and by (3.3) the mean square error
matrix M(Tˆst, StRS) has ij
th element equal to
M(Tˆst, StRS)ij =

∑
sh3i
(
Nh
nh
)−1N2h
n2h
− 1 = Nh−nh
nh
for i = j ∈ Uh∑
sh3i,j
(
Nh
nh
)−1N2h
n2h
− 1 = − (Nh−nh)
nh(Nh−1) for i 6= j ∈ Uh∑
sh3i
sg3j
(
Nh
nh
)−1(Ng
ng
)−1NhNg
nhng
− 1 = 0 for i ∈ Uh & j ∈ Ug
for h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g). It is easily seen that M(Tˆst, StRS) is of the same form
as the matrix given by (4.10) with ah =
Nh−nh
nh
, bh = − (Nh−nh)nh(Nh−1) for h = 1, . . . , H,
and bhg = 0 for all g 6= h. Since M(Tˆst, StRS) is a block diagonal matrix with the hth
block equal to the Nh×Nh matrix (ah− bh)INh − bhJNh, it follows that its eigenvalues
are equal to the eigenvalues of (ah−bh)INh−bhJNh for h = 1, . . . , H. Then by lemma
12 the eigenvalues of M(Tˆst, StRS) are
λh = ah − bh = Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1) (4.11)
of multiplicity Nh − 1 for h = 1, . . . , H and ah + (Nh − 1)bh = 0 of multiplicity H
for h = 1, . . . , H.
Since stg(Tˆst, StRS) is calibrated only for constant strata vectors, by using lemma 15
we can write
MSE(Tˆst, StRS) =
N∑
l=1
λlc
2
l =
H∑
h=1
λh
Nh−1∑
j=1
c2hj =
H∑
h=1
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1)
Nh−1∑
j=1
c2hj
=
H∑
h=1
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh
S2Yh
which is the standard formula for MSE(Tˆst, StRS).
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4.2 Sufficient conditions for superior strategies
In this section we compare pairs of calibrated strategies and give theorems that pro-
vide sufficient conditions for superiority of one strategy over the other. Firstly note
that we can write the following as quadratic forms:
(N − 1)S2Y = ytRy (4.12)
where R = IN − JN/N and
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh = ytPy (4.13)
where P is a block diagonal matrix of H blocks with the hth block equal to the Nh×Nh
matrix
INh − JNh/Nh
for h = 1, . . . , H. Also note that R is orthogonal only to constant vectors and P is
orthogonal only to vectors that are constant within strata.
The following theorem gives some sufficient conditions for one quadratic form to
be smaller than another and a special case of this result is given in a corollary that
follows.
Theorem 10 Let M1 and M2 be two real symmetric matrices and let γ1(κ) and γ2(κ)
be the respective smallest and largest eigenvalue of the matrix
Q1 = M2 −M1 + κR
for some κ ∈ R where the matrix R is given as in (4.12). Then we have the following:
a) if Q1 is of full rank and
κ(N − 1)S2V ≤ γ1(κ)[(N − 1)S2V +NV¯ 2]
for some v ∈ RN then vtM1v ≤ vtM2v and
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b) if
κ(N − 1)S2V ≥ γ2(κ)[(N − 1)S2V +NV¯ 2]
for some v ∈ RN then vtM2v ≤ vtM1v .
Proof For part (a), under the assumption that Q1 is of full rank with γ1(κ) being
its smallest eigenvalue it follows from (4.4) that
γ1(κ)[(N − 1)S2V +NV¯ 2] ≤ vtQ1v = vt[M2 −M1 + κR]v.
Then
κ(N − 1)S2V = κvtRv ≤ γ1(κ)[(N − 1)S2V +NV¯ 2]
will imply
κvtRv ≤ vt[M2 −M1 + κR]v
and hence vtM1v ≤ vtM2v.
Similarly for part (b), since γ2(κ) is the largest eigenvalue of Q1 it follows from
(4.4) that
γ2(κ)[(N − 1)S2V +NV¯ 2] ≥ vtQ1v = vt[M2 −M1 + κR]v.
Hence
κ(N − 1)S2V = κvtRv ≥ vt[M2 −M1 + κR]v
which implies vtM2v ≤ vtM1v and that completes the proof.
Note that the condition of part (a) in theorem 10 will always hold whenever
κ < γ1(κ), and if κ > γ1(κ) > 0 then for V¯ 6= 0 we have
cv(v) =
SV
V¯
≤
√
γ1(κ)N
(κ− γ1(κ))(N − 1) ⇔ κ(N −1)S
2
V ≤ γ1(κ)[(N −1)S2V +NV¯ 2].
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Similarly from part (b) of theorem 10, if κ ≥ γ2(κ) > 0 then
cv(v) ≥
√
γ2(κ)N
(κ− γ2(κ))(N − 1) ⇔ κ(N − 1)S
2
V ≥ γ2(κ)[(N − 1)S2V +NV¯ 2].
From this we have the following result that can be applied to strategies that are not
calibrated for the same vectors.
Corollary 2 Let v ∈ RN such that V¯ 6= 0 and let M1 and M2 be two real symmetric
matrices.
a) Suppose α > γ1(α) > 0 for α ∈ R where γ1(α) is the smallest eigenvalue of the
matrix
Q1 = M2 −M1 + αR.
Provided Q1 is of full rank we have
cv(v) =
SV
V¯
≤
√
γ1(α)N
(α− γ1(α))(N − 1) ⇒ v
tM1v ≤ vtM2v.
b) Suppose β > γ2(β) > 0 for some β ∈ R where γ2(β) is the largest eigenvalue of
the matrix
Q1 = M2 −M1 + βR.
Then we have
cv(v) =
SV
V¯
≥
√
γ2(β)N
(β − γ2(β))(N − 1) ⇒ v
tM2v ≤ vtM1v.
It is easy to see that corollary 2 may be applied to any pair of strategies where
one is calibrated only for constant vectors and the other is not calibrated for constant
vectors. For example if M1 was the mean square error matrix for a strategy that
is calibrated for constant vectors and M2 was the mean square error matrix for a
strategy that was not calibrated for constant vectors, then choosing α and β to be
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equal to the maximum eigenvalue of M1 would imply that Q1 is positive definite and
of full rank. Provided α > γ1(α) and β > γ2(β) we can use corollary 2 to compare
the strategies.
It is reasonable to believe that when cv(y) is small, a strategy that is calibrated for
constant vectors should be more efficient than one that isn’t calibrated for constant
vectors. Part (a) of corollary 2 indicates how small cv(y) would have to be in order
for a strategy that is calibrated for constant vectors to be better than one that isn’t.
However if cv(y) is large it is not necessarily true that a strategy that is calibrated
for constant vectors will always have a larger mean square error than one that isn’t
calibrated for constant vectors. So part (b) of corollary 2 might not always apply for
these types of strategies as we will see in an example that follows.
Note that there can be a wide range of values for α and β that satisfy the conditions
of corollary 2. The appropriate choice for α = α0 would be one that maximizes the
ratio
r1(α) =
γ1(α)
α− γ1(α)
as then the sufficient condition of corollary 2 part (a) will cover the most vectors in
RN . Similarly for part (b) of corollary 2, the appropriate value for β = β0 would be
the one that minimizes the ratio
r2(β) =
γ2(β)
β − γ2(β) .
Unfortunately it isn’t obvious how to calculate α0 and β0. Instead we will use an
algorithm to approximate these values in our examples and give plots of α against
r1(α) and β against r2(β).
Example 19 For a population size 20 and sample size 4, consider the expansion
estimator under simple random sampling, stg(Tˆ0, SRS), and the ratio estimator under
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simple random sampling, stg(TˆR, SRS), with auxiliary vector from example 11,
xt = (44, 44, 45, 43, 40, 52, 43, 47, 54, 43, 51, 50, 61, 47, 62, 34, 51, 48, 51, 57)
whose coefficient of variation is 0.1427. Since stg(Tˆ0, SRS) is calibrated for constant
vectors and stg(TˆR, SRS) is calibrated for x, then M(Tˆ0, SRS) is orthogonal to con-
stant vectors and M(TˆR, SRS) is orthogonal to x. We applied corollary 2 part (a) to
these strategies.
Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the values of r1(α) against α and we approximated the
values α0 = 8.511656 which gives γ1(α0) = 0.04140370176 and r1(α0) = 0.004888130.
Hence by corollary 2 part (a) a sufficient condition for MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) to be less than
MSE(TˆR, SRS) is if
cv(y) ≤
√
r1(α0)
N
N − 1 = 0.07173145
provided Y¯ 6= 0.
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Figure 4.1: Plot of r1(α) against α for example 19
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For example 19 we could not apply corollary 2 part (b) to give a sufficient condition
for MSE(TˆR, SRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) because there doesn’t exist a β such that β >
γ2(β) > 0 for this example. We will see (in ch.5, p.183) an example where part (b)
of corollary 2 can be applied to compare strategies.
Note that if we consider the nonsingular transformation z = diag(x)−1y then for
any symmetric matrix M that is orthogonal to x we have
ytMy = zt[diag(x)Mdiag(x)]z = ztAz
where the matrix A = diag(x)Mdiag(x) is orthogonal to constant vectors. Hence
from example 19 we can give a sufficient condition for stg(TˆR, SRS) to be better than
stg(Tˆ0, SRS), based on part (a) of corollary 2, by changing variables from y to z which
we now illustrate in the next example.
Example 20 Following example 19 but now applying the nonsingular transformation
z = diag(x)−1y so we can write
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) = z
t[diag(x)M(Tˆ0, SRS)diag(x)]z = z
tA(Tˆ0, SRS)z
and
MSE(TˆR, SRS) = z
t[diag(x)M(TˆR, SRS)diag(x)]z = z
tA(TˆR, SRS)z
where
A(Tˆ0, SRS) = diag(x)M(Tˆ0, SRS)diag(x)
and
A(TˆR, SRS) = diag(x)M(TˆR, SRS)diag(x).
Now A(Tˆ0, SRS) is orthogonal to x
−1 = (x−11 , x
−1
2 , . . . , x
−1
N )
t and A(TˆR, SRS) is or-
thogonal to constant vectors so corollary 2 can be applied to give a sufficient condition
for the superiority of stg(TˆR, SRS).
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Figure 4.2 gives the plot of r1(α) against α and we approximated the values
α0 = 20804.46 which gives γ1(α0) = 93.94339104 and r1(α) = 0.004536023549.
Hence, by corollary 2 part (a) a sufficient condition for MSE(TˆR, SRS) to be less
than MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) is if
cv(z) ≤ 0.06909965
provided Z¯ 6= 0.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of r1(α) against α for example 20
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Another result for comparing stg(Tˆ0, SRS) and stg(TˆR, SRS) was given by Cochran
(1977, p.157), which is based on a large sample approximation formula for the variance
of stg(TˆR, SRS) and says that if the correlation coefficient, ρ(x,y), between x and y
is such that
ρ(x,y) >
cv(x)
2cv(y)
then stg(TˆR, SRS) has a smaller mean square error than stg(Tˆ0, SRS). Deng &
Chhikara (1990) used a different approximation formula for Var(TˆR, SRS) and gave a
similar result for stg(TˆR, SRS) to be more efficient than stg(Tˆ0, SRS).
The advantages of using corollary 2, over Cochran’s method, to compare strategies
is that we only need to estimate one unknown parameter, cv(z), which is equal to zero
when y ∝ x. It is an exact method since it is based on the exact mean square error
of strategies valid for any sample size and it can be applied to any pair of strategies
that are not calibrated for the same vector. However a disadvantage of corollary 2 is
that calculating the mean square error matrices for large population and sample sizes
can be a massive computational burden for complicated strategies.
Cochran’s method is only valid for large sample size and we need to estimate
two unknown parameters: ρ(y,x) and cv(y). Note also that ρ(x,y) = 1 does not
necessarily imply y ∝ x since the straight line relationship between y and x might
not go through the origin. Cochran’s method is only valid for comparing stg(TˆR, SRS)
with stg(Tˆ0, SRS), however it is computationally simple.
We will give a result that compares a separate general linear strategy with another
strategy that are both calibrated for some x ∈ RN , but not equally calibrated. But
first we consider the ANOVA decomposition of the total sum of squares of the y’s,
see Cochran (1977, p.100):
(N − 1)S2Y =
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh +
H∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2. (4.14)
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From the identity given in (4.14) we obtain the measure
RY =
∑H
h=1(Nh − 1)S2Yh
(N − 1)S2Y
(4.15)
which could indicate a potentially ‘good’ stratification when its value is small. Note
that RY is equal to 1− R2 in the usual linear model notation. Holt & Smith (1979)
also considered the measure (4.15) in their empirical study of the conditional mean
square errors of stg(Tˆst, SRS) and stg(Tˆ0, SRS), we discuss this more on p.201. Note
that RY takes values between 0 and 1.
The following theorem can be used to give a sufficient condition, which is based
on RY from (4.15), for the superiority of a separate general linear strategy.
Theorem 11 Suppose M1 and M2 are real N ×N symmetric matrices such that
Q2 = M1 −M2 + ηP
is nonnegative definite, where the matrix P is given by (4.13), and let γ3(η) denote
the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of Q2 for some real number η > 0. Provided Q2 is
orthogonal only to constant vectors we have
RV =
∑H
h=1(Nh − 1)S2Vh
(N − 1)S2V
≤ γ3(η)
η
⇒ vtM2v ≤ vtM1v.
Proof Observe that for η > 0 and γ3(η) > 0 we have∑H
h=1(Nh − 1)S2Vh
(N − 1)S2V
≤ γ3(η)
η
⇔ η
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Vh ≤ γ3(η)(N − 1)S2V .
Under the assumption that Q2 is only orthogonal to constant vectors with γ3(η) being
its smallest nonzero eigenvalue it follows from (4.7) that
γ3(η)(N − 1)S2V ≤ vtQ2v = vt[M1 −M2 + ηP]v.
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Hence
η
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Vh = ηvtPv ≤ vtM1v − vtM2v + ηvtPv
which implies
vtM2v ≤ vtM1v
and that completes the proof.
Note that if the intersection of the nullspaces of the matrices M1 and M2 from
theorem 11 is equal to constant vectors, i.e. if N (M1) ∩ N (M2) = 〈1N〉, then the
matrix Q2 will also be orthogonal to constant vectors. Furthermore if N (M2) =
〈u1, . . . ,uH〉, where uh for h = 1, . . . , H is defined as in theorem 9, and if η is greater
than the maximum eigenvalue of M2 then the conditions imposed on Q2 in theorem
11 will be satisfied. To see this observe that as M2 is orthogonal only to vectors that
are constant within strata, it follows from lemma 14 that
ytM2y ≤ λmaxytPy = λmax
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh
where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of M2. Choosing η to be greater than λmax
gives us yt[−M2 +ηP]y ≥ 0 for all y ∈ RN , and so it follows that the value of ytQ2y
will always be nonnegative which implies Q2 will be nonnegative definite. Since the
intersection of the nullspaces of M1 and M2 is equal to constant vectors, the quadratic
form
ytQ2y = y
tM1y − ytM2y + ηytPy
can only be equal to zero when y is a constant vector which implies that Q2 is only
orthogonal to constant vectors.
Then it is clear that we can apply theorem 11 to give a sufficient condition for
a separate general linear strategy that is calibrated only for those vectors that are
constant within strata with strategies that are calibrated for constant vectors. We
will only consider theorem 11 to compare these types of strategies.
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Note that, as with the previous corollary, there can be a wide range of values
for η that satisfy the condition of theorem 11. Furthermore it is not necessary, but
sufficient, for η to be greater than the maximum eigenvalue of M2 in order to satisfy
the conditions imposed on Q2, where M1 and M2 are described on the previous page.
The appropriate choice for η = η0 should be such that the ratio
r3(η) =
γ3(η)
η
is at its maximum so that the sufficient condition of theorem 11 holds for the maximum
possible number of vectors in RN . We will denote γ3(η0) by γ0.
Example 21 For a population size N = (8, 12) sample size 4, consider the stratified
estimator Tˆst =
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h under a stratified random sampling design on n = (2, 2)
and the regression estimator TˆREG under the equal probability design given by pb in
example 10 on p.101. Let the auxiliary matrix X be the same as in example 10.
Since stg(Tˆst, StRS) is calibrated only for vectors that are constant within strata and
stg(TˆREG, pb) is calibrated for constant vectors we can apply theorem 11 to give a
sufficient condition for stg(Tˆst, StRS) to be better than stg(TˆREG, pb).
Figure 4.3 gives a plot of r3(η) against η and we approximated the values η0 =
11.888966 and γ0 = 3.936793 which gives r3(α0) = 0.3311302. Then by theorem 11 a
sufficient condition for MSE(Tˆst, StRS) to be less than MSE(TˆREG, pb) is if
RY ≤ γ0
η0
= 0.3311302
provided SY 6= 0.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of r3(η) against η for example 21
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A special case of theorem 11 is when comparing the expansion estimator under
simple random sampling with the stratified estimator under stratified random sam-
pling. In this case the value of η0 that maximizes r3(η0) can be easily calculated and
is given in theorem 12. But first we give a lemma that will be useful in the proof of
theorem 12.
Lemma 16 Let µmax be the maximum eigenvalue of M(Tˆst, StRS), with nh > 0 for
all h = 1, . . . , H, and let λ be the nonzero eigenvalue of M(Tˆ0, SRS). Then λ < µmax
is always true.
Proof By (4.2) the nonzero eigenvalue of M(Tˆ0, SRS) is equal to
λ =
N(N − n)
n(N − 1)
and by (4.11) the eigenvalues, µh for h = 1, . . . , H, of M(Tˆst, StRS) are equal to
µh =
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1)
with µmax = max
h=1,...,H
{µh}.
Observe that
λ < µh ⇔ N(N − n)
n(N − 1) <
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1)
⇔ fh(1− f)
f(1− fh) <
Nh(N − 1)
N(Nh − 1) (4.16)
where f = n/N is the sampling fraction for the population and fh = nh/Nh is the
sampling fraction for stratum h for some h = 1, . . . , H. Note that the expression
on the right hand side of (4.16) is greater than one since N/(N − 1) is a decreasing
function in N .
Now there are three cases of the sampling fraction for stratum h that we need to
consider. The first case is when fh = f . Then the left hand side of (4.16) will equal
to one and so it follows from (4.16) that λ < µh which implies λ < µmax.
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The second case is when fh < f . Since the expression on the left hand side of
(4.16) is an increasing function in fh it follows that
fh(1− f)
f(1− fh) <
f(1− f)
f(1− f) = 1
and so the inequality (4.16) will hold implying λ < µmax.
For the third case where fh > f notice that this implies that there must be at
least one stratum g 6= h such that fg < f . To see this suppose fh > f were true for
all h = 1, . . . , H. Then this will imply that Nnh > Nhn for all h = 1, . . . , H which
is impossible because we must have
H∑
h=1
Nnh =
H∑
h=1
Nhn = Nn.
Hence for any fh > f there must be at least one fg (g 6= h) such that fg < f and so
if follows from (4.16) that λ < µg ≤ µmax and that completes the proof.
Theorem 12 The values of η0 and γ0 for theorem 11 that maximizes r3(η) = γ3(η)/η
so that the sufficient condition for stg(Tˆst, StRS) to be better than stg(Tˆ0, SRS) holds
for the maximum possible number of vectors in RN are given by
η = η0 = max
h=1,...,H
{
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1)
}
and γ3(η0) = γ0 =
N(N − n)
n(N − 1) .
Proof Observe that the mean square error matrix of stg(Tˆst, StRS), when nh > 0
for all h = 1, . . . , H, is equal to
M(Tˆst, StRS) =
H∑
h=1
µhRh
where Rh = diag(uh)− uhuth/Nh with uh defined as in theorem 9 and from (4.11)
µh =
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1)
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for h = 1, . . . , H. The mean square error matrix of stg(Tˆ0, SRS) is equal to
M(Tˆ0, SRS) = λR
where, from (4.2),
λ =
N(N − n)
n(N − 1) .
Then from theorem 11 we have
Q2 = λR−
H∑
h=1
µhRh + ηP
= λR−
H∑
h=1
(µh − η)Rh
and since
R = IN − JN/N =
H∑
h=1
[diag(uh)− uhuth/Nh] +
[
H∑
h=1
uhu
t
h/Nh − JN/N
]
we have
Q2 =
H∑
h=1
(λ− µh + η)[diag(uh)− uhuth/Nh] + λ
[
H∑
h=1
uhu
t
h/Nh − JN/N
]
which implies
vtQ2v =
H∑
h=1
(λ− µh + η)(Nh − 1)S2Vh + λ
H∑
h=1
Nh(V¯h − V¯ )2.
The matrix Q2 is orthogonal to constant vectors only and is of the same form as
(4.10) with
Q2ij =

λ(1− 1
N
)− (µh − η)(1− 1Nh ) for i = j ∈ Uh
− λ
N
+ (µh−η)
Nh
for i 6= j ∈ Uh
− λ
N
for i ∈ Uh for j ∈ Ug
for h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g). Therefore its eigenvalues are equal to λ − µh + η of
multiplicity Nh − 1 for h = 1, . . . , H and since the matrix
∑H
h=1 uhu
t
h/Nh − JN/N ,
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which is idempotent and of rank H − 1, is orthogonal to ∑Hh=1[diag(uh)− uhuth/Nh]
it follows that λ is an eigenvalue of Q2 of multiplicity H − 1. Then the minimum
nonzero eigenvalue of Q2 must be
γ3(η) = min{λ− µmax + η, λ}
where µmax = max
h=1,...,H
{µh}.
If we choose η such that η ≥ µmax then γ3(η) = λ and the ratio
r3(η) =
γ3(η)
η
=
λ
η
is at its maximum when η = µmax. If we choose η such that η ≤ µmax then γ3(η) =
λ− µmax + η and since, by lemma 16, µmax is always greater than λ the ratio
r3(η) =
γ3(η)
η
=
λ− µmax + η
η
=
λ− µmax
η
+ 1
is at its maximum when η = µmax in which case γ3(η) = λ.
Hence by choosing η = η0 = µmax and using theorem 11, a sufficient condition for
MSE(Tˆst, StRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) for the maximum possible number of vectors in RN
is if RY ≤ r3(η0) = λ/µmax.
Cochran (1977, p.99-101) also compared stg(Tˆst, StRS) with stg(Tˆ0, SRS) and gave
a large sample approximation result that says that the variance of the stratified
estimator under proportional allocation where nh = Nhn/N for all h = 1, . . . , H is
always less than that of the expansion estimator under simple random sampling.
The following theorem gives another sufficient condition for the superiority of a
separate general linear strategy.
Theorem 13 Let M1, M2 and Q2 be as in theorem 11. Then for some v ∈ RN if
cv(vh) =
SVh
V¯
≤
√
(γ0 − τ)Nh
(η0 − γ0 + τ)(Nh − 1) (4.17)
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for all h = 1, . . . , H and cv(v) is such that
cv(v) ≥
√
(γ0 − τ)N
τ(N − 1)
then
vtM2v ≤ vtM1v
where τ is any value between (0, γ0).
Proof Observe that for all h = 1, . . . , H we have
cv(vh)
2 ≤ (γ0 − τ)Nh
(η0 − γ0 + τ)(Nh − 1) ⇔ (η0 − γ0 + τ)(Nh − 1)S
2
Vh
≤ (γ0 − τ)NhV¯ 2h
which implies
(η0 − γ0 + τ)
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Vh ≤ (γ0 − τ)
H∑
h=1
NhV¯
2
h , (4.18)
and that
cv(v)2 ≥ (γ0 − τ)N
τ(N − 1) ⇔ τ(N − 1)S
2
V ≥ (γ0 − τ)NV¯ 2. (4.19)
Combining (4.18) and (4.19) gives
η0
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Vh + (γ0 − τ)NV¯ 2 ≤ (γ0 − τ)[(N − 1)S2V +NV¯ 2] + τ(N − 1)S2V
and hence
η0
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Vh ≤ γ0(N − 1)S2V ⇒ vtM2v ≤ vtM1v
and that completes the proof.
Suppose that cv(v) ≥ d where d is known. Then from theorem 13, if we let
d =
√
(γ0 − τ)N
τ(N − 1) ⇔ τ0 = τ =
γ0N
d2(N − 1) +N
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and substitute τ0 into (4.17) to get√
(γ0 − τ0)Nh
(η0 − γ0 + τ0)(Nh − 1) = r
√
Nh
Nh − 1 ,
where
r =
√
(γ0 − τ0)
(η0 − γ0 + τ0) ,
we get the corresponding upper bounds on cv(vh) for each h = 1, . . . , H so that
vtM2v ≤ vtM1v.
Example 22 For a population of size 284 and sample size 43, consider the expan-
sion estimator under simple random sampling, stg(Tˆ0, SRS), and the stratified es-
timator under stratified random sampling, stg(Tˆst, StRS), with strata sizes equal to
N = (25, 48, 32, 38, 56, 41, 15, 29) and sample strata sizes n = (4, 4, 5, 5, 8, 9, 2, 6).
From (4.2) the nonzero eigenvalue of M(Tˆ0, SRS) is equal to
λ =
N(N − n)
n(N − 1) =
284(284− 43)
43(284− 1) = 5.624455584
and from (4.11) the nonzero eigenvalues of M(Tˆst, StRS) are given by
µh =
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1)
for h = 1, . . . , H. The maximum eigenvalue, µmax, in this case is for h = 2 and is
equal to
µmax =
48(48− 4)
4(48− 1) = 11.23404.
Hence it follows from theorem 12 that a sufficient condition for MSE(Tˆst, StRS) to be
less than MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) is if
RY ≤ λ
µmax
= 0.5006618
and by theorem 13 if
cv(y) ≥ d and cv(yh) ≤ r
√
Nh
Nh − 1
for all h = 1, . . . , H then MSE(Tˆst, StRS) will be less than MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) where the
values of d and r are given in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Values of d and r for example 22
d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
r 0.005 0.020 0.043 0.074 0.111 0.152 0.197 0.242 0.288 0.333
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Example 23 Consider the Horvitz-Thompson estimator under Tille´’s procedure for
unequal probability sampling with pii ∝ xi over all i ∈ U where the size vector x is
the MU284-S82 data from Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.652), and the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator under a stratified Tille´ scheme on x where the population is partitioned
by geographical region. The strata sizes are N = (25, 48, 32, 38, 56, 41, 15, 29) with
sample size allocation n = (4, 4, 5, 5, 8, 9, 2, 6). After applying a nonsingular trans-
formation z = diag(x)−1y on the mean square error matrices of these strategies as
we did in example 20, we approximated the values η0 = 34280.38 and γ0 = 10794.93.
Then by theorem 11 a sufficient condition for MSE(TˆHT , St.Tille´) to be less than
MSE(TˆHT ,Tille´) is if
RZ =
∑H
h=1(Nh − 1)S2Zh
(N − 1)S2Z
≤ γ0
η0
= 0.3149012
and by theorem 13 if
cv(z) ≥ d and cv(zh) ≤ r
√
Nh
Nh − 1
for all h = 1, . . . , H, then MSE(TˆHT , St.Tille´) will be less than MSE(TˆHT ,Tille´)
where the values of d and r are given in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Values of d and r for example 23
d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
r 0.003 0.012 0.027 0.045 0.067 0.091 0.115 0.140 0.164 0.186
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Example 24 Consider the strategies stg(TˆR, SRS) and stg(TˆRs, StRS) using the same
auxiliary vector from example 19. Let the population be partitioned into two groups
such that U1 = {1, 2, . . . , 10} and let U2 = {11, 12, . . . , 20} and let the sample size
allocation be n = (2, 2). Since stg(TˆRs, StRS) is calibrated for xh, h = 1, 2, and
stg(TˆR, SRS) is calibrated for x we can apply theorem 11, after changing variables from
y to z = diag(x)−1y, to give a sufficient condition for the superiority of stg(TˆRs, StRS).
We approximated the values η0 = 7551.056 and γ0 = 9976.285 so a sufficient condition
for MSE(TˆRs, StRS) to be less than MSE(TˆR, SRS) is if
RZ =
∑H
h=1(Nh − 1)S2Zh
(N − 1)S2Z
≤ 0.7569007
and by theorem 13 if
cv(z) ≥ d and cv(zh) ≤ r
√
Nh
Nh − 1
for all h = 1, 2, then MSE(TˆRs, StRS) will be less than MSE(TˆR, SRS) where the
values of d and r are given in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Values of d and r for example 24
d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
r 0.007 0.028 0.063 0.111 0.170 0.239 0.317 0.401 0.491 0.584
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Note that if the sufficient conditions of theorem 13 are true than so is the sufficient
condition of theorem 11 since
cv(v) ≥ d and cv(vh) ≤ r
√
Nh
Nh − 1
for all h = 1, . . . , H implies that
RV ≤ γ0
η0
.
However the opposite is not true, so we consider theorem 11 to be a more general
condition than that of theorem 13 since it covers more vectors in RN . But it may be
within the statisticians knowledge of the population, possibly due to previous studies,
to be able to give a reasonable value of d such that cv(y) > d and hence theorem 13
may be more applicable (whereas it may be difficult to say how large RY could be for
the survey vector).
The combined ratio estimator TˆRc is of the form
TˆRc = NX¯
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h∑H
h=1 IhNhx¯h
and is clearly calibrated for x with respect to a support of any design. In the next ex-
ample we compare this estimator under stratified random sampling with the separate
ratio estimator under stratified random sampling.
Example 25 For a population of size 20 and sample of size 4 we compute the mean
square error matrices for stg(TˆRc, StRS) and stg(TˆRs, StRS) using the auxiliary vector
from example 19 with N = (10, 10) and n = (2, 2). Using the nonsingular transfor-
mation z = diag(x)−1y, as in example 20, it follows that A(TˆRs, StRS) is orthogonal
only to vectors that are constant within strata and the intersection of the nullspaces of
A(TˆRs, StRS) and A(TˆRc, StRS) is equal to constant vectors. So we can apply theorem
11 to these strategies. The following values were approximated: η0 = 19888.35 and
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γ0 = 79.87337. Then by theorem 11 a sufficient condition for MSE(TˆRs, StRS) to be
less than MSE(TˆRc, StRS) is if RZ ≤ 0.004016088 and by theorem 13 if
cv(z) ≥ d and cv(zh) ≤ r
√
Nh
Nh − 1
for all h = 1, . . . , H, then MSE(TˆRs, StRS) will be less than MSE(TˆRc, StRS) where
the values of d and r are given in table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Values of d and r for example 25
d 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
r 10−3 > 10−3 > 10−3 > 10−3 > 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002
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Note that the values of the bounds in example 25, although valid for the sufficient
conditions of the superiority of stg(TˆRs, StRS), are extremely small. These results
may seem strange since stg(TˆRs, StRS) is calibrated for any linear combination of
the xh’s (whereas the only linear combination of the xh’s for which stg(TˆRc, StRS)
is calibrated is x) we would expect MSE(TˆRs, StRS) to be less than MSE(TˆRc, StRS)
when RZ or the cv(zh)’s are small. But we wouldn’t expect the upper bounds on RZ
and cv(zh) to be as small as they are in example 25.
The reason why the values of the bounds in example 25 were so small can be
explained by examining the nullspace of the matrix
A(TˆRc, StRS) = diag(x)M(TˆRc, StRS)diag(x).
We found that the nullspace of the matrix A(TˆRc, StRS) in example 25 is of di-
mension 2. This means that the nullspace of A(TˆRc, StRS) is not equal to constant
vectors but rather the constant vectors are part of the nullspace of A(TˆRc, StRS).
Therefore there are vectors that belong in N (A(TˆRc, StRS)) that are not necessarily
equal to a constant vector. This implies that for some z ∈ N (A(TˆRc, StRS)) that is
not equal to a constant vector, we have
MSE(TˆRc, StRS) = z
tA(TˆRc, StRS)z = y
tM(TˆRc, StRS)y = 0
where yi = xizi for all i ∈ U . Since y ∈ N (M(TˆRc, StRS)) it follows from lemma 11
that the combined ratio estimator under stratified random sampling is calibrated for
yt = (x1z1, . . . , xNzN).
But z is not equal to a constant vector here and so y is not proportional to x. This
means that stg(TˆRc, StRS) is calibrated for other vectors which are not necessarily
proportional to x.
Now by taking a vector z that is not equal to a constant vector and belongs in
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N (A(TˆRc, StRS)) where
z =

99.68093
99.68093
99.68463
99.67705
99.66426
99.70657
99.67705
99.69157
99.71180
99.67705
99.99142
99.99429
99.96784
100.00366
99.96590
100.06332
99.99142
100.00040
99.99142
99.97628

we found that its value for RZ is equal to 0.01769623 and also cv(z) = 0.001604046,
cv(z1) = 0.0001449614 and cv(z2) = 0.0002737544. The values of these measures are
very small and yet we have
MSE(TˆRc, StRS) = z
tA(TˆRc, StRS)z = 0
whereas
MSE(TˆRs, StRS) = z
tA(TˆRs, StRS)z = 78.90973.
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Hence this can explain why the values of the bounds in example 25 are so small.
Although stg(TˆRs, StRS) is calibrated for any linear combination of xh, h = 1, . . . , H,
and should perform well when RZ or the cv(zh)’s are small, there still can be vectors
in RN with small values of RZ or cv(zh), h = 1, . . . , H, for which stg(TˆRc, StRS) can
perform better.
4.3 Approximations & simulation of the MSE ma-
trix
For large population and sample sizes calculating the mean square error matrix of
some strategies can be difficult and time consuming. However corollary 2 and theo-
rems 11 and 13 can be applied to matrices that are given by large sample approxi-
mation formulae for the variance of a general linear strategy.
Consider the ratio estimator under simple random sampling. It can be shown (see
Cochran 1977 p.153) that a large sample approximation formula for the variance of
this strategy is given by
Var(TˆR, SRS) ≈ N2 (1− f)
n
[∑
i∈U(yi −Rxi)2
N − 1
]
. (4.20)
We will denote this variance approximation by AVar(TˆR, SRS). It can be verified that
the expression (4.20) can be written as the following quadratic form:
AVar(TˆR, SRS) = y
t[b(IN − aJx)(IN − aJtx)]y (4.21)
where a = 1/TX , b = N(N −n)/n(N − 1) and the N ×N matrix Jtx is equal to x1tN .
Note that the matrix given in (4.21) is orthogonal to x.
The formula for a large sample variance approximation of the separate ratio esti-
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mator under stratified random sampling is given by
AVar(TˆRs, StRS) =
H∑
h=1
N2h
(1− fh)
nh
[∑
i∈Uh(yi −Rhxi)2
Nh − 1
]
where Rh = Y¯h/X¯h and fh = nh/Nh for h = 1, . . . , H. This follows directly from
(4.20) since sampling is independent in each stratum with simple random sampling
applied to each stratum.
The matrix given by the quadratic form of AVar(TˆRs, StRS) is just a block diagonal
N ×N matrix with the hth block of size Nh×Nh equivalent to (4.21) with population
size Nh, sample size nh and ah = 1/TXh for h = 1, . . . , H. The matrix given by
AVar(TˆRs, StRS) will be orthogonal to the strata vectors xh for h = 1, . . . , H. Hence
we can apply theorems 11 and 13 to obtain sufficient conditions for the superiority of
stg(TˆRs, StRS) over stg(TˆR, SRS). We will illustrate this now in the following example.
Example 26 Consider the matrices given by the variance approximation formula for
stg(TˆR, SRS) and stg(TˆRs, StRS). Using the same population data as in example 24
with N = (10, 10) and n = (2, 2) we approximated the values η0 = 9921.015 and
γ0 = 7465.619 so by theorem 11 a sufficient condition for AVar(TˆRs, StRS) to be less
than AVar(TˆR, SRS) is if RZ ≤ 0.7525056 or, by theorem 13, if
cv(z) ≥ d and cv(zh) ≤ r
√
Nh
Nh − 1
for all h = 1, . . . , H, then AVar(TˆRs, StRS) will be less than AVar(TˆR, SRS) where
the values of d and r are given in table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Values of d and r for example 26
d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
r 0.007 0.028 0.063 0.110 0.169 0.237 0.314 0.398 0.486 0.579
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From example 26 we see that the sufficient condition for the superiority of the
separate ratio estimator, based on the variance approximations, are practically the
same as the ones based on the exact mean square errors from example 24.
For large populations we can simulate the mean square error matrices of a general
linear strategy. We illustrate this in the following example.
Example 27 Using the same population data as in the previous example, we simu-
lated 100,000 samples to calculate the mean square error matrices of stg(TˆR, SRS) and
stg(TˆRs, StRS). We approximated the values η0 = 9988.101 and γ0 = 7575.263 so by
theorem 11 a sufficient condition for MSE(TˆRs, StRS) to be less than MSE(TˆR, StRS)
given by the simulated mean square error matrices is if RZ ≤ 0.7584287 or, by theorem
13 if
cv(z) ≥ d and cv(zh) ≤ r
√
Nh
Nh − 1
for all h = 1, . . . , H then MSE(TˆRs, StRS) will be less than MSE(TˆR, StRS) where
the values of d and r are given in table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Values of d and r for example 27
d 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
r 0.007 0.029 0.064 0.111 0.170 0.240 0.317 0.402 0.492 0.586
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From example 27 we see that the sufficient condition for the superiority of the
separate ratio estimator, based on the simulated mean square error matrices, are
practically the same as the ones based on the exact mean square errors from example
24.
4.4 Conclusions
The method for comparing strategies using corollary 2 and theorems 11 and 13 is
an alternative to simulation studies where population vectors which are thought to
be similar to y are simulated in order to compare different strategies. Corollary 2
and theorems 11 and 13 are based on the exact mean square error of general linear
strategies and are theoretically valid for any population and sample sizes. They can
also be applied to variance approximations and simulated mean square error matrices.
For complicated strategies, corollary 2 and theorems 11 and 13 can be more practically
applied to moderate population and small sample sizes where approximation methods
are not valid.
However simulation studies focus more on the assumed population structure of the
y’s and can reveal things that may be concealed by the exact methods of corollary 2
and theorems 11 and 13. For example, for a population that is stratified by some cat-
egorical variable we could simulate various population vectors with different values of
RY . By calculating the mean square errors of a stratified strategy and an unstratified
strategy for each simulated vector, the simulation can provide evidence to see how
small RY would have to be in order for the stratified strategy to always be better.
This can be achieved by means of theorem 11 which gives a sufficient condition for
the superiority of a stratified strategy based on RY . But theorem 11 does not tell us
the magnitude of the difference between the mean square errors of the strategies for
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different values of RY , whereas simulation studies can offer evidence that show how
much these differences can be.
Simulation studies of y could indicate the general performance of strategies for
vectors with a particular structure. For example our simulation study could show that
the stratified strategy is better than the unstratified strategy for 95% of the simulated
vectors with the same value for RY , whereas the exact methods of corollary 2 and
theorems 11 and 13 are only useful if their conditions are satisfied. But there is no
harm in calculating or simulating the mean square error matrices and using corollary
2 and theorems 11 or 13 at the same time if we do a simulation study.
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Chapter 5
Poststratification
In this chapter we will analyse estimators for the total TY under poststratification.
In the first three sections we compare estimators unconditionally, weak conditionally
and conditionally on n under simple random sampling using methods described in
chapter 4. We extend the use of these methods for comparison to domains of study
conditionally on nh in section 5.4. In section 5.5 we cover poststratification under
unequal probability sampling designs and compare estimators unconditionally, weak
conditionally and conditionally on n. In the last section we empirically investigate
the differences between estimators with different inclusion probability weights.
5.1 Unconditional comparison (SRS)
The following five strategies stg(Tˆ0, SRS), stg(Tˆst, SRS), stg(TˆU , SRS), stg(TˆAD, SRS)
and stg(TˆD, SRS) were studied by Rao (1985) who advocates stg(TˆD, SRS) which is
invariant under translation and consistent. Tille´ (1998) also studied these strategies
and advocates stg(TˆAD, SRS) since it is calibrated for vectors that are constant within
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strata with respect to all samples with nh > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H.
In this section we consider estimators for TY under unconditional simple random
sampling. We begin with a theorem that can be used to compare strategies uncondi-
tionally for the special case where the poststrata sizes are equal.
Theorem 14 Suppose the poststrata sizes Nh are constant i.e. Nh = Nς = N/H for
all h = 1, . . . , H, and let stg(Tˆ1, p1) and stg(Tˆ2, p2) be two general linear strategies
for the total TY such that their mean square error matrix can be written in the same
form as (4.8) so that:
MSE(Tˆ1, p1) = λ1(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + λ2Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + λ3NY¯ 2
and
MSE(Tˆ2, p2) = µ1(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + µ2Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + µ3NY¯ 2
where λl and µl, for l = 1, 2 and 3, are the eigenvalues of M(Tˆ1, p1) and M(Tˆ2, p2),
respectively and Y¯ 6= 0. When
a) µ1 > λ1, µ2 > λ2 and µ3 < λ3, a sufficient condition for
MSE(Tˆ2, p2) ≤ MSE(Tˆ1, p1)
is that
cv(y) ≤
√√√√ (λ3 − µ3)N
max
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1)
and a sufficient condition for
MSE(Tˆ1, p1) ≤ MSE(Tˆ2, p2)
is that
cv(y) ≥
√√√√ (λ3 − µ3)N
min
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1) .
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b) µ1 > λ1, µ2 < λ2 and µ3 > λ3, then a sufficient condition for
MSE(Tˆ1, p1) ≤ MSE(Tˆ2, p2)
is that
RY ≥ (λ2 − µ2)
[(λ2 − µ2) + (µ1 − λ1)]
where RY is given in (4.15). Furthermore this is also a necessary and sufficient
condition when λ3 = µ3 in which case a necessary and sufficient condition for
MSE(Tˆ2, p2) ≤ MSE(Tˆ1, p1)
is that
RY ≤ (λ2 − µ2)
[(λ2 − µ2) + (µ1 − λ1)] .
Proof For part (a) observe that
MSE(Tˆ2, p2)−MSE(Tˆ1, p1) =
(µ1 − λ1)(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + (µ2 − λ2)Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + (µ3 − λ3)NY¯ 2.
Since the ANOVA identity in (4.14) gives
(N − 1)S2Y =
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh +
H∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
= (Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh +Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
we have
cv(y)2 =
S2Y
Y¯ 2
≤ (λ3 − µ3)N
max
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1)
⇔ max
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1)S2Y + (µ3 − λ3)NY¯ 2 ≤ 0
⇔ max
l=1,2
{µl − λl}
[
(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh +Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
]
+ (µ3 − λ3)NY¯ 2 ≤ 0
⇒ MSE(Tˆ2, p2)−MSE(Tˆ1, p1) ≤ 0.
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Thus the condition on the overall coefficient of variation is sufficient for the superiority
of stg(Tˆ2, p2) over stg(Tˆ1, p1).
The proof of
cv(y) ≥
√√√√ (λ3 − µ3)N
min
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1) ⇒ MSE(Tˆ1, p1) ≤ MSE(Tˆ2, p2)
follows in a similar fashion.
For part (b) observe that if MSE(Tˆ2, p2) ≥ MSE(Tˆ1, p1) then this not only implies
but is equivalent to
(µ1 − λ1)(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh ≥ (λ2 − µ2)Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + (λ3 − µ3)NY¯ 2
⇔ (µ1 − λ1)RY ≥ (λ2 − µ2)(1−RY ) + (λ3 − µ3)N
(N − 1)cv(y)2
⇔ RY ≥ [(λ2 − µ2) + (µ1 − λ1)]−1
(
(λ2 − µ2) + (λ3 − µ3)N
(N − 1)cv(y)2
)
. (5.1)
When µ3 > λ3 the second term in the right hand side of (5.1) is always less than zero
and so a sufficient lower bound on RY is given by
RY ≥ (λ2 − µ2)
[(λ2 − µ2) + (µ1 − λ1)] .
When λ3 = µ3 the second term on the right hand side of (5.1) will always be equal to
zero and then the condition above will be necessary and sufficient for MSE(Tˆ1, p1) ≤
MSE(Tˆ2, p2). Similarly
RY ≤ (λ2 − µ2)
[(λ2 − µ2) + (µ1 − λ1)]
will be a necessary and sufficient condition for MSE(Tˆ2, p2) ≤ MSE(Tˆ1, p1) when
λ3 = µ3.
Note that there are eight different possible relationships between the λ’s and the
µ’s that can be used to derive conditions for superiority of one strategy over another
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for pairs of strategies whose mean square error matrices are of the same form as (4.8).
In theorem 14 we only considered two of the eight possible cases, case (a) and case
(b). This is because these are the only two cases that are applicable when comparing
the five strategies mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Theorem 14 is based on pairs of general linear strategies whose mean square error
matrices are of the same form as (4.8) and part (a) is just a special case of corollary
2. Since there are explicit formulae for the eigenvalues of these matrices (see theorem
9 on p.128), we can calculate them without having to evaluate the matrices.
We now consider comparison of the expansion estimator and the stratified esti-
mator under the unconditional simple random sampling design.
For the general case of unequal poststrata sizes it has been shown by Sugden &
Smith (2006) that the mean square error of Tˆst under unconditional simple random
sampling is given by
MSE(Tˆst, SRS) =
H∑
h=1
V ∗h ph +
H∑
h=1
T 2Yh(1− ph)
+
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
TYhTYg(phg + 1− ph − pg) (5.2)
with
V ∗h =
n∑
nh=1
N2hS
2
Yh
(
1
nh
− 1
Nh
)
Pr(nh)
ph
and
Pr(nh) =
(
N−Nh
n−nh
)(
Nh
nh
)(
N
n
)
for h = 1, . . . , H, and where
ph =
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)
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is the probability of selecting a sample such that nh > 0,
phg = Pr(nh > 0 ∩ ng > 0) = 1− Pr(nh = 0 ∪ ng = 0)
= 1− [Pr(nh = 0) + Pr(ng = 0)− Pr(nh = 0 ∩ ng = 0)]
= Pr(nh > 0) + Pr(ng > 0) + Pr(nh = 0 ∩ ng = 0)− 1
= ph + pg + p
0
hg − 1
so that
p0hg = Pr(nh = 0 ∩ ng = 0) =
(
N−Nh−Ng
n
)(
N
n
) = phg + 1− ph − pg.
First we derive the mean square error matrix for stg(Tˆst, SRS). For unit i ∈ Uh,
h = 1, . . . , H, we have
Bhi =
∑
sh3i
ph(sh)bshi =
(
N
n
)−1∑
sh3i
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)
Nh
nh
=
(
N
n
)−1 n∑
nh=1
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh − 1
nh − 1
)
Nh
nh
=
(
N
n
)−1 n∑
nh=1
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh
nh
)
=
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh) = ph
and similarly
∑
sh3i
ph(sh)b
2
shi
=
(
N
n
)−1∑
sh3i
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)
N2h
n2h
=
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)
Nh
nh
.
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For i 6= j ∈ Uh we have∑
sh3i,j
ph(sh)bshibshj =
(
N
n
)−1 ∑
sh3i,j
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)
N2h
n2h
=
(
N
n
)−1 n∑
nh=2
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh − 2
nh − 2
)
N2h
n2h
=
(
N
n
)−1 n∑
nh=2
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh
nh
)
Nh(nh − 1)
nh(Nh − 1)
=
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)
Nh(nh − 1)
nh(Nh − 1)
and for i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug for g 6= h we have
∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj =
(
N
n
)−1∑
sh3i
sg3j
(
N −Nh −Ng
n− nh − ng
)
NhNg
nhng
=
(
N
n
)−1∑
nh>0
ng>0
(
N −Nh −Ng
n− nh − ng
)(
Nh − 1
nh − 1
)(
Ng − 1
ng − 1
)
NhNg
nhng
=
(
N
n
)−1∑
nh>0
ng>0
(
N −Nh −Ng
n− nh − ng
)(
Nh
nh
)(
Ng
ng
)
= phg.
Hence by (3.3) the mean square error matrix M(Tˆst, SRS) has ij
th element
M(Tˆst, SRS)ij =

∑n
nh=1
Nh
nh
Pr(nh)− 2ph + 1 for i = j ∈ Uh∑n
nh=1
Nh(nh−1)
nh(Nh−1)Pr(nh)− 2ph + 1 for i 6= j ∈ Uh
phg + 1− ph − pg = p0hg for i ∈ Uh & j ∈ Ug
with h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g). Since the matrix M(Tˆst, SRS) is of the same form as
(4.10) it follows that it has eigenvalues equal to
n∑
nh=1
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1) Pr(nh)
of multiplicity Nh − 1 for h = 1, . . . , H.
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We now consider an important special case where Nh = N/H = Nς for all h = 1,
. . . , H. Then the matrix M(Tˆst, SRS) reduces to
M(Tˆst, SRS)ij =

a = Nς
∑n
nh=1
Pr(nh)
nh
− 2pς + 1 for i = j ∈ Uh
b = Nς
(Nς−1)
∑n
nh=1
(nh−1)
nh
Pr(nh)− 2pς + 1 for i 6= j ∈ Uh
c = pςς + 1− 2pς = p0 for i ∈ Uh & j ∈ Ug
where
pς = 1−
(
N
n
)−1(
N −Nς
n
)
for all h = 1, . . . , H,
p0 =
(
N
n
)−1(
N − 2Nς
n
)
so that
pςς = p
0 + 2pς − 1
for all h 6= g = 1, . . . , H. Then by theorem 9 the eigenvalues of M(Tˆst, SRS) can be
written as
λ1 = a− b = Nς
(Nς − 1)
n∑
nh=1
(Nς − nh)
nh
Pr(nh) (5.3)
of multiplicity (Nς − 1)H = N −H,
λ2 = (a− b) +Nς(b− c) = Nς(pς − pςς) (5.4)
of multiplicity H − 1 and
λ3 = (a− b) +Nς(b− c) +Nc = Nς [(pς − pςς) +Hp0] (5.5)
of multiplicity one. Hence we can write
MSE(Tˆst, SRS) = λ1(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + λ2Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + λ3NY¯ 2.
The mean square error matrix of stg(Tˆ0, SRS) is given by (see example 17 p.124)
M(Tˆ0, SRS) =
N(N − n)
n(N − 1) (IN − JN/N)
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and its only nonzero eigenvalue is equal to
µ =
N(N − n)
n(N − 1)
of multiplicity N − 1. Then we can write
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) = µ(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + µNς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + 0×NY¯ 2.
We now compare these strategies using theorem 14 in the following example:
Example 28 For N = (10, 10, 10) and n = 6 the eigenvalues of M(Tˆst, SRS), given
by (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), are respectively
µ1 = 4.962018, µ2 = 0.6492358, µ3 = 0.6598459
so that
MSE(Tˆst, SRS) = 9µ1
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + 10µ2
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + 30µ3Y¯ 2.
The eigenvalues of M(Tˆ0, SRS) are
λ1 = 4.137931, λ2 = 4.137931, λ3 = 0
so that
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) = 9λ1
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + 10λ2
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + 30λ3Y¯ 2.
Since µ1 > λ1, µ2 < λ2 and µ3 > λ3 we can apply theorem 14 part (b) which gives a
sufficient condition for MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆst, SRS):
RY ≥ (λ2 − µ2)
[(λ2 − µ2) + (µ1 − λ1)] = 0.8089198662.
We can also apply corollary 2 part (a) to give a sufficient condition for the superi-
ority of stg(Tˆ0, SRS) over stg(Tˆst, SRS). We approximated the values α0 = 4.148541
and γ1(α0) = 0.6598458841 which gives
r1(α0) =
γ1(α0)
(α0 − γ(α0)) = 0.1891383059.
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Hence by corollary 2 part (a) we have
cv(y) ≤
√
r1(α0)
N
N − 1 = 0.4430092432
⇒ MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆst, SRS).
In a side note if the number of poststrata was H = 2 then p0hg = 0 and the matrix
M(Tˆst, SRS) is a block diagonal with eigenvalues (by lemma 12) equal to
n∑
nh=1
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1) Pr(nh)
of multiplicity Nh − 1 and(
n∑
nh=1
Nh
nh
Pr(nh)− 2ph + 1
)
+ (Nh − 1)
(
n∑
nh=1
Nh(nh − 1)
nh(Nh − 1)Pr(nh)− 2ph + 1
)
= Nh(1− ph)
of multiplicity one for h = 1, 2.
Now back to the general case. Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.268) gave the following
approximation for large n
MSE(Tˆst, SRS)
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS)
≈ RY
and RY is always less than or equal to one (implying that Tˆst is always better than
Tˆ0 for simple random sampling). However Sugden & Smith (2006) demonstrated, via
examples, that this result can be very misleading for small N .
Our method for comparing stg(Tˆst, SRS) with stg(Tˆ0, SRS), using either corollary
2 part (a) or theorem 14 part (b), gives sufficient conditions which are based on
the exact mean square errors of these strategies for stg(Tˆ0, SRS) to be the superior
strategy.
As an alternative to the unconditionally biased stratified estimator Tˆst, an adjusted
unconditionally unbiased stratified estimator, which we will denote by TˆU , was given
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by Doss et al. (1979) as
TˆU =
H∑
h=1
IhNh
y¯h
ph
.
Sugden & Smith (2006) gave an expression for its exact mean square error as
MSE(TˆU , SRS) =
H∑
h=1
V ∗h
ph
+
H∑
h=1
T 2h
(1− ph)
ph
+
H∑
h=1
H∑
g=1
g 6=h
ThTg
(phg − phpg)
phpg
(5.6)
and noted that (since the coefficient of ThTg in the last term of (5.6) is negative
and positive in (5.2)) no one of these strategies is uniformly better than the other
unconditionally. We will show how we can use corollary 2 and theorem 14 to give us
sufficient conditions for one of these strategies, stg(Tˆst, SRS) and stg(TˆU , SRS), to be
better than the other.
We can derive the mean square error matrix M(TˆU , SRS) in a similar way to that
of M(Tˆst, SRS). The survey weight bshi of TˆU for unit i in sh is equal to Nh/nhph so
that
Bhi =
∑
sh3i
ph(sh)bshi =
(
N
n
)−1∑
sh3i
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)
Nh
nhph
=
ph
ph
= 1
which shows the unconditional unbiasedness of stg(TˆU , SRS). Also∑
sh3i
ph(sh)b
2
shi
=
(
N
n
)−1∑
sh3i
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh
nhph
)2
=
1
p2h
n∑
nh=1
Nh
nh
Pr(nh).
For units i 6= j ∈ Uh we have∑
sh3i,j
ph(sh)bshibshj =
(
N
n
)−1 ∑
sh3i,j
(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh
nhph
)2
=
1
p2h
n∑
nh=1
Nh(nh − 1)
nh(Nh − 1)Pr(nh)
and for units i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug, g 6= h we have∑
sh3i
sg3j
phg(sh, sg)bshibsgj =
(
N
n
)−1∑
sh3i
sg3j
(
N −Nh −Ng
n− nh − ng
)
NhNg
nhngphpg
=
phg
phpg
.
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Hence by (3.3) the ijth element of M(TˆU , SRS) is equal to
M(TˆU , SRS)ij =

1
p2h
∑n
nh=1
Nh
nh
Pr(nh)− 1 for i = j ∈ Uh
1
p2h
∑n
nh=1
Nh(nh−1)
nh(Nh−1)Pr(nh)− 1 for i 6= j ∈ Uh
(phg − phpg)/(phpg) for i ∈ Uh & j ∈ Ug
for h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g).
When the poststrata sizes are all equal this matrix reduces to
M(TˆU , SRS)ij =

a = Nς
p2ς
∑n
nh=1
Pr(nh)
nh
− 1 for i = j ∈ Uh
b = Nς
(Nς−1)p2ς
∑n
nh=1
Pr(nh)(nh−1)
nh
− 1 for i 6= j ∈ Uh
c = (pςς − p2ς )/p2ς for i ∈ Uh & j ∈ Ug
and the eigenvalues of M(TˆU , SRS) can be written as
µ1 = a− b = Nς
(Nς − 1)p2ς
n∑
nh=1
(Nς − nh)
nh
Pr(nh) (5.7)
of multiplicity N −H,
µ2 = (a− b) +Nς(b− c) = Nς
p2ς
(pς − pςς) (5.8)
of multiplicity H − 1 and
µ3 = (a− b) +Nς(b− c) +Nc = Nς
p2ς
[(pς − pςς) +H(pςς − p2ς )] (5.9)
of multiplicity one.
The mean square error of stg(TˆU , SRS) is
MSE(TˆU , SRS) = µ1(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + µ2Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + µ3NY¯ 2
so comparing with MSE(Tˆst, SRS) it is easily seen from (5.3) and (5.7) that λ1 ≤ µ1
and from (5.4) and (5.8) we see that λ2 ≤ µ2 since 0 < pς ≤ 1 and equality holds
when pς = 1 which can happen if the sample size is large enough. Hence provided
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µ3 ≤ λ3 by theorem 14 part (a) a sufficient condition for stg(TˆU , SRS) to be better
than stg(Tˆst, SRS) is if
cv(y) ≤
√√√√ (λ3 − µ3)N
max
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1)
and a sufficient condition for stg(Tˆst, SRS) to be better than stg(TˆU , SRS) is if
cv(y) ≥
√√√√ (λ3 − µ3)N
min
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1) .
Note that if λ3 < µ3 then it follows that MSE(TˆU , SRS) will always be less than
MSE(Tˆst, SRS) since λ1 ≤ µ1 and λ2 ≤ µ3 will always be true.
Example 29 Let N = (6, 6, 6) and n = 4. Then the eigenvalues of the matrix
M(Tˆst, SRS), given by (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), are respectively
λ1 = 3.4618 λ2 = 0.9412 λ3 = 1.0294
and the eigenvalues of M(TˆU , SRS), given by (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9), are respectively
µ1 = 4.1298 µ2 = 1.3395 µ3 = 0.7947.
Then applying theorem 14 part (a),
cv(y) ≤
√√√√ (λ3 − µ3)N
max
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1) = 0.6099
is a sufficient condition for
MSE(TˆU , SRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆst, SRS)
and
cv(y) ≥
√√√√ (λ3 − µ3)N
min
l=1,2
{µl − λl}(N − 1) = 0.7899
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implies
MSE(Tˆst, SRS) ≤ MSE(TˆU , SRS).
In general both of these mean square error matrices are of full rank. Then by using
corollary 1, on p.99, we calculate their maximum relative efficiency as
MRE(Tˆst, SRS | TˆU , SRS) = max
y∈RN
{
MSE(Tˆst, SRS)
MSE(TˆU , SRS)
}
= 1.2953365
and
MRE(TˆU , SRS | Tˆst, SRS) = max
y∈RN
{
MSE(TˆU , SRS)
MSE(Tˆst, SRS)
}
= 1.423105889.
Hence the mean square error of stg(Tˆst, SRS) can be at most 29.5% larger than that of
stg(TˆU , SRS) and the mean square error of stg(TˆU , SRS) can be at most 42.3% larger
than that of stg(Tˆst, SRS). Since these values are large it isn’t clear which strategy to
choose based on them.
When the poststrata sizes are unequal we can apply corollary 2 to compare
stg(TˆU , SRS) and stg(Tˆst, SRS). We do this now in the following example.
Example 30 Let N = (16, 20, 24) and n = 8. We apply corollary 2 to compare
stg(Tˆst, SRS) with stg(TˆU , SRS).
Figure 5.1 shows a plot of r1(α) against α and figure 5.2 shows a plot of r2(β)
against β. We approximated the values α0 = 0.5898242, γ1(α0) = 0.01137159257
which gives r1(α0) = 0.01965864174 and also β0 = 0.03060958, γ2(β0) = 0.0156870383
which gives r2(β0) = 1.051230992. Hence by corollary 2 part (a) a sufficient condition
for
MSE(TˆU , SRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆst, SRS)
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is if
cv(y) ≤
√
r1(α0)
N
N − 1 = 0.1413925
and by part (b), a sufficient condition for
MSE(Tˆst, SRS) ≤ MSE(TˆU , SRS)
is if
cv(y) ≥
√
r2(β0)
N
N − 1 = 1.033948.
The maximum relative efficiencies of these strategies are
MRE(TˆU , SRS | Tˆst, SRS) = 1.1103448
and
MRE(Tˆst, SRS | TˆU , SRS) = 1.0303971
which indicates that MSE(Tˆst, SRS) can be at most 3.0% larger than MSE(TˆU , SRS)
and MSE(TˆU , SRS) can be at most 11.0% larger than MSE(Tˆst, SRS). Since the po-
tential gains in efficiency of stg(TˆU , SRS) is little, compared to the gains in efficiency
of stg(Tˆst, SRS), we may prefer to use stg(Tˆst, SRS) instead of stg(TˆU , SRS).
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Figure 5.1: Plot of r1(α) against α for example 30
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Figure 5.2: Plot of r2(β) against β for example 30
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Another estimator proposed by Doss et al. (1979), denoted by TˆD, which is an
adjustment of Tˆst and calibrated for the constant population vectors is given by
TˆD = N
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h/ph∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph
.
This estimator can be written as a general linear estimator, but it is not a separate
general linear estimator. Its survey weight for unit i ∈ U ,
bsi = N
Nh/nhph∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph
,
depends on units in the sample from different poststrata through the denominator of
bsi. Now
Bi =
∑
s3i
p(s)bsi
=
∑
s3i
(
N
n
)−1
N
Nh/phnh∑H
h=1 IhNhph
=
n∑
nh=1
(
N
n
)−1(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh − 1
nh − 1
)
Nh
nhph
∑
snh3i
N∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph

=
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)
ph
∑
snh3i
N∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph

where snh is the set of all samples s with fixed poststratum sample size nh, for unit
i in stratum h (h = 1, . . . , H). The value of Bi = Bh will be constant over all
units in Uh, for each h = 1, . . . , H, since bsi doesn’t depend on the individual units
in the poststratum sample sh, but only its size nh. The strategy stg(TˆD, SRS) is
unconditionally biased unless the poststrata sizes are of equal size, see Doss et al.
(1979) for the proof of this. This will imply that Bi = 1 for all i ∈ U .
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For unit i ∈ Uh we have
∑
s3i
p(s)b2si =
∑
s3i
(
N
n
)−1 [
N
(
∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph)
Nh
nhph
]2
=
n∑
nh=1
(
N
n
)−1(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh − 1
nh − 1
)
N2h
n2hp
2
h
∑
snh3i
(
N∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph
)2
= Nh
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)
nhp2h
Dnhi
where
Dnhi =
∑
snh3i
(
N∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph
)2
for i ∈ Uh. Similarly for i 6= j ∈ Uh, h = 1, . . . , H, we have
∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj =
∑
s3i,j
(
N
n
)−1 [
N
(
∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph)
Nh
nhph
]2
=
n∑
nh=2
(
N
n
)−1(
N −Nh
n− nh
)(
Nh − 2
nh − 2
)
N2h
n2hp
2
h
 ∑
snh3i,j
N2
(
∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph)
2

= Nh
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)(nh − 1)
nh(Nh − 1)p2h
Dnhij
where
Dnhij =
∑
snh3i,j
(
N∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph
)2
.
For i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug with h 6= g = 1, . . . , H we have
∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj =
∑
s3i,j
(
N
n
)−1 [
N∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph
]2
Nh
nhph
Ng
ngpg
=
∑
nh>0
ng>0
(
N
n
)−1(
N −Nh −Ng
n− nh − ng
)(
Nh − 1
nh − 1
)(
Ng − 1
ng − 1
)
NhNgDnhg
nhngphpg
=
∑
nh>0
ng>0
Pr(nh, ng)
Dnhg
phpg
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where Pr(nh, ng) =
(
N
n
)−1(N−Nh−Ng
n−nh−ng
)(
Nh
nh
)(
Ng
ng
)
for h 6= g,
Dnhg =
∑
snhg3i,j
(
N∑H
h=1 IhNh/ph
)2
and snhg is the set of all samples with nh and ng fixed for h 6= g. Hence the ijth
element of the mean square error matrix M(TˆD, SRS) is equal to
M(TˆD, SRS)ij =

Nh
∑n
nh=1
Pr(nh)
nhp
2
h
Dnhi − 2Bh + 1 for i = j ∈ Uh
Nh
∑n
nh=1
Pr(nh)(nh−1)
nh(Nh−1)p2h
Dnhij − 2Bh + 1 for i 6= j ∈ Uh∑
nh>0,ng>0
Pr(nh,ng)
phpg
Dnhg −Bh −Bg + 1 for i ∈ Uh & j ∈ Ug
for h, g = 1. . . . , H. The matrix M(TˆD, SRS) is of the same form as in (4.10) and
in the case of equal sized poststrata its eigenvalues, denoted by αl for l = 1, 2, 3, are
equal to
α1 =
Nς
p2ς
(
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)
nh
Dnhi −
n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)(nh − 1)
nh(Nς − 1) Dnhij
)
of multiplicity N −H,
α2 = α1 +
N2ς
p2ς
 n∑
nh=1
Pr(nh)(nh − 1)
nh(Nς − 1) Dnhij −
1
Nς
∑
nh>0
ng>0
Pr(nh, ng)Dhg

of multiplicity H − 1 and
α3 = α2 +N
∑
nh>0
ng>0
Pr(nh, ng)
p2ς
Dhg − 1

of multiplicity one. Hence when Nh = Nς for all h = 1, . . . , H the mean square error
of stg(TˆD, SRS) can be written as
MSE(TˆD, SRS) = α1(Nς − 1)
H∑
h=1
S2Yh + α2Nς
H∑
h=1
(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 + α3NY¯ 2.
In the following examples we compare stg(TˆD, SRS) with strategies stg(Tˆst, SRS)
and stg(Tˆ0, SRS).
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Example 31 Let N = (6, 6, 6) and n = 4. Then the eigenvalues of the matrices
M(Tˆst, SRS) and M(TˆD, SRS) are
λ1 = 3.4618 λ2 = 0.9412 λ3 = 1.0294
for M(Tˆst, SRS) and
α1 = 4.6324 α2 = 2.3162 α3 = 0
for M(TˆD, SRS). Since α1 > λ1, α2 > λ2 and λ3 > α3 we can apply theorem 14 part
(a) which says if the coefficient of variation of y is
cv(y) ≤
√√√√ (λ3 − α3)N
max
l=1,2
{αl − λl}(N − 1) = 0.8903
then MSE(TˆD, SRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆst, SRS) and if
cv(y) ≥
√√√√ (λ3 − α3)N
min
l=1,2
{αl − λl}(N − 1) = 0.9311
then MSE(Tˆst, SRS) ≤ MSE(TˆD, SRS).
The maximum relative efficiency of stg(TˆD, SRS) over stg(Tˆst, SRS) is equal to
MRE(TˆD, SRS | Tˆst, SRS) = 2.46938
which means that the mean square error of stg(TˆD, SRS) can be at most 146.9% larger
than that of stg(Tˆst, SRS).
Example 32 Consider the strategies stg(TˆD, SRS) and stg(Tˆ0, SRS) with poststrata
sizes N = (10, 10) and n = 4. Then the eigenvalues of M(TˆD, SRS) are equal to
α1 = 5.265451, α2 = 1.733746, α3 = 0
and the eigenvalue of M(Tˆ0, SRS) is equal to
µ1 = 4.21052 µ2 = 4.21052, µ3 = 0.
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Since α1 > µ1, α2 < µ2 and α3 = µ3, by theorem 14 part (b), a necessary and
sufficient condition for MSE(TˆD, SRS) ≤ MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) is
RY ≤ µ2 − α2
[(µ2 − α2) + (α1 − µ1)] = 0.701298
and a necessary and sufficient condition for MSE(TˆD, SRS) ≥ MSE(Tˆ0, SRS) is
RY ≥ 0.701298.
The maximum relative efficiency for these strategies are
MRE(TˆD, SRS | Tˆ0, SRS) = 1.25
and
MRE(Tˆ0, SRS | TˆD, SRS) = 1.60.
Another estimator that is similar to TˆD is given by
TˆAD = N
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h∑H
h=1 IhNh
which is also calibrated for the constant vector. This estimator is equal to TˆD when
Nh = Nς for all h = 1, . . . , H and its mean square error matrix will also be the same
as that of TˆD. Sugden & Smith (2006) showed that TˆAD can be written as
TˆAD = N
∑H
h=1 IhNhy¯h∑H
h=1 IhNh
=
H∑
h=1
nh>0
Nhy¯h +
H∑
h=1
nh=0
Nh
 H∑
h=1
nh>0
why¯h
 ,
where wh = Nh/N(
∑H
h=1 IhNh), which represents a form of collapsing the unsam-
pled poststrata. Rao (1985) said that stg(TˆAD, SRS) is inconsistent unconditionally,
however this is not necessarily true and we illustrate this by giving a counterexample:
For N = (6, 5, 4) apply corollary 1 to give the maximum relative efficiency of
stg(TˆAD, SRS) using different overall sample sizes and let
λ(n) = max
{
MSE(TˆAD, SRS), with sample size n
MSE(TˆAD, SRS), with sample size n− 1
}
.
The values of λ(n) are calculated in Table 5.1 for n = 2, . . . , 15.
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Table 5.1: Values of λ(n) for N = (6, 5, 4) using stg(TˆAD, SRS)
n λ(n)
2 0.56
3 0.72
4 0.80
5 0.84
6 0.86
7 0.85
8 0.83
9 0.80
10 0.76
11 0.72
12 0.68
13 0.61
14 0.46
15 0
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Since λ(n) < 1 for all n = 2, . . . , 15 this implies that stg(TˆAD, SRS) is consistent
when N = (6, 5, 4).
5.2 Weak conditional comparison (SRS)
In situations where the sample size is large enough so that the probability of selecting
a sample with at least one empty sample poststratum is negligible, we may consider
making our inferences with respect to the weak conditional design (conditioned on
the set Sw which contains all samples with nh > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H) instead
of the unconditional design. If the probability of selecting a sample with nh = 0
for any poststratum is zero then the unconditional design is the same as the weak
conditional design. Holt & Smith (1979) used the weak conditional variance of the
stratified estimator and the unconditional variance of the expansion estimator when
they compared Tˆst with Tˆ0 under simple random sampling at the design stage.
Under the weak conditional simple random sampling design stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sw)
is calibrated for vectors that are constant within poststrata and stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sw)
is only calibrated for constant vectors. Hence we can apply theorem 11 to obtain a
sufficient condition for MSE(Tˆst, SRS | Sw) to be less than MSE(Tˆ0, SRS | Sw). We
illustrate this in the following example.
Example 33 Let N = (10, 10) and n = 4. To compare stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sw) with
stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sw), we approximated the values from p.145 as η0 = 3.86698 and γ0 =
2.711908047. Hence by theorem 11 a sufficient condition for
MSE(Tˆst, SRS | Sw) ≤ MSE(Tˆ0, SRS | Sw)
is if
RY <
γ0
η0
=
2.711908047
3.86698
= 0.7012987
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which means that the poststratification accounts for more than two thirds (70%) of
the total variation.
5.3 Conditional comparison (SRS)
In this section we compare the stratified estimator and the expansion estimator under
the conditional simple random sampling design. We will only consider fixed sample
size configurations n with nh > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H. Holt & Smith (1979) pointed
out that no one of these strategies is uniformly better than the other and they carried
out an empirical investigation comparing stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) with stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn)
which suggested that when MSE(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is smaller than MSE(Tˆst, SRS | Sn), it
isn’t by much, but when MSE(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is larger than MSE(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) it can
be by a huge amount. Jagers et al. (1985) also had the same conclusion.
Sugden & Smith (2006) stated that a sufficient condition for the mean square error
of stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) to be less than that of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is if for those poststrata
h = 1, . . . , H with nh > 0 it is either true that Nˆh > Nh or else, when Nˆh < Nh it is
true that
cv(yh)
2 <
Nh − Nˆh
(Nh + Nˆh)(n
−1
h −N−1h )
(5.10)
where Nˆh = Nnh/n. However this sufficient condition for the superiority of the
strategy stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) is not necessarily true. This can be demonstrated via a
counter example. Consider the population survey vector
yt = (1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2)
which is partitioned into two groups with N = (7, 5) where the first seven units of
the population belong to poststratum one and the rest belonging to poststratum two.
Let the observed sampling configuration be n = (2, 2). Then we have Nˆ1 = Nˆ2 = 6
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so that N2 < Nˆ2, and since Nˆ1 < N1 we calculated cv(y1)
2 = 0.14 which is less than
N1 − Nˆ1
(1/n1 − 1/N1)(N1 + Nˆ1)
= 0.2154
so that condition (5.10) holds. But MSE(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) = 7.2496 which is greater
than MSE(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) = 6.9332. This shows that Sugden & Smith’s condition for
the superiority of stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) is not sufficient.
We will give a theorem which can be used to give a sufficient condition for
stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) to be better than stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) for the case where the number
of poststrata is equal to two. But first we examine the mean square error matrices
of these strategies. The matrix M(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) is clearly identical to M(Tˆst, StRS),
see example 18 on p.131. For stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) we have bshi = N/n and p∗(s) =
1/ΠHh=1
(
Nh
nh
)
so that the induced design on the strata are the same as that of a strat-
ified random sampling design with p∗h(sh) =
(
Nh
nh
)−1
and p∗hg(sh, sg) =
(
Nh
nh
)−1(Ng
ng
)−1
.
Then
Bhi =
∑
sh3i
p∗h(s)bshi =
∑
sh3i
(
Nh
nh
)−1
N
n
=
N
n
(
Nh−1
nh−1
)(
Nh
nh
) = Nnh
nNh
= Nˆh/Nh
for every unit i ∈ Uh, h = 1, . . . , H. So the bias of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is equal to
bias(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) =
H∑
h=1
(Nˆh/Nh − 1)Th.
Similarly for i ∈ Uh we have ∑
sh3i
p∗h(sh)b
2
shi
=
N2
n2
nh
Nh
,
for i 6= j ∈ Uh we have∑
sh3i,j
p∗h(sh)bshibshj =
N2
n2
∑
sh3i,j
(
Nh
nh
)−1
=
N2
n2
(
Nh−2
nh−2
)(
Nh
nh
) = N2
n2
nh(nh − 1)
Nh(Nh − 1)
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for h = 1, . . . , H and for i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug (h 6= g) we have∑
sh3i
sg3j
p∗hg(sh, sg)bshibsgj =
N2
n2
∑
sh3i
sg3j
(
Nh
nh
)−1(
Ng
ng
)−1
=
N2
n2
(
Nh − 1
nh − 1
)(
Ng − 1
ng − 1
)(
Nh
nh
)−1(
Ng
ng
)−1
=
N2
n2
nh
Nh
ng
Ng
=
Nˆh
Nh
Nˆg
Ng
.
Since stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is a separate general linear strategy and uses the con-
ditional simple random sampling design (equivalent to stratified random sampling
on n), its between poststrata variance component is equal to zero. Hence the ijth
element of the mean square error matrix for stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is equal to
M(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn)ij =

N2nh
n2N2h
(Nh − nh) + (Nˆh/Nh − 1)2 for i = j ∈ Uh
−N2nh
n2N2h
(Nh−nh)
(Nh−1) + (Nˆh/Nh − 1)2 for i 6= j ∈ Uh
(Nˆh/Nh − 1)(Nˆg/Ng − 1) for i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug.
This matrix is of the same form as (4.10) and observe the that vector (B − 1N) is
orthogonal to variance-covariance matrix V(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) where, by (3.1),
V(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn)ij =

N2nh
n2N2h
(Nh − nh) for i = j ∈ Uh
−N2nh
n2N2h
(Nh−nh)
(Nh−1) for i 6= j ∈ Uh
0 for i ∈ Uh and j ∈ Ug,
for h, g = 1, . . . , H (h 6= g). Since the bias square matrix (B − 1N)(B − 1N)t of
stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn), which is of rank one, is orthogonal to V(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) it follows
that the eigenvalues of M(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) are equal to
λh =
Nˆ2h
Nhnh
(Nh − nh)
(Nh − 1)
of multiplicity Nh − 1 for h = 1, . . . , H,
λ =
H∑
h=1
Nh(
Nˆh
Nh
− 1)2 (5.11)
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of multiplicity one and zero of multiplicity H − 1. Then the mean square error of
stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) can be written as
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) =
H∑
h=1
λh(Nh − 1)S2Yh + λyteety (5.12)
where e is the (N × 1) normalized eigenvector corresponding to λ whose ith element
is equal to (Nˆh/Nh − 1)/
√
λ for i ∈ Uh, h = 1, . . . , H. The second term of (5.12) is
equal to the bias square of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn).
The expansion estimator under the conditional simple random sampling design is
unbiased for TY either when TYh is constant over all h = 1, . . . , H and N1 = . . . =
NH or if nh is equal to a proportional allocation, i.e. if nh = Nhn/N for all h = 1,
. . . , H, in which case stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) will be the same as stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn).
Note that because the bias square matrix of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is orthogonal
to the variance-covariance matrix V(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn), we cannot apply theorem 8 to
stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) to obtain an exact upper bound on its absolute bias ratio.
Now the following theorem can be used to give a sufficient condition for the strat-
egy stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) to be better than stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) in the case where H = 2.
Theorem 15 Let stg(Tˆ1, p1) and stg(Tˆ2, p2) be two different general linear strategies
whose mean square error can be written as
MSE(Tˆ1, p1) =
H∑
h=1
λh(Nh − 1)S2Yh + λ
H∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
and
MSE(Tˆ2, p2) =
H∑
h=1
µh(Nh − 1)S2Yh .
Provided ω = max
h=1,...,H
{µh − (λh − λ)} is greater than zero, a sufficient condition for
stg(Tˆ2, p2) to be better than stg(Tˆ1, p1) is if
RY =
∑H
h=1(Nh − 1)S2Yh
(N − 1)S2Y
≤ λ
ω
.
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Proof Observe that
RY ≤ λ
ω
⇔ ω
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh ≤ λ(N − 1)S2Y .
But
H∑
h=1
[µh − (λh − λ)](Nh − 1)S2Yh ≤ ω
H∑
h=1
(Nh − 1)S2Yh
which implies that
H∑
h=1
µh(Nh − 1)S2Yh −
H∑
h=1
(λh − λ)(Nh − 1)S2Yh ≤ λ(N − 1)S2Y
⇔
H∑
h=1
µh(Nh − 1)S2Yh ≤
H∑
h=1
λh(Nh − 1)S2Yh + λ(N − 1)S2Y −
H∑
h=1
λ(Nh − 1)S2Yh
⇔
H∑
h=1
µh(Nh − 1)S2Yh ≤
H∑
h=1
λh(Nh − 1)S2Yh + λ
H∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
⇔ MSE(Tˆ2, p2) ≤ MSE(Tˆ1, p1)
and that completes the proof.
In order to use theorem 15 to compare stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) with stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn)
we first show that when H = 2 the bias square of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) can be written as
λ
2∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2.
First observe that for H = 2 we have
bias(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) =
2∑
h=1
(Nˆh −Nh)Y¯h
= (Nˆ1 −N1)Y¯1 + (Nˆ2 −N2)Y¯2
= (Nˆ1 −N1)Y¯1 + (N − Nˆ1 −N +N1)Y¯2
= (Nˆ1 −N1)(Y¯1 − Y¯2)
which implies that the bias square is equal to (Nˆ1 −N1)2(Y¯1 − Y¯2)2.
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Now for H = 2 the eigenvalue λ, given in (5.11), can be written as
2∑
h=1
Nh(Nˆh/Nh − 1)2 = N−11 (Nˆ1 −N1)2 +N−12 (Nˆ2 −N2)2
= (N−11 +N
−1
2 )(Nˆ1 −N1)2
=
N
N1N2
(Nˆ1 −N1)2. (5.13)
And since
Y¯1 − Y¯ = Y¯1 − (W1Y¯1 +W2Y¯2) = W2(Y¯1 − Y¯2)
where Wh = Nh/N and similarly
Y¯2 − Y¯ = Y¯2 − (W1Y¯1 +W2Y¯2) = −W1(Y¯1 − Y¯2)
if follows that
2∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 = (N1W 22 +N2W 21 )(Y¯1 − Y¯2)2
=
N1N2(N2 +N1)
N2
(Y¯1 − Y¯2)2
=
N1N2
N
(Y¯1 − Y¯2)2. (5.14)
Hence when we multiply (5.13) with (5.14) we get
λ
2∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 = (Nˆ1 −N1)2(Y¯1 − Y¯2)2
which is equal to the bias square of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn). This implies that the mean
square error of the expansion estimator under the conditional simple random sampling
design can be written in the form
H∑
h=1
λh(Nh − 1)S2h + λ
H∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
when H = 2 and so we can apply theorem 15 to compare it with the stratified
estimator.
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When H > 2 it is not true that the bias square of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) can be written
in the form
λ
H∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
for example let H = 3 with N1 = N2 = N3 = 10 and let Y¯1 = 6, Y¯2 = 15 and Y¯3 = 9
with Y¯ = 10. For the sample size configuration n = (2, 6, 3) we have Nˆ1 = 5.45,
Nˆ2 = 16.36 and Nˆ3 = 8.18. Then the bias square of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is equal to[
bias(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn)
]2
= [(5.45− 10)× 6 + (16.36− 10)× 15 + (8.18− 10)× 9]2
= 51.722 = 2674.9584.
But λ
∑3
h=1Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2 is equal to
10−1[(5.45− 10)2 + (16.36− 10)2 + (8.18− 10)2]
×10[(6− 10)2 + (15− 10)2 + (9− 10)2]
= 2703.6912
which is not the same as the bias square of stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn). This means that we
cannot apply theorem 15 to this strategy.
Example 34 For stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) and stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) with H = 2, N = (7, 13)
and n = (2, 3) we have
MSE(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) =
2∑
h=1
λh(Nh − 1)S2Yh + λ
2∑
h=1
Nh(Y¯h − Y¯ )2
and
MSE(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) =
2∑
h=1
µh(Nh − 1)S2Yh
where
λ1 = 3.076923, λ2 = 3.809524, λ = 2.197802
and
µ1 = 3.611111, µ2 = 2.916667.
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Then we calculate the value of ω which is equal to
ω = max{3.611111− (3.076923− 2.197802), 2.916667− (3.809524− 2.197802)}
= max{2.73199, 1.3049446} = 2.73199
and so a sufficient condition for the superiority of stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) is if
RY ≤ λ
ω
=
2.197802
2.73199
= 0.8044692402.
Since the nullspace of the mean square error matrix M(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) is contained
in the nullspace of M(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) we can apply corollary 1 on p.99 to give the
maximum relative efficiency of stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) over stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) which is
equal to
MRE[(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) | (Tˆ0, SRS | Sn)] = 1.173611.
Hence the mean square error of the stratified estimator can be at most 17% larger
than that of the expansion estimator under the conditional simple random sampling
design.
In their empirical study of the stratified and expansion estimator Holt & Smith
(1979) looked at 13 different populations of various sizes, calculating the value of RY
for each population, and simulated the distribution of the ratio
K =
MSE( ˆ¯Y0, SRS | Sn)
MSE( ˆ¯Yst, SRS | Sn)
for each population using every configuration of n ignoring those samples with nh = 0
for some h = 1, . . . , H. They pointed out the strong relationship between the value
of RY and the 90, 95 and 99 percentile of the distribution of K for the various cases
considered in their paper. For populations with small values of RY , those percentile
values were exceptionally large compared to the percentile values for those populations
with large values of RY .
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One of these populations which we found to be of interest was case 9 which was the
only population out of the 13 that was split into two poststrata. The value of RY for
this population was equal to 0.5 and out of all the 13 cases studied case 9 was the only
population whose value for the 1 percentile, of the distribution of K, that was equal to
1 for all the various sample sizes considered in their studies. This would suggest that
most of the times stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) would be better than stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) for case
9. In this particular case (H = 2) we could apply theorem 15 to obtain a sufficient
condition for the superiority of stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) for every possible configuration of
n such that nh 6= 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H, similarly to example 34.
5.4 Domains of study
In this section we compare the stratified estimator, Tˆst,h, with the expansion estimator,
Tˆ0,h, for the domain total TYh where
Tˆst,h = Nhy¯h
and
Tˆ0,h =
N
n
nhy¯h
for some h = 1, . . . , H under the conditional simple random sampling design. We will
assume that the poststratum size is known for all poststrata. The conditional mean
square error matrix, on nh, for stg(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) and stg(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) will be
equal to the hth diagonal block of M(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) and M(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) respectively
where
Snh = {s ∈ S : nh(s) = nh}
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for some poststratum h. Hence, for some h = 1, . . . , H, the ijth element of the mean
square error matrix M(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) will be equal to
M(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh)ij =

Nh−nh
nh
for i = j ∈ Uh
− (Nh−nh)
nh(Nh−1) for i 6= j ∈ Uh
and the ijth element of M(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) is equal to
M(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh)ij =

Nˆ2h(Nh−nh)
N2hnh
+ (Nˆh/Nh − 1)2 for i = j ∈ Uh
− Nˆ2h(Nh−nh)
N2hnh(Nh−1)
+ (Nˆh/Nh − 1)2 for i 6= j ∈ Uh.
These Nh×Nh matrices are of the same form as (4.1) on p.124 and it follows from
lemma 12 that the eigenvalues of M(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) are equal to
λ1 =
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh(Nh − 1)
of multiplicity Nh − 1, and zero of multiplicity one, so that
MSE(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) = λ1(Nh − 1)S2Yh .
Similarly, by lemma 12, the eigenvalues of M(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) are equal to
µ1 =
Nˆ2h(Nh − nh)
Nhnh(Nh − 1)
of multiplicity Nh − 1 and
µ2 = Nh(Nˆh/Nh − 1)2
of multiplicity one so that
MSE(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) = µ1(Nh − 1)S2Yh + µ2NhY¯ 2h .
If λ1 < µ1, which will be true when N
2
h < Nˆ
2
h , then MSE(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) will be
less than MSE(Tˆ0,h, SRS | nh). This was also pointed out by Sugden & Smith (2006).
But if λ1 > µ1, in which case Nh > Nˆh, then it is easily seen that a necessary and
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sufficient condition for stg(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) to be better than stg(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh),
provided Y¯h 6= 0, is if
cv(yh)
2 =
S2Yh
Y¯ 2h
<
µ2Nh
(λ1 − µ1)(Nh − 1) . (5.15)
Furthermore the right hand side of (5.15) is equal to
N2h(Nˆh/Nh − 1)2
(Nh − Nˆ2h/Nh)(Nh − nh)/nh
=
(Nˆh −Nh)2
(N2h − Nˆ2h)(n−1h −N−1h )
=
Nh − Nˆh
(Nh + Nˆh)(n
−1
h −N−1h )
(5.16)
which was the upper bound on cv(yh)
2 given by Sugden & Smith (2006) as a sufficient
condition for the mean square error of stg(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) to be less than that
of stg(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh). Since stg(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh) is calibrated for the constant
(Nh × 1) vector and MSE(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) is of full rank, we can apply corollary 2
part (a) to these strategies to obtain the same condition as (5.16) for the superiority
of stg(Tˆst,h, SRS | Snh).
Sa¨rndal & Hidiroglou (1989) also studied the expansion estimator for the domain
total TYh under the conditional simple random sampling design. They pointed out
that the variance of stg(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh)
Var(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) = Nˆ2h(n−1h −N−1h )S2Yh
=
(
N
n
)2 [
nh
Nh
(Nh − nh)
]
S2Yh , (5.17)
is an increasing function over the practical range for nh with 0 ≤ fh ≤ 0.5, where
fh = nh/Nh is the sampling fraction for (post)stratum h. To see this we take the
second derivative of (5.17) with respect to nh which gives a quadratic function with
negative leading coefficient
− 2
Nh
(
N
n
)2
S2Yh
and implies that Var(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) is a concave (down) function in nh. Hence
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differentiating (5.17) with respect to nh and solving gives
fh =
nh
Nh
=
1
2
which shows that the variance increases as nh increases from 0 to Nh/2 at which point
(5.17) is at its maximum. For this reason, and the fact that stg(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh) is
conditionally biased, Hidiroglou & Sa¨rndal deemed this strategy to be unsuitable for
the conditional approach. Also note that, for the same reason as stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn),
we can not apply theorem 8 to obtain an exact upper bound on the absolute bias
ratio of stg(Tˆ0,h, SRS | Snh). So we cannot say how large the absolute bias ratio can
be.
A more general form of Tˆ0,h is the Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the domain total TYh ,
TˆHB,h = N
∑
i∈sh yi/pii∑H
g=1 Ig
∑
i∈sg 1/pii
,
which reduces to Tˆ0,h when pii is constant for all i ∈ U . And a more general form
of Tˆst,h is the separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator for TYh , also see Sa¨rndal et al. (1992,
p.185),
TˆHBs,h = Nh
∑
i∈sh yi/pii∑
i∈sh 1/pii
which reduces to Tˆst,h when pii is constant for all i ∈ Uh.
Suppose for some order independent design p is such that pii = ah, say, for all
i ∈ Uh for some h = 1, . . . , H. The Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the domain total of
poststratum h is then equal to
TˆHB,h = N
∑
i∈sh yi/pii∑H
g=1 Ig
∑
i∈sg 1/pii
= N
1
ah
∑
i∈sh yi∑H
g=1 Ig
ng
ag
= N
nh
ah
y¯h∑H
g=1 Ig
ng
ag
and the separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the domain total of poststratum h is equal
to
TˆHBs,h = Nh
∑
i∈sh yi/pii∑
i∈sh 1/pii
= Nh
1
ah
∑
i∈sh yi
nh/ah
= Nhy¯h = Tˆst,h.
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The conditional variance of TˆHB,h is
Var(TˆHB,h, p | Snh) =
(
N∑H
g=1 Ig
ng
ag
)2
Var
(
nh
ah
y¯h, p | Snh
)
=
(
N∑H
g=1 Ig
ng
ag
)2(
nh
ah
)2
(Nh − nh)
Nhnh
S2Yh
and its conditional bias is equal to
bias(TˆHB,h, p | Snh) =
(
N
(
∑H
g=1 Ig
ng
ag
)
nh
ah
−Nh
)
Y¯h.
Hence, its mean square error is equal to
MSE(TˆHB,h, p | Snh) =
N˜2h(Nh − nh)
Nhnh
S2Yh + (N˜h −Nh)2Y¯ 2h
where N˜h = Nnh/[(
∑H
g=1 Igng/ag)ah]. Now, TˆHBs,h will be unbiased under the con-
ditional design and its conditional mean square error is given by
MSE(TˆHBs,h, p | Snh) =
Nh(Nh − nh)
nh
S2Yh .
Conditional on Snh we see that for SYh 6= 0 we have
MSE(TˆHB,h, p | Snh)
MSE(TˆHBs,h, p | Snh)
=
N˜2h(Nh−nh)
Nhnh
S2Yh + (N˜h/Nh − 1)2T 2h
Nh(Nh−nh)
nh
S2Yh
=
(
N˜h
Nh
)2
(n−1h −N−1h )cv(yh)2 + (N˜h/Nh − 1)2
(n−1h −N−1h )cv(yh)2
.
It is easy to see that this ratio is always greater than one when Nh < N˜h, and when
Nh > N˜h we can apply the following theorem.
Theorem 16 Under a design p that is order independent and applied to a size vari-
able that is constant within poststratum h for some h = 1, . . . , H. Provided N˜h < Nh
and Y¯h 6= 0 a sufficient condition for the mean square error of stg(TˆHBs,h, p | Snh) to
be less than that of stg(TˆHB,h, p | Snh) is
cv(yh)
2 ≤ Nh − N˜h
(Nh + N˜h)(n
−1
h −N−1h )
.
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Proof If this condition holds then
(N2h − N˜2h)(n−1h −N−1h )cv(yh)2 ≤ (Nh − N˜h)2
⇔ N2h(n−1h −N−1h )cv(yh)2 ≤ N˜2h(n−1h −N−1h )cv(yh)2 + (Nh − N˜h)2
⇔ (n−1h −N−1h )S2Yh ≤
(
N˜h
Nh
)2
(n−1h −N−1h )S2Yh + (N˜h/Nh − 1)2Y¯ 2h .
Hence
MSE(TˆHBs,h, p | Snh) ≤ MSE(TˆHB,h, p | Snh)
and that completes the proof.
This result reduces to Sugden and Smith’s result, given by (5.16), when the design is
simple random sampling with pii = n/N for all i ∈ U .
5.5 General designs
In this section we consider poststratification under a general unequal probability
design. We will apply corollary 2 and theorem 11, from chapter 4, to give sufficient
conditions for the superiority of one strategy over another and analyse strategies
unconditionally, weak conditionally and conditionally.
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator will perform well whenever the linear relation-
ship between the y’s and the pi’s is strong. If under some poststratification the
relationship between the y’s and the pi’s is stronger within the poststrata then an
estimator that is calibrated for the pih’s will be more efficient. However if after ob-
serving the sampled units we found that the assumption of the y’s being strongly
related to the pi’s is not true and rather there was a strong relationship according
to some poststratification variable, i.e. the yh’s are strongly related to the 1h’s for
some poststratification, then there are a number of Ha´jek-Basu type estimators we
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could consider. In the following subsection we give details of the Ha´jek-Basu type
estimators that we will consider and compare.
5.5.1 Description of estimators
The first estimator we will consider is the Ha´jek-Basu estimator
TˆHB = N
∑
i∈s yi/pii∑
i∈s 1/pii
.
This estimator is calibrated for constant vectors with respect to the support given by
any without replacement sample design. When the design probabilities are from a
simple random sample, in which case pii = n/N for all i ∈ U , this estimator reduces to
the expansion estimator. Thompson (2002, p.56) and Sa¨rndal et al. (1992, p.183) say
that the Ha´jek-Basu estimator should be considered instead of the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator if the y’s are not linearly related to the pi’s because then it should have a
smaller variance. This will be true provided the variance of the y’s is small.
Suppose we realized that the population can be partitioned by some categorical
variable after observing the sampled units, then we can consider the separate Ha´jek-
Basu estimator for the total TY ,
TˆHBs =
H∑
h=1
IhNh
∑
i∈sh yi/pii∑
i∈sh 1/pii
.
This estimator is calibrated for vectors that are constant within strata with respect to
Sw. This estimator will reduce to the stratified estimator when the design probabilities
are from a simple random sample.
Another estimator we will consider is the Doss type separate Ha´jek-Basu estima-
tor, denoted by TˆHBsD where
TˆHBsD =
(
N∑H
h=1 IhNh
)
H∑
h=1
IhNh
∑
i∈sh yi/pii∑
i∈sh 1/pii
,
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which is always calibrated for the constant population vectors. Note that this esti-
mator is a form of a collapsed estimator since it can be written as
TˆHBsD =
H∑
h=1
nh>0
TˆHBs,h +
H∑
h=1
nh=0
Nh(TˆHBsD/N)
and it reduces to TˆAD, from p.191, when the design probabilities are from a simple
random sample.
There is no simple expression for the mean square error for these estimators under
an unequal probability design but since they are general linear estimators we can write
their exact mean square error as quadratic forms in y.
5.5.2 Conditional and unconditional analysis
It has been strongly argued by Holt & Smith (1979) that inferences should be made
with respect to the conditional design, by conditioning on n, rather than the un-
conditional design which is over all possible samples of fixed size n. Although the
confidence interval given by the unconditional variance gives us the correct coverage
probability over every possible sample of fixed size n, it does not give the correct
coverage over those samples with fixed allocation n. They illustrated this point via
an example with a population of two poststrata using the stratified estimator under
simple random sampling by calculating the confidence intervals using the conditional
and unconditional variances, and comparing the coverage of each interval with respect
to those samples with the same sampling allocation. They used an extreme sampling
allocation in their example with n = (1, 19) and said that for the 95% confidence
interval based on the unconditional variance, i.e.
ˆ¯Yst ± 1.96
√
Var( ˆ¯Yst, SRS), (5.18)
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about one third of all samples with this sampling configuration did not produce a 95%
confidence interval that contained the true value of the mean Y¯ . This is equivalent to
saying that the conditional coverage probability based on the 95% confidence interval
(5.18), which uses the unconditional variance, is close to (1 − 1/3) = 66.67% which
is a great undercoverage. i.e.
CCP1 =
∑
s∈T1
p∗(s) =
∑
s∈T1
(
H∏
h=1
(
Nh
nh
))−1
≈ (1− 1
3
) = 0.6667
where CCP1 denotes the conditional coverage probability which is calculated by sum-
ming over the conditional selection probabilities of all samples in the set
T1 =
{
s ∈ Sn : Y¯ ∈
(
ˆ¯Yst − 1.96
√
Var( ˆ¯Yst, SRS),
ˆ¯Yst + 1.96
√
Var( ˆ¯Yst, SRS)
)}
.
But the conditional coverage probability based on the 95% confidence interval which
uses the conditional variance,
ˆ¯Yst ± 1.96
√
Var( ˆ¯Yst, SRS | Sn),
is more accurate to the correct 0.95 coverage provided the distribution of ˆ¯Yst over all
samples in Sn is close to a normal distribution. i.e.
CCP2 =
∑
s∈T2
p∗(s) =
∑
s∈T2
(
H∏
h=1
(
Nh
nh
))−1
≈ 0.95
where CCP2 denotes the conditional coverage probability calculated by summing over
the conditional selection probabilities of all samples in the set T2 which is equal to{
s ∈ Sn : Y¯ ∈
(
ˆ¯Yst − 1.96
√
Var( ˆ¯Yst, SRS | Sn), ˆ¯Yst + 1.96
√
Var( ˆ¯Yst, SRS | Sn)
)}
.
The conditional coverage probability, CCP1, based on (5.18) is not theoretically cor-
rect but it can serve as a means to give us some degree of comparison between the
conditional and unconditional approach.
Let us redefine the sets T1 and T2 for any general strategy not just the stratified
estimator under simple random sampling. i.e. for some strategy stg(Tˆs, p) let
T1 =
{
s ∈ Sn : TY ∈
(
Tˆs − 1.96
√
Var(Tˆs, p), Tˆs + 1.96
√
Var(Tˆs, p)
)}
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and
T2 =
{
s ∈ Sn : TY ∈
(
Tˆs − 1.96
√
Var(Tˆs, p | Sn), Tˆs + 1.96
√
Var(Tˆs, p | Sn)
)}
.
As an analogy of Holt & Smith, in the following example we will make conditional
and unconditional comparisons of the separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator for TY under
Tille´’s procedure for unequal probability sampling. Provided that the distribution of
Z =
TˆHBs − TY
Var(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn)
is close to that of N(0, 1) we would expect the value of CCP2 to be close to 95%
for each allocation of n. But for the confidence intervals based on the unconditional
variance we would expect the value of CCP1 to be less accurate, at least for those
samples with extreme allocations.
Example 35 Consider a population of size 26 which is poststratified into two groups
where units 1, 2, . . . , 13 belong to poststratum 1 and the rest belong to poststratum
2. For each unit in U we independently and randomly generated the value of the
auxiliary or size variable xi from N(100, 10). For each unit in U1 and each unit in
U2 we independently and randomly generated the value of the survey variable yi from
N(50, 5) and N(80, 8) respectively.
For a sample of size 10 we calculated the unconditional variance of the separate
Ha´jek-Basu estimator under the Tille´ procedure, which is equal to
Var(TˆHBs,Tille´) = 2644.135
and the absolute bias ratio of this strategy is equal to
ABR(TˆHBs,Tille´) = 0.00359815.
Table 5.2 gives the conditional variances and absolute conditional bias ratios for every
possible sample size configuration and table 5.3 gives the 95% conditional coverage
probabilities, CCP1 and CCP2, based on the normal distribution.
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Table 5.2: Conditional variances and absolute conditional bias ratios for example 35
n Var(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn) ABR(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn)
(10, 0) 264.908 39.92039
(9, 1) 5494.035 0.07645
(8, 2) 2883.461 0.07037
(7, 3) 2183.567 0.05103
(6, 4) 2033.067 0.02497
(5, 5) 2201.460 0.00260
(4, 6) 2698.799 0.02772
(3, 7) 3732.918 0.04812
(2, 8) 6059.509 0.06312
(1, 9) 13963.180 0.07507
(0, 10) 115.775 97.73143
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Table 5.3: Conditional coverage probabilities CCP1 and CCP2 for example 35
n CCP1 CCP2
(10, 0) 0.0000 0.0000
(9, 1) 0.8271 0.8956
(8, 2) 0.9527 0.9613
(7, 3) 0.9724 0.9545
(6, 4) 0.9769 0.9517
(5, 5) 0.9704 0.9514
(4, 6) 0.9491 0.9516
(3, 7) 0.8976 0.9506
(2, 8) 0.7723 0.9595
(1, 9) 0.4917 0.9997
(0, 10) 0.0000 0.0000
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We see that the conditional coverage probabilities CCP2 are in general closer to
the correct 95% coverage than the values given by CCP1, especially for the extreme
allocations (9, 1), (2, 8) and (1, 9). The absolute conditional bias ratios are all less
than 10% apart for those samples whose sampling allocation is nh = 0 for some
poststrata.
Figure 5.3 gives a histogram of
Z =
TˆHBs − TY√
Var(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn)
for n = (5, 5) and figure 5.4 gives a quantile-quantile normal plot of Z. We see that
the distribution of Z is close to a bell shape and the q-q plot is slightly ‘s’ shaped. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic for normality of Z is equal to D = 0.0122 and the
p-value is less than 0.001. So under the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality, there
is overwhelming evidence against the hypothesis that Z is normally distributed with
mean zero and standard deviation 1. But theoretically the central limit theorem does
not apply here because in general the terms bsiyi of the distinct units in the sample
are not independent (results on the asymptotic normality of the Horvitz-Thompson
estimator that can be extended to other estimators under unequal probability sampling
are given in Rose´n, 1972a & b, but these results do not apply here as our population
size is too small). However the purpose of this example is to show that the conditional
coverage is more accurate by using the conditional variance for confidence intervals
which has been demonstrated here.
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of Z for example 35
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Figure 5.4: q-q normal plot of Z for example 35
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5.5.3 Unconditional comparison
Since the estimators TˆHB and TˆHBsD are calibrated for constant vectors with respect
to a sampling support given by any without replacement design and TˆHBs is not
calibrated for any vectors in RN unconditionally, we can apply corollary 2 to compare
TˆHB and TˆHBsD with TˆHBs under the unconditional design.
Example 36 Consider a population of size 26 which is partitioned into two groups
and the auxiliary vector as in example 35. For a sample of size 6 we will use corollary
2 to compare stg(TˆHB,Tille´) with stg(TˆHBs,Tille´). The approximated value of α0 that
maximizes r1(α), from p.136, is equal to 3.641557 with γ1(α0) = 0.0945352498. Hence
by corollary 2 part (a) a sufficient condition for
MSE(TˆHB,Tille´) ≤ MSE(TˆHBs,Tille´)
is if
cv(y) ≤
√
r1(α0)N
(N − 1) =
√
γ1(α0)N
(α0 − γ1(α0))(N − 1) = 0.1664875.
Part (b) of corollary 2 could not be applied here to give a sufficient condition for
the superiority of stg(TˆHBs,Tille´) over stg(TˆHB,Tille´) as there does not exist a β such
that β > γ2(β) > 0.
Since M(TˆHBs,Tille´) is of full rank we can calculate the maximum relative effi-
ciency of stg(TˆHB,Tille´) over stg(TˆHBs,Tille´). This is equal to
MRE(TˆHB,Tille´ | TˆHBs,Tille´) = 37.12002
which is an extremely large value.
The variance-covariance and bias square matrices of these strategies do satisfy
the condition of theorem 8, i.e. the nullspace of the variance-covariance matrix is
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contained in the nullspace of the bias square matrix. Then by theorem 8 we have the
following exact upper bounds on the absolute bias ratio of these strategies,
ABR(TˆHB,Tille´) ≤ 0.04580392996
and
ABR(TˆHBs,Tille´) ≤ 0.1703467053.
This suggests that the Ha´jek-Basu estimator under the Tille´ scheme is more robust
against biases for this population.
Example 37 Using the same population as in example 36 but now we compare TˆHBsD
with TˆHBs unconditionally. Here we approximated the values α0 = 0.3967376 and
γ1(α0) = 0.09089722127. So by corollary 2 part (a) a sufficient condition for
MSE(TˆHBsD,Tille´) ≤ MSE(TˆHBs,Tille´)
is if
cv(y) ≤
√
γ1(α0)N
(α0 − γ1(α0))(N − 1) = 0.5559613.
We also approximated the values β0 = 0.1152843 and γ2(β0) = 0.09839015076. So
by corollary 2 part (b) a sufficient condition for
MSE(TˆHBs,Tille´) ≤ MSE(TˆHBsD,Tille´)
is if
cv(y) ≥
√
γ2(β0)N
(β0 − γ2(β0))(N − 1) = 2.461072.
The maximum relative efficiency of stg(TˆHBsD,Tille´) over stg(TˆHBs,Tille´) is equal
to
MRE(TˆHBsD,Tille´ | TˆHBs,Tille´) = 4.039217
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which is still large. The upper bounds on the absolute bias ratio of these strategies are
ABR(TˆHBsD,Tille´) ≤ 0.1160474041
and
ABR(TˆHBs,Tille´) ≤ 0.1703467053.
Example 38 Since stg(TˆHB,Tille´) and stg(TˆHBsD,Tille´) are equally calibrated we
can use corollary 1, on p.99, to calculate the maximum relative efficiencies. We have
MRE(TˆHB,Tille´ | TˆHBsD,Tille´) = 9.198286
and
MRE(TˆHBsD,Tille´ | TˆHB,Tille´) = 1.53038
which tells us that the mean square error of stg(TˆHB,Tille´) can be at most 819%
larger than that of stg(TˆHBsD,Tille´), but the mean square error of stg(TˆHBsD,Tille´)
can be at most 53% larger than that of stg(TˆHB,Tille´).
5.5.4 Weak conditional comparison
If the sample size was large enough so that the probability of selecting a sample such
that nh = 0 for any poststrata was negligible, then at the design stage we can consider
comparing TˆHB with TˆHBs under the weak conditional design. In this case TˆHBs will
be calibrated for constant within strata vectors and so we can apply theorem 11 to
give a sufficient condition for TˆHBs to be better than TˆHB.
Example 39 For the same population data from previous examples we will compare
stg(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sw) with stg(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sw) weak conditionally. The values from
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p.145 are approximately equal to η0 = 4.395499 and γ0 = 2.72740317 so by theorem
11 a sufficient condition for
MSE(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sw) ≤ MSE(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sw)
is if
RY ≤ γ0
η0
=
2.72740314
4.395499
= 0.6204991
which means that the poststratification accounts for 62% of the total variation. The
nullspace of the matrix M(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sw) is contained in the nullspace of the matrix
M(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sw) so we can calculate the maximum relative efficiency as
MRE[(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sw) | (TˆHB,Tille´ | Sw)] = 1.534843.
Hence we know that the mean square error of stg(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sw) can be almost
53.5% larger than that of stg(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sw).
The exact upper bound on the absolute bias ratio, given by theorem 8, of these
strategies are equal to
ABR(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sw) ≤ 0.04710626285
and
ABR(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sw) ≤ 0.1176392792
which suggest that stg(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sw) is more robust against biases for this popula-
tion.
5.5.5 Conditional comparison
Although comparisons of strategies should be made unconditionally (or weak condi-
tionally for large n) at the design stage it may be of interest to make conditional
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comparisons, at the analysis stage. We saw in section 5.3 that a conditional compar-
ison can be made between stg(Tˆst, SRS | Sn) and stg(Tˆ0, SRS | Sn) if the number of
poststrata was equal to two. But under a general unequal probability design we can
compare TˆHB with TˆHBs for any number of poststrata. This is because in general the
conditions for theorem 11 will be satisfied, i.e. the matrix Q2 from theorem 11 will
be nonnegative definite and orthogonal to constant vectors only, and hence theorem
11 can be applied to give a sufficient condition for stg(TˆHBs, p | Sn) to be better than
stg(TˆHB, p | Sn).
Example 40 Consider a population of size 32 that has been poststratified into three
groups of sizes N = (10, 12, 10). We independently generated the values of the size
variable from N(100, 10). For the sample size configuration n = (3, 3, 3) we ap-
plied theorem 11 to give a sufficient condition for stg(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn) to be bet-
ter than stg(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sn). We approximated the values η0 = 5.551926 and
γ0 = 0.005163941866 so by theorem 11 a sufficient condition for the superiority of
stg(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn) is if
RY ≤ 0.005163941866
5.551926
= 0.0009301172.
Although the sufficient condition for the superiority of stg(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn) in
example 40 holds, the value for the upper bound on RY is extremely small. This
also happened when we compared stg(TˆRs, StRS) with stg(TˆRc, StRS) in example 25
on p.158 and has happen here for the same reason. The nullspace of the matrix
M(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sn) is of dimension 2 and contains vectors that are close to being
constant within strata. This implies that stg(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sn) is not just calibrated
for constant vectors but it’s also calibrated for vectors that are close to being con-
stant within strata. Hence it is possible for stg(TˆHB,Tille´ | Sn) to be better than
stg(TˆHBs,Tille´ | Sn) for some vectors with small values of RY .
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5.6 Choice of inclusion probability weights
When considering estimators that are functions of the inclusion probabilities under a
poststratification we have a genuine choice between which inclusion probabilities to
use: pii, pi
′
i or pi
∗
i ; and it isn’t always clear which inclusion probability weights to use.
Also it is not obvious how to compare estimators with different probability weights,
but one possible way we could compare these estimators is by using corollary 1 to
compute their maximum relative efficiencies and theorem 8 to calculate the exact
upper bound on their absolute bias ratios.
In this section we will empirically compare an estimator with different inclusion
probability weights under the unconditional, weak conditional and conditional design
using an unequal probability sampling scheme.
The estimators we will consider are:
1. The Ha´jek-Basu estimator
TˆHB = N
∑
i∈s yi/wi∑
i∈s 1/wi
with wi = pii, pi
′
i and pi
∗
i .
2. The separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator
TˆHBs =
H∑
h=1
IhNh
∑
i∈sh yi/wi∑
i∈sh 1/wi
with wi = pii, pi
′
i and pi
∗
i .
3. The Doss type separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator
TˆHBsD =
N
(
∑H
h=1 IhNh)
H∑
h=1
IhNh
∑
i∈sh yi/wi∑
i∈sh 1/wi
with wi = pii, pi
′
i and pi
∗
i .
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Note that the numerator of TˆHB, which is the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, when
wi = pii, pi
′
i and pi
∗
i will respectively be unconditionally unbiased, weak conditionally
unbiased and conditionally unbiased for TY . But this tells us nothing about the
variation of
∑
i∈s yi/wi. The same thing can be said about the numerators of the
terms in TˆHBs and TˆHBsD, i.e.
∑
i∈sh yi/wi, for h = 1, . . . , H.
For convenience we will denote any estimator, Tˆs, that uses probability weights
pii, pi
′
i and pi
∗
i by Tˆs, Tˆ
′
s and Tˆ
∗
s respectively.
Provided the probability of nh = 0 is small for every poststratum we would expect
pii to be close to pi
′
i and little differences between Tˆs and Tˆ
′
s. But pii and pi
∗
i could
differ greatly and so it is of interest to see how Tˆs and Tˆ
∗
s will perform.
In our empirical studies we will consider a population of size 26 and three auxiliary
or size vectors x1, x2 and x3 for which the sampling design will be based on. The
values of xl for l = 1, 2 and 3 were independently and randomly generated from
N(100, [10 + 20(l − 1)]). The coefficient of variation of these size variables are
cv(x1) = 0.127269, cv(x2) = 0.2730108 and cv(x3) = 0.4544409.
Like in example 35 we poststratified the population into two groups where units
1, 2, . . . , 13 fall into poststratum 1 and the rest fall into poststratum 2 and we used
Tille´’s procedure for unequal probability sampling for a sample of size 6.
Using Corollary 1, on p.99, we calculated the maximum relative efficiency of each
estimator under different probability weights and used theorem 8 to give an exact
upper bound on the absolute bias ratio for each strategy.
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5.6.1 Unconditional comparison
We begin with the Ha´jek-Basu estimator under the unconditional design. Table 5.4
gives the maximum relative efficiencies of this estimator under the different probability
weights by applying Tille´’s procedure to each size variable. Table 5.5 gives the exact
upper bound on the absolute bias ratio for each strategy.
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Table 5.4: The maximum relative efficiencies for TˆHB, Tˆ
′
HB and Tˆ
∗
HB under the un-
conditional design using Tille´’s procedure on each size variable: x1, x2 and x3. The
ijth entry of the block of size 3 × 3 in the last three columns for each size vector is
equal to MRE(ith estimator,Tille´ | jth estimator,Tille´)
Size vector TˆHB Tˆ
′
HB Tˆ
∗
HB
TˆHB 1.0000 1.0038 8.9614
x1 Tˆ
′
HB 1.0043 1.0000 8.9606
Tˆ ∗HB 1.3599 1.3650 1.0000
TˆHB 1.0000 1.0114 8.9707
x2 Tˆ
′
HB 1.0099 1.0000 8.9676
Tˆ ∗HB 1.5256 1.5427 1.0000
TˆHB 1.0000 1.0040 10.2151
x3 Tˆ
′
HB 1.0047 1.0000 10.2097
Tˆ ∗HB 1.5223 1.5281 1.0000
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Table 5.5: The exact upper bounds on the absolute unconditional bias ratio for TˆHB,
Tˆ
′
HB and Tˆ
∗
HB under Tille´’s procedure using the size vectors x1, x2 and x3
Size vector Estimator Tˆs Upper bound on ABR(Tˆs,Tille´)
TˆHB 0.0458
x1 Tˆ
′
HB 0.0450
Tˆ ∗HB 0.0580
TˆHB 0.1058
x2 Tˆ
′
HB 0.1056
Tˆ ∗HB 0.1336
TˆHB 0.5535
x3 Tˆ
′
HB 0.5524
Tˆ ∗HB 0.5798
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We see from table 5.4 that there is very little difference in the mean square error
of TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB. But the differences can be huge between Tˆ
∗
HB and TˆHB or Tˆ
′
HB. In
particular the mean square error of TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB can be much larger (around 796%
and 921% larger) than the mean square error of Tˆ ∗HB compared to how large the mean
square error of Tˆ ∗HB can be over that of TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB. The differences in the mean
square errors of these strategies seem to increase as the coefficient of variation of the
size variable increases.
Table 5.5 shows little differences in the exact upper bound on the absolute bias
ratio of TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB with the same size vector. But the upper bound on the absolute
bias ratio of Tˆ ∗HB is always larger than that of TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB.
Now we consider the estimators TˆHBs, Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under the unconditional
design using Tille´’s procedure for unequal probability sampling. Table 5.6 gives the
maximum relative efficiencies of these strategies and table 5.7 gives the exact upper
bound on the absolute bias ratio.
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Table 5.6: The maximum relative efficiencies for TˆHBs, Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under the
unconditional design using Tille´’s procedure on each size variable: x1, x2 and x3.
The ijth entry of the block of size 3× 3 in the last three columns for each size vector
is equal to MRE(ith estimator,Tille´ | jth estimator,Tille´)
Size vector TˆHBs Tˆ
′
HBs Tˆ
∗
HBs
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0009 1.0114
x1 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0014 1.0000 1.0105
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0114 1.0103 1.0000
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0016 1.0314
x2 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0024 1.0000 1.0301
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0175 1.0164 1.0000
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0018 1.0353
x3 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0029 1.0000 1.0337
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0223 1.0215 1.0000
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Table 5.7: The exact upper bounds on the absolute unconditional bias ratio for TˆHBs,
Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under Tille´’s procedure using the size vectors x1, x2 and x3
Size vector Estimator Tˆs Upper bound on ABR(Tˆs,Tille´)
TˆHBs 0.1703
x1 Tˆ
′
HBs 0.1698
Tˆ ∗HBs 0.1688
TˆHBs 0.2899
x2 Tˆ
′
HBs 0.2899
Tˆ ∗HBs 0.2878
TˆHBs 1.1720
x3 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.1710
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.1763
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We see from table 5.6 that there is small difference in the efficiency of TˆHBs, Tˆ
′
HBs
and Tˆ ∗HBs. But the differences between Tˆ
∗
HBs with TˆHBs and the differences between
Tˆ ∗HBs with Tˆ
′
HBs are larger than the differences between TˆHBs and Tˆ
′
HBs.
The upper bounds on the absolute bias ratios in table 5.7 are practically the same
for strategies with the same size variable.
Now we compare the estimators TˆHBsD, Tˆ
′
HBsD and Tˆ
∗
HBsD under the unconditional
design using Tille´’s procedure for unequal probability sampling. Table 5.8 gives the
maximum relative efficiencies of these strategies and table 5.9 gives the exact upper
bound on the absolute bias ratio.
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Table 5.8: The maximum relative efficiencies for TˆHBsD, Tˆ
′
HBsD and Tˆ
∗
HBsD under the
unconditional design using Tille´’s procedure on each size variable: x1, x2 and x3. The
ijth entry of the block of size 3 × 3 in the last three columns for each size vector is
equal to MRE(ith estimator,Tille´ | jth estimator,Tille´)
Size vector TˆHBsD Tˆ
′
HBsD Tˆ
∗
HBsD
TˆHBsD 1.0000 1.0009 1.0122
x1 Tˆ
′
HBsD 1.0014 1.0000 1.0118
Tˆ ∗HBsD 1.0118 1.0112 1.0000
TˆHBsD 1.0000 1.0016 1.0317
x2 Tˆ
′
HBsD 1.0024 1.0000 1.0306
Tˆ ∗HBsD 1.0195 1.0188 1.0000
TˆHBsD 1.0000 1.0018 1.0369
x3 Tˆ
′
HBsD 1.0029 1.0000 1.0363
Tˆ ∗HBsD 1.0215 1.0207 1.0000
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Table 5.9: The exact upper bounds on the absolute unconditional bias ratio for TˆHBsD,
Tˆ
′
HBsD and Tˆ
∗
HBsD under Tille´’s procedure using the size vectors x1, x2 and x3
Size vector Estimator Tˆs Upper bound on ABR(Tˆs,Tille´)
TˆHBsD 0.1160
x1 Tˆ
′
HBsD 0.1151
Tˆ ∗HBsD 0.0308
TˆHBsD 0.2620
x2 Tˆ
′
HBsD 0.2605
Tˆ ∗HBsD 0.2605
TˆHBsD 1.1369
x3 Tˆ
′
HBsD 1.1358
Tˆ ∗HBsD 1.1449
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We see from table 5.8 that there is very little difference in efficiency between
TˆHBsD, Tˆ
′
HBsD and Tˆ
∗
HBsD.
From table 5.9 the exact upper bounds on the absolute bias ratios are similar for
all strategies with the same size variable apart from Tˆ ∗HBsD with x1 whose values for
the upper bound is much smaller than the others.
5.6.2 Weak conditional comparison
Under the weak conditional design it is assumed that nh > 0 for all h = 1, . . . , H
in which case TˆHBsD will reduce to TˆHBs. So in this section we will compare the
Ha´jek-Basu estimator and the separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator with different proba-
bility weights under the weak conditional design using Tille´’s procedure for unequal
probability sampling.
Table 5.10 gives the maximum relative efficiencies of the Ha´jek-Basu strategies
and table 5.11 gives the exact upper bound on the absolute bias ratio.
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Table 5.10: The maximum relative efficiencies for TˆHB, Tˆ
′
HB and Tˆ
∗
HB under the weak
conditional design using Tille´’s procedure on each size variable: x1, x2 and x3. The
ijth entry of the block of size 3 × 3 in the last three columns for each size vector is
equal to MRE[(ith estimator,Tille´ | Sw) | (jth estimator,Tille´ | Sw)]
Size vector TˆHB Tˆ
′
HB Tˆ
∗
HB
TˆHB 1.0000 1.0038 3474.479
x1 Tˆ
′
HB 1.0043 1.0000 3474.180
Tˆ ∗HB 1.3619 1.3670 1.0000
TˆHB 1.0000 1.0115 690.7440
x2 Tˆ
′
HB 1.0100 1.0000 690.5025
Tˆ ∗HB 1.5260 1.5433 1.0000
TˆHB 1.0000 1.0040 435.7694
x3 Tˆ
′
HB 1.0047 1.0000 435.5415
Tˆ ∗HB 1.5285 1.5285 1.0000
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Table 5.11: The exact upper bounds on the absolute weak conditional bias ratio for
TˆHB, Tˆ
′
HB and Tˆ
∗
HB under Tille´’s procedure using the size vectors x1, x2 and x3
Size vector Estimator Tˆs Upper bound on ABR(Tˆs,Tille´ | Sw)
TˆHB 0.0471
x1 Tˆ
′
HB 0.0460
Tˆ ∗HB 0.0572
TˆHB 0.1071
x2 Tˆ
′
HB 0.1058
Tˆ ∗HB 0.1287
TˆHB 0.5567
x3 Tˆ
′
HB 0.5555
Tˆ ∗HB 0.5823
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We see from table 5.10 that there is very little difference in efficiency between TˆHB
and Tˆ
′
HB but there can be massive gains in efficiency for Tˆ
∗
HB over TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB (up
to 347348% when using x1).
Table 5.11 shows that the exact upper bounds on the absolute bias ratios are
similar for TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB. But the value of the upper bound for Tˆ
∗
HB is always larger
than the others.
We now compare the separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator with different probability
weights under the weak conditional design using Tille´’s sampling scheme. Table 5.12
gives the maximum relative efficiencies of these strategies and table 5.13 gives the
exact upper bound on the absolute bias ratio.
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Table 5.12: The maximum relative efficiencies for TˆHBs, Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under the
weak conditional design using Tille´’s procedure on each size variable: x1, x2 and x3.
The ijth entry of the block of size 3× 3 in the last three columns for each size vector
is equal to MRE[(ith estimator,Tille´ | Sw) | (jth estimator,Tille´ | Sw)]
Size vector TˆHBs Tˆ
′
HBs Tˆ
∗
HBs
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0009 1.0116
x1 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0014 1.0000 1.0106
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0112 1.0099 1.0000
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0016 1.0312
x2 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0023 1.0000 1.0299
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0166 1.0143 1.0000
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0018 1.0351
x3 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0029 1.0000 1.0335
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0193 1.0193 1.0000
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Table 5.13: The exact upper bounds on the absolute weak conditional bias ratio for
TˆHBs, Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under Tille´’s procedure using the size vectors x1, x2 and x3
Size vector Estimator Tˆs Upper bound on ABR(Tˆs,Tille´ | Sw)
TˆHBs 0.1176
x1 Tˆ
′
HBs 0.1168
Tˆ ∗HBs 0.1155
TˆHBs 0.2632
x2 Tˆ
′
HBs 0.2618
Tˆ ∗HBs 0.2595
TˆHBs 1.1683
x3 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.1672
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.1718
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Table 5.12 shows little differences in efficiency between all strategies with the same
size variable and table 5.13 shows that the exact upper bounds on the absolute bias
ratios are similar for strategies with the same size variable.
5.6.3 Conditional comparison
In this section we compare the Ha´jek-Basu estimator and the separate Ha´jek-Basu
estimator with different probability weights under the conditional design on n = (3, 3)
using Tille´’s sampling scheme.
We begin with the Ha´jek-Basu estimator. Table 5.14 gives the maximum relative
efficiency of TˆHB, Tˆ
′
HB and Tˆ
∗
HB under the conditional design and table 5.15 gives the
upper bound on the absolute bias ratio.
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Table 5.14: The maximum relative efficiencies for TˆHB, Tˆ
′
HB and Tˆ
∗
HB under the
conditional design using Tille´’s procedure on each size variable: x1, x2 and x3. The
ijth entry of the block of size 3 × 3 in the last three columns for each size vector is
equal to MRE[(ith estimator,Tille´ | Sn) | (jth estimator,Tille´ | Sn)]
Size vector TˆHB Tˆ
′
HB Tˆ
∗
HB
TˆHB 1.0000 1.2301 −
x1 Tˆ
′
HB 1.0046 1.0000 −
Tˆ ∗HB 1.0483 1.0435 1.0000
TˆHB 1.0000 1.2246 −
x2 Tˆ
′
HB 1.01123 1.0000 −
Tˆ ∗HB 1.1244 1.1119 1.0000
TˆHB 1.0000 1.4379 −
x3 Tˆ
′
HB 1.2210 1.0000 −
Tˆ ∗HB 10.1353 9.9908 1.0000
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Table 5.15: The exact upper bounds on the absolute conditional bias ratio for TˆHB,
Tˆ
′
HB and Tˆ
∗
HB under Tille´’s procedure using the size vectors x1, x2 and x3
Size vector Estimator Tˆs Upper bound on ABR(Tˆs,Tille´ | Sn)
TˆHB −
x1 Tˆ
′
HB −
Tˆ ∗HB 0.0487
TˆHB −
x2 Tˆ
′
HB −
Tˆ ∗HB 0.1081
TˆHB −
x3 Tˆ
′
HB −
Tˆ ∗HB 0.5785
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The conditional mean square error matrices of Tˆ ∗HB for each size variable are
orthogonal to some nonconstant vectors whereas the conditional mean square error
matrices for TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB are orthogonal to constant vectors only. This means we
cannot use Corollary 1, on p.99, to give the conditional maximum relative efficiency
of TˆHB or Tˆ
′
HB over Tˆ
∗
HB.
We see from table 5.14 that for the size vector x1 and x2 the estimator Tˆ
′
HB may
be preferred over TˆHB since its conditional mean square error can respectively be
at most only 0.5% and 1.1% larger than that of TˆHB whereas the conditional mean
square error of TˆHB can be up to 23% and 22.5% larger than that of Tˆ
′
HB.
The nullspaces of the conditional variance-covariance matrices for TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB
were not contained in the nullspace of their bias square matrices so we cannot apply
theorem 8 to give an exact upper bound on their absolute bias ratio.
Now we consider the estimators TˆHBs, Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under the conditional design
on n = (3, 3) using Tille´’s procedure for unequal probability sampling. Table 5.16
gives the maximum relative efficiency of these strategies and table 5.17 gives the exact
upper bound on the absolute bias ratio.
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Table 5.16: The maximum relative efficiencies for TˆHBs, Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under the
conditional design using Tille´’s procedure on each size variable: x1, x2 and x3. The
ijth entry of the block of size 3 × 3 in the last three columns for each size vector is
equal to MRE[(ith estimator,Tille´ | Sn) | (jth estimator,Tille´ | Sn)]
Size vector TˆHBs Tˆ
′
HBs Tˆ
∗
HBs
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0014 1.0147
x1 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0017 1.0000 1.0133
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0177 1.0160 1.0000
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0030 1.0273
x2 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0027 1.0000 1.0243
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0298 1.0270 1.0000
TˆHBs 1.0000 1.0034 1.0393
x3 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.0032 1.0000 1.0358
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.0389 1.0355 1.0000
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Table 5.17: The exact upper bounds on the absolute conditional bias ratio for TˆHBs,
Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs under Tille´’s procedure using the size vectors x1, x2 and x3
Size vector Estimator Tˆs Upper bound on ABR(Tˆs,Tille´ | Sn)
TˆHBs 0.1092
x1 Tˆ
′
HBs 0.1082
Tˆ ∗HBs 0.0989
TˆHBs 0.2384
x2 Tˆ
′
HBs 0.2367
Tˆ ∗HBs 0.2216
TˆHBs 1.1890
x3 Tˆ
′
HBs 1.1881
Tˆ ∗HBs 1.1782
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Table 5.16 shows that there is very little difference in efficiency between TˆHBs,
Tˆ
′
HBs and Tˆ
∗
HBs. Table 5.17 shows that the exact upper bound on the absolute bias
ratio is similar for all strategies with the same size vector but Tˆ ∗HB always has the
smallest value.
Our studies show that there were no major differences between using the different
probability weights for the separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator with the same size variable
either conditionally on n, weak conditionally or unconditionally. Because calculating
the pi′i’s and pi
∗
i ’s can be difficult it is more appropriate to use the pii’s instead for this
estimator.
The Doss type separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator also performed relatively the same
in terms of efficiency for each probability weight under the unconditional design.
However Tˆ ∗HBsD can be more robust against bias compared to TˆHBsD and Tˆ
′
HBsD for
example when using the size variable x1 which has a small coefficient of variation.
For the Ha´jek-Basu estimator there was hardly any differences between TˆHB and
Tˆ
′
HB unconditionally and weak conditionally. But the gains in efficiency can be huge
for Tˆ ∗HB over TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB both unconditionally and weak conditionally.
Under the conditional design on n the estimator Tˆ
′
HB seems to be more favourable
than TˆHB since Tˆ
′
HB can potentially have larger gains in efficiency over TˆHB. Condi-
tionally Tˆ ∗HB isn’t calibrated just for constant vectors so in this sense it is in a different
class to TˆHB and Tˆ
′
HB under the conditional design.
In general the differences in efficiency of the strategies increase with the coefficient
of variation of the size variable. In almost every case the exact upper bounds on the
absolute bias ratio for the Ha´jek-Basu estimators are much smaller than those of the
separate Ha´jek-Basu estimators with the same size variable.
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5.7 Conclusions
For the special case where the poststrata sizes are all equal, theorem 14 can be used
to make unconditional comparisons by giving sufficient conditions for superiority of
one strategy over another for some estimators under simple random sampling. Also
part (a) of theorem 14 is a special case of corollary 2.
For conditional comparisons under simple random sampling we give a result that
provides a sufficient condition for the stratified estimator to be better than the ex-
pansion estimator when there are a total of two poststrata. Also, for designs which
are independent of the population order, we give a result that provides a sufficient
condition for the separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator to be better than the Ha´jek-Basu es-
timator for the domain total under the conditional design where the poststratification
is by the values of the size variable.
In section 5.5 it is demonstrated that when poststratifying under an unequal prob-
ability design the conditional approach gives a more accurate coverage probability,
with respect to those samples with the same sampling allocation as the observed one,
than the unconditional approach. We also make unconditional, weak conditional and
conditional comparisons of the Ha´jek-Basu type estimators under Tille´’s sampling
procedure by means of corollary 2 and theorem 11.
In general it is not obvious how to choose between the different inclusion proba-
bility weights for an estimator. But applying corollary 1 to compare the maximum
relative efficiencies of estimators with different probability weights can give us an
indication of which weights to use as demonstrated in our numerical examples.
In this chapter we only considered Tille´’s procedure for unequal probability sam-
pling. This is because of its simplicity as the design probabilities from this scheme are
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easy to calculate compared to other sampling schemes. However the main focus in
this chapter are the techniques used to make comparisons of strategies under a post-
stratification. These techniques (theorems 8 and 11 and corollaries 1 and 2) can be
applied to estimators under any general unequal probability design. Tille´’s procedure
was used here to demonstrate these techniques.
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Chapter 6
Nonnegative Definite Variance
Estimation for stg(TˆR,PPAS)
The topic of this chapter is somewhat different from the rest of the thesis. In this
chapter we introduce a class of nonnegative definite unbiased estimators for the vari-
ance of the ratio estimator under probability proportional to aggregate size sampling.
The way in which this class of estimators is derived is by analysing the matrix given
by a variance estimator and the details of this will be described. We will then do an
empirical study to examine the performance of estimators from this class.
6.1 Introduction
One of the problems with unbiased variance estimators when using an unequal prob-
ability design is the possibility of obtaining an estimate for the variance that is a
negative value. This is clearly a problem since calculating confidence intervals is not
possible with a negative variance estimate. Also if the probability of obtaining a neg-
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ative estimate for the variance is large then this would reduce the coverage probability
of the strategy.
Many strategies have a large sample approximation formula for their variance
which is approximately unbiased (e.g. see (4.20) for stg(TˆR, SRS)) and can be esti-
mated nonnegatively but these formulae are not valid for small samples. It is therefore
of interest to use an estimator for the variance which is a nonnegative definite unbiased
estimator (NNDUE).
Definition 21 An estimator for the variance or mean square error of a strategy is
said to be a nonnegative definite unbiased estimator if it is uniformly nonnegative and
unbiased for all y ∈ RN .
Vijayan (1975) considered a class of unbiased estimators for the variance of the
Horvitz-Thompson estimator, Var(TˆHT , p), with fixed sample size n which is given by
−1
2
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
aij(s)
(
yi
pii
− yj
pij
)2
(6.1)
where the aij(s)’s do not depend on the y’s. For unbiasedness every pair of units
i, j ∈ U (i 6= j) must satisfy ∑
s3i,j
p(s)aij(s) = piij − piipij.
The Sen, Yates and Grundy estimator vSY G (see ch.2 p.57) for Var(TˆHT , p) is a
special case of (6.1) where
aij(s) =
piij − piipij
piij
for all i, j ∈ U .
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Note that any estimator given by (6.1) will be zero for all samples in the support
whenever the y’s are proportional to the pi’s. Vijayan (1975) showed that it is nec-
essary that a nonnegative definite unbiased estimator for Var(TˆHT , p) is of the form
(6.1). He also proved that when n = 2, a nonnegative definite unbiased estimator
exists if and only if piij ≤ piipij for all i, j ∈ U , i 6= j and aij(s) is as in vSY G.
Rao & Vijayan (1977) generalized (6.1) for any general linear strategy calibrated
for some fixed x ∈ RN , such that xi > 0 for all i ∈ U . They observed that the mean
square error of stg(Tˆs, p) can be written as
MSE(Tˆs, p) = y
tM(Tˆs, p)y = z
tA(Tˆs, p)z = −1
2
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
aij(zi − zj)2
where zi = yi/xi for every i ∈ U , and
aij =
(∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj −Bi −Bj + 1
)
xixj
is the ijth element of the N × N matrix A(Tˆs, p). They also gave the form of a
nonnegative definite unbiased estimator for MSE(Tˆs, p) as
−1
2
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
aij(s)(zi − zj)2 (6.2)
where aij(s) does not depend on the y’s and satisfies the unbiasedness condition∑
s3i,j
p(s)aij(s) = aij (6.3)
for all i, j ∈ U (i 6= j). Note that estimators of the class (6.2) will be zero for all
s ∈ S whenever z is equal to a constant vector. This means that for any general
linear strategy which is calibrated for vectors that are proportional to x, not only
will its mean square error be equal to zero whenever y is proportional to x but any
estimator in the class (6.2) will also be zero for all s ∈ S.
Rao (1979) gave some formulae for aij(s) that achieve the unbiasedness condition
(6.3) but none of them achieve uniform nonnegativity.
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Remark 9 The estimators of the class (6.2) can be written as the quadratic form
ztsA(s)zs
where zs is an n×1 vector with zi = yi/xi for i ∈ s, and the ijth element of the n×n
matrix A(s) is equal to
A(s)ij =

−∑
k∈s
k 6=i
aik(s) for i = j ∈ s
aij(s) for i 6= j ∈ s.
(6.4)
It is easily seen that a sufficient condition for estimators of the class (6.2) to be non-
negative definite is that the coefficients aij(s) are negative for all i, j ∈ U . However,
a necessary and sufficient condition for these estimators to be nonnegative definite is
the nonnegative definiteness of the matrix A(s) given in (6.4) for all samples in the
support given by the design. Padmawar (1998) realized this and stated that one of
the desired properties of a mean square error estimator is that the smallest eigenvalue
of the matrix given by the mean square error estimator should be nonnegative, as
this will avoid negative estimates.
In the next section we will construct a class of unbiased estimators for the variance
of the ratio estimator under probability proportional to aggregate size sampling (see
example 11 on p.103) that is nonnegative definite. The way in which the class of
estimators is constructed is by satisfying the nonnegative definiteness condition on
the matrices given by the variance estimator for each sample in S.
6.2 NNDUEs for Var(TˆR,PPAS)
In this section we are concerned with the ratio estimator under probability propor-
tional to aggregate size sampling where the selection probability for each sample in S
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is equal to p(s) = nx¯/M1NX¯ with M1 =
(
N−1
n−1
)
and xi > 0 for all i ∈ U . As shown in
example 11 this strategy is unbiased for the population total TY . The reason why we
have chosen this strategy will become clear when we construct a class of nonnegative
definite unbiased estimators for its variance.
Rao & Vijayan (1977) also focused their attention on this strategy in their paper
and proposed two unbiased estimators for its variance which are of the same form
as (6.2). In an empirical study they showed that one of their estimators performed
better than the other in terms of higher efficiency and a lower probability of getting
a negative estimate. This estimator is given by
vRV = −1
2
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
aij
piij
(zi − zj)2
where
aij =
(∑
s3i,j
p(s)bsibsj − 1
)
xixj =
(∑
s3i,j
nx¯
M1NX¯
(
NX¯
nx¯
)2
− 1
)
xixj
=
(∑
s3i,j
NX¯
M1nx¯
− 1
)
xixj =
(∑
s3i,j
1
M21p(s)
− 1
)
xixj (6.5)
with M1 =
(
N−1
n−1
)
.
It is clear by the form of vRV that when aij is greater than zero then a negative
contribution will be made towards the estimate vRV by units i, j ∈ s, i 6= j. Since it
is assumed that xi > 0 for all i ∈ U observe from (6.5) that
aij > 0 ⇔
∑
s3i,j
1
M21p(s)
− 1 > 0
⇔
∑
s3i,j
1
p(s)
> M21 . (6.6)
This suggests that when some or most of the samples involved in the summation of
(6.6) have small selection probabilities, then aij can be greater than zero and hence a
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negative contribution is made towards vRV . It is this negative contribution we intend
to reduce but at the same time preserve the unbiasedness.
Rao & Vijayan (1977) also observed, from their empirical studies, that negative
estimates given by vRV correspond to those samples with small selection probabili-
ties. Similarly, when some or most of the samples involved in the summation have
large probabilities of selection then aij can be less than zero, and hence a positive
contribution is made towards vRV . It is this relation that vRV tends to be negative
for small p(s) and nonnegative for large p(s) that we wish to exploit in an effort to
construct a nonnegative definite unbiased estimator for Var(TˆR,PPAS).
Define aij(s) in (6.2) by
aij
piij
− α
N
(
1
M2p(s)
− 1
piij
)
where M2 =
(
N−2
n−2
)
, α is a constant term over all s ∈ S and let Sn be the sampling
support that contains all
(
N
n
)
samples of fixed size n (this is the case for probability
proportional to aggregate size sampling). Then provided p(s) > 0 for all s ∈ Sn we
have ∑
s3i,j
p(s)
[
aij
piij
− α
N
(
1
M2p(s)
− 1
piij
)]
= aij − 0
so that the unbiasedness condition (6.3) is satisfied. We then have the following class
of unbiased estimators for Var(TˆR,PPAS) which is contained in the class of (6.2)
vα = −1
2
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
[
aij
piij
− α
N
(
1
M2p(s)
− 1
piij
)]
(zi − zj)2,
where α = 0 is the special case of vRV . Note that the value of α does not have to be
greater than zero in order for vα to be unbiased.
Observe that when α decreases to zero the negative contribution made towards
vα by units i, j ∈ s (i 6= j) for those samples s which contains units i and j where
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(6.6) holds increases if piij > M2p(s). The inequality piij > M2p(s), for i, j ∈ s, will
in general be true for samples with small p(s).
The idea of vα is basically to take the ‘standard’ estimator vRV and add a multiple
of an unbiased estimator of zero. We know that vRV can give negative estimates for
samples with small probabilities of selection but vα can avoid negative estimates for
those samples with a suitably large α. However if α is too large vα could give negative
estimates for other samples which do not have a small probability of selection. Then
the question now is, does there exist an α such that vα is nonnegative definite? The
following steps can help us to obtain a range of possible values for α, provided such
an α exists.
First we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 17 Two nonnegative definite unbiased estimators for (N − 1)S2Z are:
m1 =
1
2
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
NM2p(s)
provided p(s) > 0 for all s ∈ Sn, and
m2 =
1
2
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
Npiij
provided piij > 0 for all pairs of units i, j ∈ U , where M2 =
(
N−2
n−2
)
.
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Proof Observe that
(N − 1)S2Z =
∑
i∈U
z2i −
1
N
(∑
i∈U
zi
)2
=
1
N
N∑
i∈U
z2i −
∑
i∈U
z2i −
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
zizj

=
1
N
12 ∑
i∈U
z2i (N − 1) +
1
2
∑
j∈U
z2j (N − 1)−
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
zizj

=
1
2N
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2. (6.7)
The expected value of m1 is equal to
∑
s∈Sn
p(s)
12 ∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
NM2p(s)
 .
Provided p(s) > 0 for all s ∈ Sn we can write this as
1
2NM2
∑
s∈Sn
∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
 = M22NM2 ∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
=
1
2N
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
which is equal to (N − 1)S2Z in the form of (6.7).
The expected value of m2 is equal to
∑
s∈Sn
p(s)
12 ∑
i∈s
∑
j∈s
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
Npiij
 .
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Provided piij > 0 for all i, j ∈ U (i 6= j) we can write this as
1
2
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
E(titj, p)
piij
(zi − zj)2 = 1
2N
∑
i∈U
∑
j∈U
j 6=i
(zi − zj)2
which is equal to (N − 1)S2Z and that completes the proof.
Remark 10 Under simple random sampling M2p(s) = piij for all i, j ∈ U (i 6= j)
which implies m1 and m2 are the same and vα is equal to vRV . Also under any general
design with n = 2, M2p(s) will be equal to piij for all i, j ∈ U , i 6= j.
Now we will write the quadratic form of vα. Note that m1 and m2, from lemma
17, can be written as the following quadratic forms in zs
m1 = z
t
sP1(s)zs
where the ijth element of the n× n matrix P1(s) is equal to
P1(s)ij =

(n−1)
NM2p(s)
for i = j ∈ s
− 1
NM2p(s)
for i 6= j ∈ s,
and
m2 = z
t
sP2(s)zs
where the ijth element of the n× n matrix P2(s) is equal to
P2(s)ij =

1
N
∑
k∈s
k 6=i
1
piik
for i = j ∈ s
− 1
Npiij
for i 6= j ∈ s.
Hence we can write the estimator vα as the following quadratic form
vα = z
t
s(A(s) + α[P1(s)−P2(s)])zs = ztsD(s)zs
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where A(s) is the n× n symmetric matrix given by vRV with ijth elements
A(s)ij =

−∑
k∈s
k 6=i
aik
piik
for i = j ∈ s
aij
piij
for i 6= j ∈ s
and D(s) = A(s) + α(P1(s)−P2(s)) for s ∈ Sn.
If, for a given α which is constant over all s ∈ Sn, the eigenvalues for D(s) are all
nonnegative for every sample in Sn then the estimator vα will also be a nonnegative
definite unbiased estimator.
Now we will find some conditions for D(s) to be nonnegative definite for all s ∈ Sn.
Observe that P1(s) is of the same form as (4.1) on p.124. Since it is orthogonal to
constant vectors by lemma 12 it has one nonzero eigenvalue, denoted by γ(s), which
is equal to
γ(s) =
n
NM2p(s)
for s ∈ Sn.
The nullspace of P1(s) is spanned by only the constant vector in Rn. Hence it is
easily seen by using lemma 13 that
ztsP1(s)zs = γ(s)(n− 1)S2zs for s ∈ Sn (6.8)
where Szs is the sample standard deviation of the sampled units of z. Also provided
P2(s) is orthogonal to constant vectors only we see that, from (4.7),
µmin(s)(n− 1)S2zs ≤ ztsP2(s)zs ≤ µmax(s)(n− 1)S2zs for s ∈ Sn (6.9)
where µmin(s) and µmax(s) are the respective minimum and maximum nonzero eigen-
values of P2(s). Since vRV = 0 when zs is constant this implies that A(s) is orthogonal
to constant vectors for all s ∈ Sn. Provided the dimension of the nullspace of A(s) is
equal to one we have,
vRV = z
t
sA(s)zs ≥ λmin(s)(n− 1)S2zs for s ∈ Sn (6.10)
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where λmin(s) is the minimum nonzero eigenvalue of A(s).
Now, let t(s) = γ(s)−µmax(s) and r(s) = γ(s)−µmin(s) for s ∈ Sn. The range of
values for α, such that vα is nonnegative definite, may be over positive and negative
values. If α ≥ 0 then it is easily seen by (6.8)-(6.10) that
vα = z
t
sD(s)zs ≥ [λmin(s) + αt(s)](n− 1)S2zs
for every s ∈ Sn. Similarly if α ≤ 0 then
vα = z
t
sD(s)zs ≥ [λmin(s) + αr(s)](n− 1)S2zs .
Hence a sufficient condition for D(s) to be nonnegative definite for some s ∈ Sn is if
either
α > 0 and λmin(s) + αt(s) ≥ 0 (6.11)
or if
α < 0 and λmin(s) + αr(s) ≥ 0. (6.12)
We need to consider both of these cases. If there exists a constant value α over all
s ∈ Sn such that each sample in Sn satisfies one of the conditions (6.11) or (6.12) then
this implies that D(s) will be nonnegative definite for all samples in Sn and hence,
vα will be a nonnegative definite unbiased estimator for Var(TˆR,PPAS).
We will now describe how we find a range of values for α such that vα is nonnegative
definite. Let the interval (αL, αU), for αL, αU ∈ R, be a range of values for α such
that the estimator vα is nonnegative definite. The following definition will be useful
in explaining how we obtain such an interval.
Definition 22 The interval (αL(s), αU(s)), for some s ∈ Sn with αL(s), αU(s) ∈ R,
is called an interval for nonnegative definiteness of D(s) if for every α ∈ (αL(s), αU(s))
the matrix D(s) is nonnegative definite.
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Suppose an interval for nonnegative definiteness of D(s) is known for each sample
in Sn. If the intersection of all the
(
N
n
)
intervals is nonempty, i.e. if there are some
specific values contained in every
(
N
n
)
interval, then the range of the values in this
intersection will be given by the interval (max
s∈Sn
{αL(s)},min
s∈Sn
{αU(s)}). It is clear that
for any value of α from this interval the matrix D(s) will be nonnegative definite for
all samples in Sn and vα will also be nonnegative definite. So provided the intersection
of intervals for nonnegative definiteness of D(s) for all samples is nonempty we can
obtain the interval (αL, αU) by letting αL = max
s∈Sn
{αL(s)} and αU = min
s∈Sn
{αU(s)}.
By using (6.11) and (6.12), we can obtain an interval for nonnegative definiteness
of D(s) for each sample in Sn. It will be desirable to obtain intervals with the largest
range in order to obtain a large range for the interval (αL, αU). Each sample in Sn
will satisfy one of the following cases for which we give the interval (αL(s), αU(s))
where possible:
1. If for some sample s ∈ Sn we have
λmin(s) > 0, t(s) < 0 and r(s) > 0
then by using (6.11) we can choose
αU(s) =
−λmin(s)
t(s)
and by (6.12) we can choose
αL(s) =
−λmin(s)
r(s)
so that the interval (αL(s), αU(s)) will be an interval for nonnegative definiteness
of D(s).
2. If for some sample s ∈ Sn we have
λmin(s) > 0, t(s) < 0 and r(s) < 0
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then by using (6.11) we can choose
αU(s) =
−λmin(s)
t(s)
and from (6.12) we can choose αL(s) = −∞. Then the interval (αL(s), αU(s))
will be an interval for nonnegative definiteness of D(s).
3. If for some sample s ∈ Sn we have
λmin(s) > 0, t(s) > 0 and r(s) > 0
then from (6.11) we can choose αU(s) =∞ and from (6.12) we can choose
αL(s) =
−λmin(s)
r(s)
.
Then the interval (αL(s), αU(s)) will be an interval for nonnegative definiteness
of D(s).
4. If for some sample s ∈ Sn we have
λmin(s) < 0, t(s) > 0 and r(s) > 0
then by using (6.11) we can choose
αL(s) =
−λmin(s)
t(s)
and αU(s) =∞ to give an interval (αL(s), αU(s)) which is an interval for non-
negative definiteness of D(s). Note that for this particular case the inequalities
in (6.12) do not hold and so it doesn’t apply here.
5. If for some sample s ∈ Sn we have
λmin(s) < 0, t(s) < 0 and r(s) < 0
then the inequalities in (6.11) do not hold but from (6.12) we can choose αL(s) =
−∞ and
αU(s) =
−λmin(s)
r(s)
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to give an interval (αL(s), αU(s)) which is an interval for nonnegative definite-
ness of D(s).
6. If for some sample s ∈ Sn we have
λmin(s) < 0, t(s) < 0 and r(s) > 0
then (6.11) and (6.12) cannot be applied here to obtain an interval for nonneg-
ative definiteness of D(s).
If any sample in Sn satisfies the conditions of case 6 then the method of obtaining
a range of values for α such that vα is nonnegative definite fails. Also if there is
a sample for which case 4 holds and another sample for which case 5 holds then
αL < αU cannot be true and the intervals for nonnegative definiteness of D(s) for
these samples do not overlap one another. This means that we cannot apply the
method of obtaining a range of values for α such that vα is nonnegative definite here
either. But provided none of these situations occur we can obtain the interval (αL, αU)
for which vα is a nonnegative definite unbiased estimator for Var(TˆR,PPAS) for any
choice of α ∈ (αL, αU).
Example 41 Consider a population of size N = 5 and a sample of size n = 3 and
the size variable
xt = (3, 4, 5, 7, 10).
For the ratio estimator under probability proportional to the aggregate size of x, we
calculated the values of λmin(s), r(s), t(s), αL(s), αU(s) and p(s) in table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Values for λmin(s), r(s), t(s), αL(s), αU(s) and p(s) for example 41
s λmin(s) r(s) t(s) αL(s) αU(s) p(s)
{1, 2, 3} −2.1644 0.6366 0.5173 4.1843 ∞ 0.0690
{1, 2, 4} 5.2888 0.3994 0.1683 −13.2411 ∞ 0.0805
{1, 2, 5} 19.6267 0.1832 −0.1942 −107.1326 101.0876 0.0977
{1, 3, 4} 9.6952 0.2811 0.0787 −34.4950 ∞ 0.0862
{1, 3, 5} 25.2887 0.1037 −0.2288 −243.8640 110.5199 0.1034
{1, 4, 5} 38.1322 −0.0186 −0.2920 −∞ 130.5902 0.1149
{2, 3, 4} 19.6776 0.1700 0.0212 −115.7597 ∞ 0.0920
{2, 3, 5} 37.9657 0.0322 −0.2506 −1179.0590 151.5046 0.1092
{2, 4, 5} 57.3913 −0.0754 −0.3009 −∞ 190.7422 0.1207
{3, 4, 5} 79.3845 −0.1256 −0.3084 −∞ 257.3745 0.1264
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Note that none of the samples in Sn satisfy condition 6 on p.261. There is only
one sample, with the smallest probability of selection, that gives a matrix A(s) with a
negative eigenvalue λmin(s). The value of αL is equal to 4.1843 and the values of αU
is equal to 101.0876. Since αL < αU we have the range of values (4.1843, 101.0876)
for α such that vα is a nonnegative definite unbiased estimator for Var(TˆR,PPAS).
From (6.6) we showed that the value of vRV is more likely to be negative when
p(s) is small for some s ∈ Sn. This could also suggest that λmin(s) is likely to be
negative when p(s) is small. Also the terms
1
M2p(s)
− 1
piij
for all i, j ∈ s (i 6= j) are likely to be positive when p(s) is small implying that the
term
n− 1
M2p(s)
−
∑
k∈s
k 6=i
1
piij
will be positive for each i ∈ s. Hence the symmetric matrix P1(s)−P2(s), whose ijth
elements are equal to
(P1(s)−P2(s))ij =

1
N
[ (n−1)
M2p(s)
−∑
k∈s
k 6=i
1
piik
] for i = j ∈ s
− 1
N
[ 1
M2p(s)
− 1
piij
] for i 6= j ∈ s,
is likely to be nonnegative definite when p(s) is small. The nonnegative definiteness of
this matrix can easily be seen by writing zts(P1(s)−P2(s))zs as in (6.2) and observing
that the off-diagonal terms of P1(s) − P2(s) are all negative which is a sufficient
condition for this quadratic form to be nonnegative definite. If P1(s) − P2(s) is
nonnegative definite then the value of r(s) cannot be negative.
Hence the value of λmin(s) is more likely to be negative when p(s) is small in
which case the matrix P1(s)−P2(s) is more likely to be nonnegative definite so that
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r(s) is also nonnegative. This implies that the conditions on λmin(s) and r(s) in case
5 might not always apply to TˆR under a probability proportional to aggregate size
design as demonstrated in example 41.
It is important to note that the unbiasedness of vα depends on p(s) being greater
than zero for all samples in Sn and for the method described in this section to obtain
the range (αL, αU) for nonnegative definiteness, we require the matrices A(s) and
P2(s) to be of rank n− 1 for all s ∈ Sn.
6.3 Efficiency of vα
The choice of α that minimizes Var(vα) would be desirable as the corresponding
estimator will be the most efficient in its class over all values of α. Observe that
Var(vα) =
∑
s∈Sn
p(s)[(vα − Var(TˆR,PPAS))2]
=
∑
s∈Sn
p(s)[v2α − 2vαVar(TˆR,PPAS) + Var(TˆR,PPAS)2]
=
∑
s∈Sn
p(s)[(α(m1 −m2) + vRV )2 − 2(α(m1 −m2) + vRV )Var(TˆR,PPAS)
+Var(TˆR,PPAS)
2]
where m1 and m2 are defined as in lemma 17. By differentiating with respect to α
we have
∂
∂α
Var(vα) =
∑
s∈Sn
p(s)[2α(m1 −m2)2 + 2(m1 −m2)vRV
−2α(m1 −m2)Var(TˆR,PPAS)]
= 2αE[(m1 −m2)2] + 2E[(m1 −m2)vRV ],
equating this to zero and solving for α we get
α = αE =
−E[(m1 −m2)vRV ]
E[(m1 −m2)2] .
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Taking second derivatives with respect to α gives
∂2
∂α2
Var(vα) = 2E[(m1 −m2)2] ≥ 0.
Hence Var(vα) is a convex function in α which implies that Var(vα) is at its minimum
when α = αE, i.e. vαE is the most efficient estimator in the class of vα over all values
of α.
Although in practice αE is unknown since it depends on knowing the values of
all the y’s in the population, an estimate may be available. Moreover even a crude
estimate of αE is likely to perform better (in terms of efficiency) than when α = 0
as Var(vα) is convex in α. However, the value of αE does not necessarily lie within
the interval (αL, αU) which is an undesirable feature. We will use the median, lower
and upper quartile, and the end points of the interval (αL, αU) for values of α in an
empirical study in the next section.
6.4 Empirical studies
In this section we empirically investigate the performances of vRV and vα for different
values of α by randomly generating population auxiliary and survey vectors. We
will use the lower end, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and upper end of the
interval (αL, αU), if it exists, as values for α denoting them by αL, αLQ, αM , αUQ and
αU respectively, and we will also use vαE in our study.
For each population the following performance measures will be calculated:
1. The probability of obtaining a negative estimate, Pr(vα < 0);
2. The probability of obtaining an estimate which is below the lower bound on
Var(TˆR,PPAS) given by theorem 17, on p.266, which is based on the sampled
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units, Pr(vα < LBs);
3. The coverage probability of each estimator based on a 95% confidence interval
using the t-distribution with n− 1 degrees of freedom,
(TˆR − t.975;n−1√vα, TˆR + t.975;n−1√vα);
4. The relative efficiency of vα over vRV , REα = MSE(vα)/MSE(vRV ).
The formal derivation of the asymptotic normality of the ratio estimator under
probability proportional to aggregate size was given by Scott & Wu (1981). However
we will be using a small sample size and so the normal assumption may not be valid.
We will look at the coverage given by the t-distribution with n−1 degrees of freedom to
see how accurate the coverage can be. Although there is no theoretical justification
for using the t-distribution with n − 1 degrees of freedom here, in general it may
be used for small sample sizes as a pragmatic rule since the t-distribution tends to
give more accurate coverage than the normal, see Royall & Cumberland (1985) and
Thompson (2002, p.69).
The following result, from Gabler (1990, p.113), can be used to obtain a lower
bound for a nonnegative definite quadratic form in y, based on the observed sample.
Theorem 17 If yt = (yt1,y
t
2) and the N ×N nonnegative definite symmetric matrix
A is correspondingly partitioned as
A =
 A11 A12
A21 A22

then provided A22 is nonsingular we have
yt1(A11 −A12A−122 A21)y1 ≤ ytAy. (6.13)
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By letting y1 be the sampled values of y, we can use this result to see whether
an estimator for the quadratic form ytAy gives an estimated value which is less than
the lower bound given by (6.13).
Lemma 18 Let A be defined as in theorem 17. Suppose A is only orthogonal to
vectors that are proportional to x with xi > 0 for all i ∈ U . Then the matrix A22 will
always be nonsingular.
Proof Let the N × 1 vector vt = (vt1,vt2) be such that the entries of v1 are all equal
to zero. Then it follows that vtAv = vt2A22v2 and hence
vtAv = 0 ⇔ vt2A22v2 = 0.
But vtAv = 0 only holds if v ∝ x which cannot be true since xi > 0 for all i ∈ U .
Hence A22 must be of full rank if A is orthogonal only to vectors that are proportional
to x and that completes the proof.
Lemma 18 shows that theorem 17 can be applied to any nonnegative definite
symmetric matrix A whose nullspace is spanned by a single vector. In general the
nullspace of the mean square error matrix for the ratio estimator under probability
proportional to aggregate size sampling will be spanned by the size vector, and so we
can apply theorem 17 to this matrix.
For each population we will use theorem 17 to calculate the lower bound (6.13)
for Var(TˆR,PPAS) for each sample in Sn and then check to see if the corresponding
estimates, using the same sample, is less than or greater than this lower bound.
Note that this lower bound is known after the sample is selected and not before.
Therefore it is reasonable to require that any sample estimate of Var(TˆR,PPAS)
should not be smaller than the bound given in (6.13). It is clearly undesirable to use
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an estimator that gives values that are less than the lower bound given in (6.13) as
this could indicate a poor estimate. Therefore the estimator with the least probability
of obtaining a sample who’s estimate for Var(TˆR,PPAS) is less than the lower bound
in (6.13) would be more preferable than others.
We generated six auxiliary vectors x1, x2, . . . , x6 each of size 25 where the values
of xl were independently and randomly generated from N(100, 10l) for l = 1, . . . , 6.
The value for each entry of xl, for l = 1, . . . , 6, were all greater than zero which
implies that for any of these auxiliary vectors p(s) > 0 for all s ∈ Sn and hence vα is
unbiased for Var(TˆR,PPAS).
Table 6.2 gives the coefficient of variation of the auxiliary variables and the interval
values of (αL, αU) for the nonnegative definiteness of our estimators.
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Table 6.2: Coefficient of variation of xl, l = 1, . . . , 6, and intervals (αL, αU) for
nonnegative definiteness of vα
Pop. N n cv(x) (αL, αU)
x1 25 4 0.10 (-208776,560232)
x2 25 4 0.23 (-7105,207031)
x3 25 4 0.35 (2940,100313)
x4 25 4 0.44 (5076,112510)
x5 25 4 0.50 −
x6 25 4 0.56 (15526,19279)
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We see, from table 6.2, that as cv(x) increases the estimator vRV (vα when α = 0)
falls out of our class of nonnegative definite unbiased estimators. It is clear that
estimators in the class vα, with α ∈ (αL, αU), are less restricted than vRV as they
can be nonnegative definite for values of cv(x) up to 0.44 whereas vRV can lose its
nonnegative definiteness when cv(x) is only 0.35.
Because the size vector x5 doesn’t give an interval (αL, αU) for nonnegative defi-
niteness of vα we will only focus our attention on the size vectors x1, x2, x3, x4 and
x6 in our study.
For each of the auxiliary vectors x1, x2, x3, x4 and x6 we generated five survey
variables as follows: ylj = xl × wlj/100 (i.e. ylj is an entry by entry product of xl
and wlj/100) for l = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 where the values of wlj are independently and
randomly generated from N(100, qj) with q1 = 5, q2 = 10, q3 = 15, q4 = 20 and
q5 = 30.
In table 6.3 we give the values of the correlation coefficient between the x’s and
y’s, the coefficient of variation of z where zi = yi/xi for all i ∈ U , and the values of
αE.
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Table 6.3: Values for ρ(x,y), cv(z) and αE
Pop. ρ(x,y) cv(z) αE
(x1,y11) 0.9229 0.0436 432612.6
(x1,y12) 0.7348 0.0855 343075
(x1,y13) 0.6561 0.1243 −61024.96
(x1,y14) 0.4114 0.1815 219277.4
(x1,y15) 0.1056 0.3464 189875.7
(x2,y21) 0.9711 0.0495 300988.2
(x2,y22) 0.9287 0.1051 126355.2
(x2,y23) 0.8724 0.1228 296204.7
(x2,y24) 0.6632 0.2304 366668.4
(x2,y25) 0.6495 0.2870 290210.7
(x3,y31) 0.9954 0.0427 48082.64
(x3,y32) 0.9583 0.0980 201313.5
(x3,y33) 0.9133 0.1757 147871.7
(x3,y34) 0.8800 0.1741 124145.5
(x3,y35) 0.7986 0.3313 50293.89
(x4,y41) 0.9965 0.0362 175299.8
(x4,y42) 0.9591 0.1175 179348.6
(x4,y43) 0.9760 0.1204 138513.2
(x4,y44) 0.9184 0.2170 98844.7
(x4,y45) 0.7601 0.3744 133528.7
(x6,y61) 0.9977 0.0418 77079.38
(x6,y62) 0.9886 0.0777 171198
(x6,y63) 0.9558 0.1525 140708.9
(x6,y64) 0.9302 0.1750 172116.7
(x6,y65) 0.9298 0.2590 65649.6
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From table 6.3 we see that not all of the populations give values of αE that are
contained in the interval (αL, αU). For the size variable x1 which has cv(x1) = 0.1
the value of αE for each survey vector y11, . . . , y15 were contained inside the interval
(αL, αU). For the size vector x2, with cv(x2) = 0.23, only one vector y22 gave a value
for αE inside the range (αL, αU). For x3, with cv(x3) = 0.35, there were two vectors
y31 and y35 that gave values for αE inside (αL, αU). For x4 with cv(x4) = 0.44 there
was only one vector y44 such that αE ∈ (αL, αU) and for x6, which has cv(x6) = 0.56,
none of the survey vectors y61, . . . , y65 gave values of αE inside the interval (αL, αU).
The numerical examples suggests that the value of αE for populations with small
cv(x) is more likely to lie inside the interval (αL, αU) than that for populations with
large cv(x).
For each auxiliary variable, x1, x2, x3, x4 and x6, table 6.4 gives the probability
of obtaining a negative estimate when applying vRV and vαE to the survey variables.
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Table 6.4: Probabilities of obtaining negative estimate from vRV and vαE
Pop. Pr(vRV < 0) Pr(vαE < 0)
(x1,y11) 0.00000 0.00000
(x1,y12) 0.00000 0.00000
(x1,y13) 0.00000 0.00000
(x1,y14) 0.00000 0.00000
(x1,y15) 0.00000 0.00000
(x2,y21) 0.00000 0.00000
(x2,y22) 0.00000 0.00000
(x2,y23) 0.00000 0.00024
(x2,y24) 0.00000 0.00016
(x2,y25) 0.00000 0.00033
(x3,y31) 0.00057 0.00000
(x3,y32) 0.00062 0.00024
(x3,y33) 0.00039 0.00088
(x3,y34) 0.00070 0.00000
(x3,y35) 0.00061 0.00000
(x4,y41) 0.00004 0.00137
(x4,y42) 0.00087 0.00451
(x4,y43) 0.00014 0.00009
(x4,y44) 0.00065 0.00000
(x4,y45) 0.00046 0.00000
(x6,y61) 0.02622 0.02028
(x6,y62) 0.03324 0.05291
(x6,y63) 0.01849 0.02875
(x6,y64) 0.02496 0.03140
(x6,y65) 0.02398 0.00873
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Table 6.4 shows that although vαE is more efficient than vRV , its probability of
obtaining a negative estimate can be larger for some populations. For the size vector
x2 the estimator vRV performs just as well or better than vαE for all survey vectors.
But for the size vector x3 the estimator vRV does not perform as well as vαE in terms
of obtaining nonnegative estimates for all populations apart from the survey vector
y33.
The general conclusion from table 6.4 is that vαE and vRV can perform as bad
as each other in term of obtaining negative estimates. But the differences in the
probabilities of obtaining negative estimates can be much larger when using a size
vector with a large coefficient of variation compared to that of a size vector with small
coefficient of variation.
Table 6.5 gives the probability Pr(vα < LBs) of obtaining estimates that are less
than the lower bound on Var(TˆR,PPAS) which is calculated, by theorem 17, using
the sample values of the y’s. The probability Pr(vα < LBs) for each estimator, vα
with α = RV, αL, αLQ, αM , αUQ, αU and αE, is calculated by
Pr(vα < LBs) =
∑
s∈Lα
p(s)
where Lα is the set of all samples that gives a value of vα which is less than the lower
bound on Var(TˆR,PPAS) given by (6.13).
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Table 6.5: Values for Pr(vα < LBs) for α = RV, αL, αLQ, αM , αUQ, αU , and αE
Pop. vRV vαL vαLQ vαM vαUQ vαU vαE
(x1,y11) 0.00000 0.00007 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x1,y12) 0.00000 0.00007 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x1,y13) 0.00000 0.00007 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00017 0.00000
(x1,y14) 0.00000 0.00007 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x1,y15) 0.00000 0.00007 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x2,y21) 0.00000 0.00010 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00016
(x2,y22) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x2,y23) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00072
(x2,y24) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00016
(x2,y25) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00087
(x3,y31) 0.00274 0.00098 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x3,y32) 0.00320 0.00100 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00130
(x3,y33) 0.00254 0.00075 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00008 0.00259
(x3,y34) 0.00225 0.00116 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x3,y35) 0.00307 0.00130 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x4,y41) 0.00312 0.00012 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00274
(x4,y42) 0.00542 0.00130 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00018 0.00753
(x4,y43) 0.00290 0.00018 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00025
(x4,y44) 0.00269 0.00080 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x4,y45) 0.00323 0.00050 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
(x6,y61) 0.03906 0.00033 0.00022 0.00011 0.00018 0.00018 0.02586
(x6,y62) 0.04398 0.00154 0.00122 0.00671 0.00456 0.00471 0.06080
(x6,y63) 0.02774 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00006 0.03314
(x6,y64) 0.03636 0.00654 0.00023 0.00018 0.00006 0.00006 0.03867
(x6,y65) 0.03701 0.00034 0.00017 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.01170
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We see from table 6.5 that in general the value of Pr(vα < LBs) seems to increase
with the coefficient of variation of the auxiliary variables. The estimators vRV , vαL
and vαE performed poorly compared to vαM in all cases and the only differences
between vαLQ , vαM and vαUQ is for the size vector x6. But these differences are small
so in general the estimators vαLQ , vαM and vαUQ seem to perform the best.
Table 6.6 gives the coverage probabilities for each estimator which is based on the
95% confidence intervals using the t-distribution with n− 1 degrees of freedom.
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Table 6.6: Coverage probabilities for estimators vRV , vαL , vαLQ , vαM , vαUQ , vαU and
vαE
Pop. vRV vαL vαLQ vαM vαUQ vαU vαE
(x1,y11) 0.9495 0.9445 0.9490 0.9501 0.9485 0.9442 0.9470
(x1,y12) 0.9345 0.9327 0.9343 0.9353 0.9348 0.9329 0.9351
(x1,y13) 0.9418 0.9393 0.9417 0.9434 0.9449 0.9454 0.9413
(x1,y14) 0.9715 0.9691 0.9717 0.9716 0.9709 0.9696 0.9718
(x1,y15) 0.9654 0.9623 0.9653 0.9665 0.9663 0.9657 0.9667
(x2,y21) 0.9623 0.9615 0.9646 0.9675 0.9696 0.9703 0.9688
(x2,y22) 0.9213 0.9207 0.9236 0.9243 0.9235 0.9234 0.9241
(x2,y23) 0.9634 0.9631 0.9662 0.9675 0.9682 0.9676 0.9658
(x2,y24) 0.9515 0.9512 0.9547 0.9560 0.9572 0.9583 0.9579
(x2,y25) 0.9471 0.9466 0.9488 0.9483 0.9446 0.9416 0.9346
(x3,y31) 0.9593 0.9614 0.9646 0.9658 0.9674 0.9666 0.9655
(x3,y32) 0.8832 0.8844 0.8967 0.9059 0.9108 0.9151 0.9193
(x3,y33) 0.9551 0.9566 0.9638 0.9678 0.9692 0.9698 0.9677
(x3,y34) 0.9280 0.9294 0.9370 0.9402 0.9428 0.9441 0.9441
(x3,y35) 0.9347 0.9367 0.9441 0.9458 0.9446 0.9477 0.9459
(x4,y41) 0.8986 0.9001 0.9027 0.9050 0.9064 0.9091 0.9078
(x4,y42) 0.8814 0.8839 0.8913 0.8982 0.9001 0.8989 0.8887
(x4,y43) 0.9013 0.9022 0.9056 0.9102 0.9134 0.9153 0.9150
(x4,y44) 0.9518 0.9544 0.9619 0.9675 0.9702 0.9718 0.9712
(x4,y45) 0.8882 0.8916 0.8995 0.9022 0.9006 0.8984 0.8960
(x6,y61) 0.8413 0.8665 0.8674 0.8676 0.8682 0.8693 0.8728
(x6,y62) 0.8496 0.8744 0.8755 0.8766 0.8773 0.8780 0.8594
(x6,y63) 0.8283 0.8471 0.8479 0.8484 0.8493 0.8496 0.8523
(x6,y64) 0.8818 0.9102 0.9112 0.9123 0.9131 0.9135 0.9010
(x6,y65) 0.8738 0.8941 0.8948 0.8961 0.8966 0.8969 0.9033
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From table 6.6 we see that using the t-distribution does give accurate coverage
probability close to 95% for all estimators for population with small cv(x). However
this isn’t true for those populations with large values of cv(x) and in those cases vRV
seems to perform the worse of all. This may be because the probability of obtaining
a negative estimate with vRV using x6 is large. However the probability of obtaining
a negative estimate with vαE is also large and its coverage probabilities are more
accurate than that of vRV in all cases when using x6.
Table 6.7 gives the relative efficiency of vα over vRV which, as vα and vRV are
unbiased for Var(TˆR,PPAS), is calculated as
REα = Var(vα)/Var(vRV )
for each value of α = αL, αLQ, αM , αUQ, αU and αE.
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Table 6.7: Relative efficiency of vα, for α = αL, αLQ, αM , αUQ, αU and αE, over vRV
Pop. REαL REαLQ REαM REαUQ REαU REαE
(x1,y11) 1.1680 1.0109 0.9092 0.8629 0.8719 0.8597
(x1,y12) 1.0849 1.0053 0.9593 0.9468 0.9680 0.9465
(x1,y13) 1.0217 0.9979 1.0626 1.2157 1.4573 0.9955
(x1,y14) 1.0933 1.0052 0.9681 0.9821 1.0471 0.9668
(x1,y15) 1.1062 1.0056 0.9690 0.9963 1.0874 0.9688
(x2,y21) 1.0065 0.9613 0.9247 0.8967 0.8773 0.8641
(x2,y22) 1.0099 0.9486 0.9180 0.9182 0.9492 0.9143
(x2,y23) 1.0043 0.9745 0.9505 0.9322 0.9197 0.9117
(x2,y24) 1.0068 0.9591 0.9187 0.8858 0.8601 0.8274
(x2,y25) 1.0063 0.9623 0.9270 0.9004 0.8826 0.8720
(x3,y31) 0.9857 0.9019 0.8800 0.9199 1.0217 0.8793
(x3,y32) 0.9943 0.9506 0.9125 0.8802 0.8536 0.8044
(x3,y33) 0.9948 0.9555 0.9234 0.8985 0.8808 0.8970
(x3,y34) 0.9924 0.9363 0.8928 0.8618 0.8433 0.8373
(x3,y35) 0.9856 0.9000 0.8736 0.9065 0.9986 0.8735
(x4,y41) 0.9889 0.9360 0.8922 0.8574 0.8316 0.8068
(x4,y42) 0.9909 0.9471 0.9106 0.8814 0.8595 0.8369
(x4,y43) 0.9821 0.8988 0.8340 0.7880 0.7606 0.7518
(x4,y44) 0.9824 0.9050 0.8534 0.8277 0.8280 0.8246
(x4,y45) 0.9803 0.8886 0.8184 0.7696 0.7421 0.7356
(x6,y61) 0.9236 0.9196 0.9156 0.9116 0.9077 0.7892
(x6,y62) 0.9733 0.9717 0.9702 0.9687 0.9672 0.8456
(x6,y63) 0.9460 0.9429 0.9399 0.9369 0.9339 0.7411
(x6,y64) 0.9648 0.9628 0.9608 0.9588 0.9568 0.7959
(x6,y65) 0.9111 0.9065 0.9020 0.8976 0.8932 0.7869
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The data from table 6.7 show that the estimator vαL is not as efficient as vRV when
the coefficient of variation of the size variable is small. However when the coefficient of
variation of the size variable is large, practically all the estimators used in this study
are more efficient than vRV . Since vαE is unknown in practice we could consider vαU
for populations with large values (greater than 0.3) of cv(x). For populations with
smaller values of cv(x) we could consider using vαM .
6.5 Conclusions
Our method for constructing a class of nonnegative definite unbiased variance es-
timators of Var(TˆR,PPAS) has proven to be useful as it demonstrates that it may
be possible to obtain such estimators when the standard unbiased estimator fails
to be nonnegative definite. For large population and sample sizes the construction
of this class of estimators is computationally involved. But for small sample sizes,
where variance approximations may be badly biased, our method is more practically
applied.
We found that the variance of our estimator is a convex function in one of its
parameters implying that more efficient estimators are available. However it isn’t
obvious how to estimate this unknown parameter that maximizes efficiency, but our
empirical studies show that estimators in our class of nonnegative definite unbiased
estimators perform well in terms of efficiency compared to the standard estimator.
The method of constructing our class of nonnegative definite unbiased variance
estimators for Var(TˆR,PPAS) is independent of the y’s. This means we can obtain
this class of estimators at the design stage.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we have shown that we can make inferences conditional on the observed
sample size configuration when poststratifying under unequal probability sampling
provided the poststratum membership is known for all units in the population. As
in the case of simple random sampling, under an unequal probability design the con-
ditional coverage probabilities given by confidence intervals based on the conditional
variances are more accurate over those samples in Sn compared to that given by the
confidence intervals based on the unconditional variance. This confirms the view that
inferences should be made conditionally on the observed sample size configuration.
Using matrix algebra we presented a result that gives an exact upper bound on the
absolute bias ratio for a wide range of strategies which can be useful in assessing the
bias. We also gave exact bounds on the relative efficiency of two different strategies
that indicates the maximum gains in efficiency one strategy can have over the other.
In chapter 4 we gave theorems that can be applied to the mean square error ma-
trices of two different strategies to give sufficient conditions for the superiority of one
strategy over another. These methods can also be used to compare variance approx-
imation formulae as well as pairs of strategies under poststratification conditionally,
weak conditionally and unconditionally.
One of our results from chapter 4 gives a sufficient condition for a separate general
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linear strategy that is calibrated for auxiliary stratum vectors to be more efficient than
a strategy that is calibrated for the overall population auxiliary vector.
In chapter 5 we applied the results of chapter 4 to compare strategies based on
poststratification under the unconditional, weak conditional and conditional designs.
Both equal and unequal probability sampling designs were considered.
For the special case of equal poststrata sizes, we derived a result that can be
used to make unconditional comparisons of some estimators under simple random
sampling. We also gave a result that can be used to make conditional comparisons
between the stratified and expansion estimators under simple random sampling when
there are a total of two poststrata.
For an unequal probability design we made comparisons of estimators with differ-
ent probability weights under poststratification. This was done by computing their
maximum relative efficiencies which gave us some indication of the appropriate prob-
ability weights to use.
In chapter 6 we showed that there can be cases where it is possible to construct a
class of nonnegative definite unbiased estimators for the variance of the ratio estimator
under probability proportional to aggregate size sampling. Some of the estimators in
this class perform well in terms of efficiency compared to a standard estimator. For
estimators considered in our empirical study, in section 6.4, the coverage probabilities
given by the 95% confidence intervals based on the t-distribution with n− 1 degrees
of freedom are adequate for those size variables whose coefficient of variation is small.
We hope that the method of constructing a class of nonnegative definite unbiased
variance estimators in chapter 6 can be extended to other strategies under unequal
probability sampling. Also it will be interesting to see whether it is more likely that
conditions 4 and 5, on p.260, hold simultaneously when the population or sample size
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becomes larger.
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Glossary of Estimators
The following list of estimators, and where they are defined in the text, are used
throughout the thesis.
Adjusted Doss estimator for the total, TˆAD 191
Best linear model-unbiased predictor for the total, TˆBLUP 23
Combine ratio estimator for the total, TˆRc 46
Conditionally weighted Horvitz-Thompson estimator for the total, Tˆ ∗HT 57
Doss estimator for the total, TˆD 187
Doss type separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the total, TˆHBsD 208
Expansion estimator for the domain total, Tˆ0,h 202
Expansion estimator for the total, Tˆ0 30
General ratio estimator for the total, TˆGR 109
General regression estimator for the total, TˆGREG 23
General separate ratio estimator for the total, TˆGRs 91
Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the domain total, TˆHB,h 205
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Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the total, TˆHB 107
Horvitz-Thompson estimator for the domain total, Tˆ ∗HT,h 57
Horvitz-Thompson estimator for the total, TˆHT 56
Poststratified estimator for the total, Tˆpst 121
Rao & Vijayan’s estimator for the variance of TˆR, vRV 252
Ratio estimator for the total, TˆR 22
Regression estimator for the total, TˆREG 23
Sen, Yates & Grundy’s estimator for the variance of TˆHT , vSY G 57
Separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the domain total, TˆHBs,h 205
Separate Ha´jek-Basu estimator for the total, TˆHBs 208
Separate mean of ratios estimator for the total, TˆRsm 91
Separate ratio estimator for the total, TˆRs 45
Stratified estimator for the domain total, Tˆst,h 202
Stratified estimator for the total, Tˆst 30
Unconditional unbiased stratified estimator for the total, TˆU 180
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